
Called “essential” and a “goldmine” 
in early reviews, The YIVO Encyclo-
pedia of Jews in Eastern Europe was 

published this spring by Yale University Press. 
Scholars immediately hailed the two-volume, 
2,400-page reference, the culmination of more 
than seven years of intensive editorial develop-
ment and production, for its thoroughness, 
accuracy, and readability.

YIVO began the celebrations surrounding the 
encyclopedia’s completion in March, just weeks 
after the advance copies arrived. On March 11, 
with Editor in Chief Gershon Hundert serving 
as moderator and respondent, a distinguished 
panel of “first readers”—scholars and writers 
who had not participated in the project—gave 
their initial reactions to the contents of the 
work. Noted author Allegra Goodman was 
struck by the simultaneous development, in 
the nineteenth century, of both Yiddish and 
Hebrew popular literature, with each trad-
ing ascendance at different times. Marsha 
Rozenblit of the University of Maryland noted 
that the encyclopedia, without nostalgia, pro-
vides insight into ordinary lives, the “very 
texture of Jewish life in Eastern Europe,” and 
was impressed with the obvious seriousness 
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Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence H. Summers Honored at 
2008 YIVO Annual Benefit Dinner

with which the contributors took their role in 
writing their articles. Dartmouth University 
professor Leo Spitzer emphasized that even 
in this age of the Internet and Wikipedia, we 
still need this encyclopedia for its informa-
tive, balanced, and unbiased treatment, unlike 
much information found on the Web. 

Perhaps the most enthusiastic remarks of the 
evening came from Edward Kasinec, chief of 
the Slavic and Baltic Division of the New York 
Public Library, who said, “I often had the feeling 
that Gershon Hundert and his many collabo-
rators were like masters of a kaleidoscope, 
continuously turning and

The 83rd YIVO Annual Benefit Din-
ner, held on May 13, 2008, honored 
Lawrence H. Summers with the YIVO 

Lifetime Achievement Award. Summers, a past 
president of Harvard University and secretary 
of the Treasury during the second Clinton ad-
ministration, was named senior White House 
economic adviser by President-elect Barack 
Obama in November. 

YIVO was proud to present this award to 
Summers, the Charles W. Eliot University 

Professor at Harvard, who served as the 27th 
president of Harvard University from 2001 to 
2006. From 1999 to 2001, Summers served as 
secretary of the Treasury of the United States. 
He was chief economist of the World Bank 
from 1991 to 1993, and in 2006 he was a mem-
ber of the Panel of Eminent Persons, which re-
viewed the work of the United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development. Prior to this 
service, Summers was a professor of economics 
at Harvard and MIT. His research contribu-
tions were recognized 
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[L-R]  William A. Ackman, Lawrence H. Summers, 
Martin Peretz, and Henry Rosovsky
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A Heartfelt “THANK YOU”  
to Our Special YIVO Friends

From the Chairman of the Board

It is in uncertain times like these that our 
longtime supporters and friends are so 
crucial to YIVO’s success and survival. 

I am sure you have all been following the 
recent market fluctuations, and the resulting 
financial disquiet that they have created. We 
need our friends—old and new—to stand with 
YIVO, helping to ensure the continuation of 
the work we do collecting, preserving, and 
teaching about Jewish life in Eastern Europe, 
Israel, and the Americas. 

Over the more than 83 years since the YIVO 
Institute for Jewish Research was founded, we 
have embraced the broadest definition of Jewish 
life and culture. YIVO has collected a treasure 
trove, including such varied material as audio-
tapes of native Yiddish speakers recorded just 
after World War II; photographs and home 
movies of interwar and prewar Eastern Europe; 
800 Memorial/Yizker Books commemorating 
lost communities; archival materials tracing 
the daily assistance provided by the social ser-
vice agencies that American Jews established to 
help their brethren adjust to their new lives in 
America; recordings of wedding, cantorial, folk, 
klezmer, and other Jewish music; a vast col-
lection of personal testimonies and memoirs 

of survivors; the records of fraternal societies/
landsmanshaftn established in America by Jew-
ish immigrants; and so much more.

All of these pieces make up the great mosaic 
of “our story.” It is a proud story of survival 
against incredible odds: against tyrants, 
poverty, pogroms, lack of opportunity, natural 
disasters, financial uncertainty. Although right 
now our banking system is in crisis, I hope you 
share my optimism that Wall Street will right 
itself in time. But during the rough days and 
months ahead, I hope that YIVO can count on 
you—our members and readers—to help keep 
our vital work going.

YIVO, born in a time of great intellectual 
ferment between the two world wars, survived 
the decimation of the Holocaust and rebuilt suc-
cessfully in America. We are proud of the vision 
and strength of our founders, and we especially 
thank all of you who have supported YIVO. 

With your help and involvement, I know that 
YIVO can weather these hard times and make 
you and all of our friends proud. Thank you.

Bruce Slovin

Lithuania–YIVO Relations 
Revisited

From the Executive Director

In October 2002, fresh on the heels of the 
official opening of YIVO’s highly praised 
exhibition “Mattityahu Strashun: Scholar, 

Leader and Book Collector” at the Lithuanian 
Embassy in Washington, D.C., I shared with 
you my hopes for a new era of friendship 
and cooperation between the Lithuanian 
government and YIVO (see “A New Era in 
Lithuanian–YIVO Relations, Yedies, no. 195 
[Winter 2002],” p. 3). At that time, I wrote 
that “the degree to which this relationship can 
continue to flourish will be largely dependant, 
however, on the willingness of the Lithuanian 

Parliament to address the issue of the resti-
tution of Jewish communal property from 
Vilna and the territory composing the pre-war 
Lithuanian republic.” 

Unfortunately, my hopes were misplaced. 
During the last six years no legislation de-
signed to ensure justice for Lithuania’s Jewish 
community (or, for that matter, Lithuanian 
Jews driven from their homeland) has been 
introduced in the Lithuanian unicameral leg-
islature. Despite the fact that all the essential  
 [continued on next page]

Founded in Vilna, Poland, and headquar-
tered in New York since 1940, the YIVO 
Institute for Jewish Research is devoted to 
the history, society, and culture of Ashkena-
zic Jewry, and the influence of that culture 
as it has developed in the Americas. As the 
only pre-Holocaust scholarly institution to 
transfer its mission to the United States, 
YIVO is the preeminent center for the study 
of East European Jewry; the Holocaust; Yid-
dish language, literature, and folklore; and 
the American Jewish immigrant experience.

YIVO holds the following constituent mem-
berships : American Historical Association • 
American Association of Professors of Yid-
dish • Association for Jewish Studies • Asso-
ciation of Jewish Libraries • Museums Coun-
cil of New York City • Society of American 
Archivists • World Congress of Jewish Studies



elements of a draft law to effect the return 
of former Jewish communal property 
were long ago negotiated with the Social 
Democrat–led government coalition, the 
government of Prime Minister Gedimi-
nas Kirkilas has, as of this writing, lacked 
the will to bring it to the parliament. 
With the defeat of the Social Democrats 
on October 26 and the likely formation 
of a new coalition government led by the 
Conservative Homeland Union Party, it 
is not clear if previous public and private 
commitments by Lithuanian President 
Valdus Adamkus and Foreign Minister 
Pelias Vaitekunes to introduce restitution 
legislation will be honored. 

What is at stake is the restitution of more 
than 430 major properties owned by 
Jews before World War II. The 108 most 
prominent buildings, as identified by 
the Lithuanian Jewish Community and 
the American Jewish Committee, have 
an estimated value of 50–100 million 
euros. While the magnificent prewar 
YIVO Institute building at Wiwulskiego 
18 was destroyed by Soviet artillery fire 
during the Russian liberation of Vilna 
in 1944, thousands of YIVO’s books and 
pamphlets survived. These works still sit 
today in the Bibliographic Center of the 
Lithuanian National Library in Vilnius.

Rabbi Andrew Baker, director of the 
International Affairs Department at 
the American Jewish Committee, told 
the Baltic Times on October 22, “we are 
looking to have buildings that served 
the community returned: schools, syna-
gogues, and hospitals.” Should the 
new Conservative government, led by 
Andrius Kubilius, fail to satisfy Jewish 
demands through long-promised legisla-
tion, the Jewish community’s most likely 
strategy would be to file suit against the 
Lithuanian government in the European 
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. 
The embarrassment caused by a European 
Jewish community suing its own govern-
ment in order to reclaim its own property 
would be immense, especially at a time 
when Vilnius will celebrate the year 2009 
as the “Cultural Capital of Europe.” Still, 
we may have no other choice. 

Other issues separating the Lithuanian 
government and YIVO remain equally 

contentious. As many of you know, more 
than a year ago the Lithuanian special 
state prosecutor formally requested that 
the attorney general of the State of Israel 
extradite Brigadier General Yitzhak Arad 
to Lithuania on the charges of possible war 
crimes. A former director of Yad Vashem, 
Arad escaped from the Vilna ghetto at 17 
to fight with the Markov Brigade in the 
forests of Belarus. Later, the Lithuanian 
state prosecutor added to his list of sus-
pected war criminals Fania Brantsovsky, 
the 80-year-old librarian of our sister 
institution, the Vilnius Yiddish Institute, 
and former Lithuanian Jewish partisan 
Rachel Margolis, 87, who lives today in 
Rehovot, Israel. Although the charges 
against Arad have been dropped, the dis-
proportionate focus on Jewish members 
of the Nazi-era resistance movement is 
deeply troubling, especially when one 
considers that international calls for the 
prosecution of Lithuanian collaborators 
of Nazi-era atrocities against Lithuanian 
Jews have been largely ignored. As Gen-
eral Arad has stated, “what they are try-
ing to do is rewrite history…the murder-
ers of the Jews are becoming the heroes of 
Lithuania and they are making partisans 
out to be criminals and murderers.”

To date, only three Nazi collabora-
tors have been indicted in Lithuania; 
all of these cases were developed in the 
United States. Two were dismissed due to 
death and severe illness, and in the only 
remaining case, after arriving at a guilty 
verdict the Lithuanian courts refused to 
carry out the sentence.

The continued investigations of Jewish 
resistance fighters under the accusation 
of war crimes serves to discredit heroic 
Jews while at the same time diverting 
attention from efforts to bring to trial 
those truly responsible for atrocities in 
wartime Lithuania—whether against 
Jews or non-Jews. What accounts for this 
behavior by the Lithuanians? The only 
plausible explanation that one can think 
of, other than outright antisemitism, is 
that anger over 48 years of Soviet occu-
pation has clouded Lithuanian thinking 
about Russian imperialism. Worse, it 
blocks discussion of Nazi mass murder 
and the fact that too many Lithuanians 
eagerly supported genocide. 

Here, however, we are not without allies. 
Thanks to the firm leadership of three 
Jewish members of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives—Howard Berman (Calif.), 
chair of the House Committee on For-
eign Affairs; Robert Wexler (Fla.), chair 
of the House Subcommittee on Europe; 
and Paul Hodes, a congressman from 
New Hampshire—the Lithuanian govern-
ment has essentially been put on notice 
that its actions with regard to its Jewish 
citizens and institutions, whether it is 
the suppression of neo-Nazi marches in 
Vilnius, the desecration of Jewish ceme- 
teries, or the need to come to grips with 
the restitution of Jewish communal assets 
must be addressed. To do otherwise will 
cost Lithuania dearly. 

Among issues of mutual concern to the 
United States and Lithuania are energy 
security and NATO expansion (especially 
in view of the recent Soviet invasion of 
Georgia). Unlike our hopeful thinking 
of six years ago that Lithuania’s political 
climate had changed and that Lithuania’s 
admission to NATO was worthy of Jewish 
American support, let us learn from our 
mistakes. Before any further normali-
zation of relations between Jews and 
Lithuania takes place, the new Lithuanian 
prime minister and parliament must take 
positive steps. I, for one, will be watching 
as developments unfold in Vilnius and I 
urge all of you to do the same. 

A delegation from Lithuania let by Prime 
Minister Kirkilas visited YIVO in July; a photo 
gallery of this event may be found on our 
website at <www.yivo.org/news/lithuania/>

From the Executive Director

Former Lithuanian Jewish partisan Rachel 
Margolis in a 2007 photo taken at Trakai, 
Lithuania

Dr. Carl J. Rheins
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rearranging and reinterpreting the pieces 
of the complex mosaic of East European 
Jewish history and culture.” Kasinec also 
pointed to the encyclopedia’s selection of 
illustrations as apt, innovative, and far-
ranging in their sources.

The following evening, YIVO held a more 
entertaining but no less informative celebra-
tion, featuring brief talks by leading scho-
lars associated with the encyclopedia that 
served as introductions to a diverse roster 
of performances, recitations, and readings. 
Among the highlights of the evening were 
vocal performances by famed cantor Jacob 
Ben-Zion Mendelson, who gave a thrilling 
rendition of “Ve-̀Al yedey `avodekho,” and 
innovative performer Rebecca Joy Fletcher, 
representing Yiddish theatrical and cabaret 
music with “Dus batshl kreln” (The Neck-
lace of Beads). 

Interspersed with the performances were 
remarks from a number of individuals re-
sponsible for the encyclopedia’s creation. 
YIVO Board Chair Bruce Slovin noted 
that the encyclopedia represents a fulfill-
ment of YIVO’s mission, bringing to life 
and making accessible to young people 
the richness of our inherited culture. Rep-
resenting the encyclopedia’s publisher,  
Editorial Director Jonathan Brent of Yale 
University Press called the encyclopedia 
“not just a book, but a vision . . . a book of 
books that will last a hundred years.”

In keeping with the encyclopedia’s inter-
national roster of editors and contributors, 
events marking the encyclopedia’s publi-
cation continued to take place on several 
continents. In April, a panel discussion 
that included senior scholars David 
Halivni and Israel Gutman took place 
at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem; a 
second such event followed in June at the 
Zalman Shazar Center for Jewish History. 
That same month, leading Polish scholars, 
most of whom were contributors to the en-
cyclopedia, convened a panel at the Jewish 
Congress in Warsaw; all had high praise 
for the work’s detailed coverage of Jewish 
history in the Polish lands, now including 
parts of Belarus, Ukraine, and Lithuania.

The Jewish community of Montreal 
marked the encyclopedia’s publication and 
the achievement of fellow Montrealers 
Gershon Hundert and encyclopedia copy 
chief Joyce Rappaport with an evening 
that followed the format of the YIVO cele-
bration in March. Held at Congregation 
Shaare Zion in conjunction with its annual 

Kulturfest, the evening’s cosponsors in-
cluded Congregation Dorshei Emet, the 
Jewish Public Library, and the Segal Centre 
for the Performing Arts at the Saidye. En-
cyclopedia Project Director Jeffrey Edel-
stein of YIVO reprised his role as emcee, 
while Professor Olga Litvak of Clark 
University once again presented a lively 
art-historical survey of highlights of the 
encyclopedia’s color illustrations. An en-
semble of polished local singers and actors 
performed a number of Yiddish songs.

A stand-out among early critical res-
ponse to the encyclopedia is a review that 
appeared in the Sunday Book Review 
section of The Los Angeles Times on July 
27. Reviewer Kenneth Turan particularly 
praised the work for providing a sophis-
ticated and nuanced outline of what East 
European Jewish life was like and counter-
ing the lack of accessible knowledge that 
has previously been available to general 
readers. Calling the encyclopedia “fien-
dishly comprehensive” and “compulsively 
browsable,” Turan concludes his remarks 
by noting, “if your family comes from that 
part of the world, this is as close as you will 
ever come to truly possessing your past.”

[continued from front page]

To order, visit www.yalebooks.com or call 
Triliteral Sales: 1-800-405-1619. 
For orders from outside North America, visit 
www.yalebooks.co.uk.

The most complete 
picture of this world we 

are ever likely to get. 
– Kenneth Turan  

The Los Angeles Times 

At the reception following the performances at YIVO on March 12. [L-R] Editor in Chief Gershon Hundert with project staffers Roberta Newman 
(l) and Nadia Kahn (r); Project Director Jeffrey Edelstein and living legend, dancer Felix Fibich; Jeffrey Edelstein and Gershon Hundert with YIVO 
chairman and principal encyclopedia donor Bruce Slovin.

‘‘
’’

Performer Rebecca Joy Fletcher



Among my own goals for The 
YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews 
in Eastern Europe was to re-

frame and reimagine the historical and 
visual memory of East European Jewry. 
Thus for example, as editor in chief, it 
was especially important to me to avoid 
the kitsch sometimes associated with 
East European Jewish culture. Over-
sentimentalized, even tacky images and 
melodies have distorted and cheapened 
the historical memory of an extraordi-
narily rich and diverse culture. 

Consequently, I attached great signifi-
cance to the physical appearance and 
design of the book. Guided by leading 
U.S. book designer Joan Greenfield, I 
believe that Yale University Press has 
succeeded in making a physically beau-
tiful book, distinguished by its dignified 
and clear presentation. This, together 
with the 1,100 carefully chosen illustra-
tions, contributes to our goal. That is, 
the physical book is in fact a part of its 
contents and serves our goals. Among 
our aspirations in this respect was to 
overcome the widely shared notion that 
this Jewry was culturally undifferenti-
ated, poor, pious, and unmannered. 

More significant in this regard is the 
way we decided to deal with the period 
of the khurbn, or Holocaust, which 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

presented a serious challenge. While 
the Holocaust is appropriately rep-
resented in this work, we are acutely 
aware of the existence of an enormous 
literature in English on this subject as 
well as the existence of several refer-
ence works, for example, The Holo-
caust Encyclopedia, edited by Walter 
Laqueur and Judith Tydor Baumel, and 
the Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, ed-
ited by Israel Gutman. We treated the 
period mainly within the framework of 
the individual country and other geo-
graphical entries, in order to integrate 
it into a longer-term narrative. 

The YIVO Encyclopedia pays particular 
attention to the Jewish experience and 
Jewish responses during the period of 
Nazi occupation of Eastern Europe. 
Thus, while there are several entries 
dealing with the ghettos and biographies 
of the most prominent Judenrat leaders 
and other important figures, there are no 
entries on specific concentration camps 
(we made an exception for Terezín be-
cause of the special qualities of the Jew-
ish experience there). The camps are 
instead treated in the entries “Aktion 
Reinhard” and “Killing Centers”; there 
is also an entry on labor camps. Other 
Holocaust-related entries include “Babi 
Yar,” “Black Book,” “Honor Courts” (in-
formal courts that tried Jews accused of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
collaboration with the Nazis after the 
war), and “Yizker-bikher.” These last 
are memorial volumes, usually for one 
specific community; the overwhelming 
majority of these volumes—of which 
there are at least 1,400—was prepared 
by survivors after the war. 

The main focus of the YIVO Encyclo-
pedia, however, is on the life of Jews 
and not their murder or their mur-
derers. It is because of this that there 
are no entries for individual death 
camps, even Auschwitz. This repre-
sents a fundamental editorial principle 
that guided our efforts. The Holocaust 
must not be allowed to define the East 
European Jewish experience. We must 
try to avoid seeing the many centuries 
that preceded World War II through 
the prism of the khurbn, and try equally 
to avoid depicting the history of those 
hundreds of years and millions of lives 
as leading inevitably to destruction.

I hope readers will share my belief that 
we have succeeded, in our encyclope-
dia, in mediating and presenting the 
enormous heterogeneity, the variegated 
societies, and the rich and diverse cul-
tures of East European Jewry during 
the last millennium. 
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Reflections on Memory and Its Revision  
in the YIVO Encyclopedia
by Gershon David Hundert

Gershon David Hundert, professor of 
Jewish Studies at McGill University, 
served as editor in chief of the YIVO 
Encyclopedia

ing of two local educational organiza-

tions to discuss Shtif’s plan. The assem-

bled group, which met on 24 March,

proposed placing more weight on the en-

visioned institute’s teaching component,

favoring work linked to the larger Jewish

public and in particular to the secular

Yiddish school system. With these modi-

fications, later summarized in “Vilner

tezisn vegn a yidishn visnshaftlekhn

institut” (Vilna Theses on a Yiddish Scien-

tific Institute), the participants voted to

endorse the memorandum, an event later

considered to mark the founding of

YIVO.
On 7–12 August 1925, nine delegates

from Western and Eastern Europe met at

a conference in Berlin. They created an

organizational committee to oversee the

work of the institute, consisting of Shtif

and Tsherikover in Berlin and Weinreich

and Reyzen in Vilna, and also established

four academic sections as proposed by

Shtif. The Philological Section for the

study of language, literature, and folklore

was to be located in Vilna and headed

by Weinreich; the Historical and Social-

Economic (later the Economic-Statistical)

Sections, headed by Tsherikover and

Yankev Leshtshinski (Jakob Lestschinsky)

respectively, would be in Berlin; and the

Pedagogical (later the Psychological-Peda-

gogical) was slated for Warsaw. Each sec-

tion would produce its own series of the

institute’s journal, Shriftn fun yidishn

visnshaftlekhn institut (Writings of the Yid-

dish Scientific Institute).
In October 1925, supporters in Vilna

founded the Society of Friends of the Yid-

dish Scientific Institute, an organization

that soon served de facto as the main gov-

erning body of the institute. At the same

time in New York, the Amopteyl (short

for Amerikaner Opteyl or American Sec-

tion) was created under the leadership of

historian Yankev (Jacob) Shatzky. The in-

stitute also launched the newsletter Yedies

fun YIVO (YIVO News) to document its

growing activity.Zamlen and the Philological Section.

Since YIVO was to serve as the first cen-

tral repository for material on Yiddish-

speaking Jewry, each of its divisions un-

dertook to survey and gather sources in

its field before beginning analytical re-

search. YIVO’s limited staff could only

carry out this massive task with the aid

of an extensive network of volunteer

zamlers (collectors), ordinary men and

women who gathered documents, data,

and funds for YIVO in their local commu-

nities throughout Eastern Europe and in-

ternationally. In 1929, a survey deter-

mined that one-quarter of the collectors

had ties to Yiddish schools, while nearly

one-third were impoverished manual

laborers who often lacked high levels of

formal education. Some wrote to YIVO

asking for small sums to cover the costs

of paper and postage. These individuals

took enormous pride in helping to build

Yiddish culture, and their dedication at-

tested to YIVO’s link to the broader Jew-

ish community. The work of collection

was thus crucial for YIVO in practical,

methodological, and symbolic terms.

Recognizing the central role of zamlen,

the first division of the institute to be-

gin work was its Bibliographic Commis-

sion, one of several subdivisions of the

Philological Section. This department was

charged with recording, and if possible

collecting, all new publications in Yid-

dish and related material written in other

languages. In 1927, the renamed Biblio-

graphic Center became an independent

unit of the institute, devoted to current

books and journals. The first and only

volume of its Bibliografishe yorbikher (Bib-

liographic Yearbooks) was issued in 1928.

At the same time, the YIVO library and

archives were created to house older ma-

terial.
The most enthusiastic and prolific zam-

lers were those who had been recruited by

the Ethnographic Commission, known

after 1930 as the Folklore Commission. In

its first year, this part of the institute op-

erated under the joint sponsorship of

the An-ski Vilna Jewish Historic-Ethno-

graphic Society. By 1929, the members of

163 zamlerkrayzn (collectors circles) had

sent more than 50,000 copies of proverbs,

folktales, and folk songs to YIVO. The

analysis and publication of this material

proceeded more slowly, in part because

the leading folklorist, Y. L. Cahan, was

living in New York. Cahan’s visit to Vilna

in 1930 spurred work, but the fruits of the

zamlers’ labor appeared in print only in

1938 as Yidisher folklor (Yiddish Folklore).

The work of the Ethnographic Com-

mission was rooted in the Dubnovian

concern with preserving a vanishing tra-

ditional culture, and was thus focused on

the past. Other areas of the Philological

Section addressed the contemporary

needs of the Yiddish language and its

speakers. The Terminological Commis-

sion recruited zamlers to record Yiddish

terms from various professions and tech-

nical fields, yet it also aimed to serve a

prescriptive function by determining

standard vocabulary. In this way, it aided

the work of communal and educational

organizations that functioned in Yiddish

YIVO 2091
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The dais and part of the audience at the first YIVO Conference, Vilna, 1929. Among the scholars

and communal leaders on the stage are (seated, center) TsemaÕ Szabad, (second to Szabad’s right)

Max Weinreich, (second to Szabad’s left) Perets Hirshbeyn, (standing, third from right) Zelig

Kalmanovitsh, and (seated, second from right) Eliyahu Tsherikover. (YIVO)

The communities of Czernowitz and

Suczawa, which were initially organized

according to the pattern of communal

political and legal autonomy existing in

Moldova and Poland, were reorganized in

accordance with the imperial patents of

1786 and 1789 as primarily confessional

associative bodies. Schools played a vital

role in eliminating cultural and religious

isolationism
and spreading Enlighten-

ment (Haskalah) ideas. Under pressure

from the authorities, the first German

Jewish schools were established after

1790. Through the acquisition of bour-

geois values, the study of German lan-

guage and culture stimulated the “assimi-

lationist” enthusiasm of the Jewish urban

class, which focused on social evolution

and rapid integration into society. The

Jewish lower class, however, remained at-

tached to Orthodox beliefs—especially to

Hasidism, which remained strong in

Bukovina due to the influence of Sada-

gora, Vizhnits, and Boyan Hasidim.

The gradual elimination of economic

and political discrimination against Jews

in the Habsburg monarchy following the

revolution of 1848, culminating in full

emancipation in 1867, encouraged rapid

expansion of the Jewish bourgeoisie in

Bukovina. The total autonomy granted to

the province led to new opportunities for

economic development. The prospect of

prosperity encouraged Jewish immigra-

tion from Galicia and neighboring coun-

tries: the number of Jews increased from

14,581 (3.82% of the total population) in

1850 to 67,418 (11.79%) in 1880 and to

102,919 (12.9%) in 1910. Jewish entre-

preneurs played a crucial role in the de-

velopment of capitalism in Bukowina. In

1906, almost half of the province’s tax

revenues came from Jews.

In the eyes of the Austrian administra-

tion, which used one’s spoken language

as the main criterion (Yiddish was only

acknowledged as a local dialect), Jews

were considered to be of German “nation-

ality” and were therefore included in the

census together with members of the Ger-

man ethnic group. In 1910, the 168,251

“Germans” in Bukowina (21.24% of the

total population) represented the third

largest nationality in the province, after

Ukrainians (38.38%) and Romanians

(34.38%).

As in Vienna or Prague, the desire to ac-

quire German language and culture was

part of the liberal, pro-Habsburg com-

mitment on the part of the majority of

the Jewish bourgeoisie. Increasingly, Jew-

ish children attended German public

schools: in 1865, Jewish students repre-

sented 100 out of a total of 162 students;

in 1905 the figure was 664 out of 970. The

proportion of Jewish students enrolled at

the German University
of Czernowitz in-

creased from 25 percent in 1883 to 42

percent in 1904.

Given the diverse ethnic and religious

environment of Bukowina, Jewish nota-

bles were able to arbitrate among various

private interests as “Germans,” yet also as

allies of the authorities. This gave them

privileged access—unimaginable else-

where in Eastern Europe at the time—to

key positions in cultural and political

spheres. Between 1860 and 1918, Jews

were elected to almost every municipal

council and to the Landtag. The electoral

reforms of 1909–1910 guaranteed Jews 9

mandates out of a total of 63 in the

Landtag. Jews also served as deputies of

the province in the Reichsrat.

Jewish “national” trends, which emerged

as a reaction to rising antisemitism

throughout Europe, were welcomed in

Bukowina, which sent three delegates to

the First World Zionist Congress con-

vened in Basel in 1897. The first Zionist

organization in Bukowina was set up in

1901. Seeking to influence local politics, a

Jewish national party was established in

1901 under Benno Straucher’s leadership.

In 1910, Zionists, led by Leon Kellner and

Mayer Ebner, separated from the national

party and set up their own party. In 1908,

the Socialist Bund was established as a

distinct organization, and in 1911 it

joined the Úydowska Partia
Socjalno-

Demokratyczna (Jewish Social Demo-

cratic Party) of Galicia.

During World War I, Bukowina was in-

vaded and occupied by the Russian army.

This turn of events destabilized the prov-
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Postcard commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of Habsburg Emperor Franz Joseph’s ascension

to the throne: employees of P. Weissberg trading firms, a timber concern, and officials,

Novoselitsa, Romania (now Novosel’tsy, Ukr.), 1908. In this town in northern Bucovina, 66 per-

cent of the population was Jewish in 1897. (YIVO)

Habsburg Bukowina; boundaries are ca. 1914

Gershon Hundert (left) presenting a 
set of the work to Carl Posy, Academic 
Director of the Israel National Library in 
Jerusalem on April 7



Heroes: Edward Zwick’s Defiance Brings a Tale of Jewish 
Partisans to the Big Screen 
by Harold Steinblatt

Few who attended YIVO’s advance 
screening of renowned director 
Edward Zwick’s latest film, Defi-

ance, would disagree that it was a night to 
remember—and in more ways than one. 
On October 30, more than 200 friends 
and members of YIVO crowded the Lin-
coln Square Theater on Manhattan’s Up-
per West Side to see the film as well as to 
hear an informal lecture by Zwick, whose 
fine body of work includes The Last 
Samurai, Shadows of the Fall, and Glory. 
The artist, who as a member of YIVO’s 
Board of Overseers made the event pos-
sible, then fielded audience questions and 
comments, some of which were at times 
almost as riveting as the film itself.
 
And the film is riveting, not to men-
tion—as the copious weeping by many 
in the audience suggests—very moving 
as well.  Based on a scholarly work of the 
same name by historian Nechama Tec, the 
film tells the true (and largely unknown) 
story of the Jewish brothers Tuvia, Zus, 
and Asael Bielski (played by Daniel Craig, 
Liev Schrieber, and Jamie Bell), who, in 
December 1941, following the murder of 
family members by Nazi Einsatzgruppen,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eventually came together in a forest near 
their home in what today is Belarus and 
formed an all-Jewish partisan unit. Apart 
from both working on their own and with 
Russian partisans to sabotage the German 
war effort, the group led by the Bielskis 
was unique in that, as they traveled 
through the forests, sometimes just ahead 

of a relentless enemy, they absorbed into 
their ranks and protected desperate Jewish 
refugees—men, women, children, and the 
elderly alike—whom they encountered on 
their way. Inspired by the brigade’s leader, 
Tuvia Bielski, they even engineered dar-
ing raids into ghettos and saved groups of 
Jews helplessly awaiting deportation. 

At the conclusion of the film, which opens 
on December 31, Zwick took the stage to 
a long standing ovation. After pointing 
out that Defiance, unlike other films, “is 
a story about Jews saving Jews,” he went 
on to describe how as a child growing up 
in the 1950s he was greatly attracted to 
“heroes and acts of heroism”—so much 
so that he “smuggled comic books into 
Hebrew school by hiding them in books.” 
Given this affinity, he added, it was not 
surprising that he was moved to make 
a film about the Bielski brothers, whose 
real-life accomplishments rivaled those of 
even Superman and the X-Men.

“Hollywood,” Zwick noted, “usually has 
to fabricate its heroes. This was not the 
case with the Bielski brothers. It was also  
 

One week after YIVO’s screening of 
Defiance, Ed Zwick was kind enough to 
engage in a brief but revealing e-mail in-
terview with Yedies.

What was it like for you to hear Sam 
Bloch, the audience member who was in 
the Bielski partisan group, vehemently 
express his approval of Defiance?

It’s one thing to make a film but quite 
another to be in the presence of those 
whom it seeks to honor. To hear that 
survivor stand at the back of the theater 
and proudly give testimony was as mov-
ing as anything I had ever read, and as 
gratifying as any review, box office, or 
award the film will ever receive.  

In the course of your comments, you 
noted that Lithuanian authorities, past 

and present, have not exactly been 
eager to take legal action against their 
own citizens who collaborated with the 
Nazis. Is this the result of endemic anti-
semitism there, or is it more like Japan’s 
continued refusal to take responsibility 
for its war crimes in China?

The issue of the antisemitism that still 
exists, indeed that seems to be resurgent 
in Eastern Europe, is deeply troubling, 
even heartbreaking. This is the legacy of 
societies that, despite their economic re-
vival, remain traumatized at heart. The 
sins of the fathers have never been con-
fronted in any rhetorical way—noth-
ing approaching the movement toward 
“truth and reconciliation” that can be 
felt among the third generation of young 
Germans. What is most apparent after 
spending considerable time in Lithu-

ania is the capacity of an entire culture 
to remain in denial. Rather than con-
front their legacy, the most talented and 
ambitious among them have fled their 
home countries, choosing instead the 
blandishments of the EU—while those 
who remain behind still bear the scars, 
the fears, and the paranoia of past. It is 
as if the shadow of the Gulag and fear of 
the Soviet boot heel are still palpable. 

Did you experience this directly during 
the time you spent working in Lithuania?

One day, as we were scouting for 
locations in a beautiful birch forest 
where we needed to film a grim scene 
of a mass grave, I noticed a concrete 
plinth nearby. It was only after ask-
ing several of the young production  
 [continued on next page]
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wonderful to make a film that belied the 
notion of Jewish passivity in the face of 
Nazism, something that is still used to be-
smirch the memory of the victims.”

Defiance was filmed on location in Lithu-
ania, which, Zwick pointed out, “has to 
date prosecuted only one of its many citi-
zens who collaborated with the Germans, 
and yet even as I speak is considering tak-
ing action against Jews it claims committed 
atrocities against Lithuanians during the 
war.” That, Zwick added dryly, created an  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“interesting” dynamic as the film was shot. 
On the other hand, many of the extras who 
played Jewish refugees rescued by Biel-
ski were themselves contemporary Jewish 
residents of Lithuania. “The experience of 
stepping into the past was very intense for 
them,” said Zwick, “as it was for me and the 
rest of the cast and crew.”

The question and answer period that fol-
lowed Zwick’s comments not only gave 
members of the audience the chance to 
effusively thank the director for mak-
ing Defiance, but also to share their own 
highly personal connections to the events 
depicted in the film. One woman related 
her father’s own experience hiding from 
the Germans in a forest elsewhere in 
Eastern Europe. “Of the more than 100 
refugees who hid with him,” she said tear-
fully, “only a handful survived.”

But the evening’s high point came when 
Sam Bloch, the 84-year-old president of 
the American Gathering of Holocaust 
Survivors and Their Descendants, rose 
and declared, “I was in the Bielski brigade! 
And everything in this film is the truth, 
down to the trees, the bushes, the swamps. 

The things we experienced, the emotions 
we felt, the terror and the hope … it’s all 
true.” He paused for a moment. “Finally, 
the world will know that Tuvia Bielski was 
one of the great heroes of World War II!”

And Ed Zwick, the Hollywood director 
who long ago hid copies of Superman in 
his Hebrew textbooks, sat back, clearly 
humbled by the experience of seeing his 
work, his vision, instantly and incontro-
vertibly validated.

assistants if they knew what it rep-
resented that I found an older truck 
driver who told me we were near the 
outskirts of Ponar, where more than 
70,000 Jews were murdered and buried 
in unmarked pits.  

To film in the forest is to feel the pres-
ence of The Lost.

What was it like for you to observe crowds 
of people openly crying at the screening?

Nothing is quite so gratifying after 
making a film than to sit among a real 
audience, especially one with a genuine 
attachment to the subject. If the film is a 
comedy, it’s easy to gauge the reaction—
the volume, type, and generosity (or 
lack of) laughter. But for a drama such 
as ours, the only measure is tears. And 

modern audiences are often inhibited to 
display that kind of public catharsis. In 
this case, though, it was undeniable.  

I am convinced that when we weep, we 
are weeping for ourselves.

How have audiences where no survivors 
or others whose lives have been touched 
by the Holocaust were in attendance re-
sponded to the film?

I have now watched the film with 
audiences across the country. In a sub-
urban mall in Westminster, Colorado, 
we held a focus group after a screening 
in which a group of Hispanic teenagers 
talked about the relevance of the film 
to the genocide in Darfur. This is my 
greatest hope—that those who know 
nothing of this time will come in 

search of entertainment and leave hav-
ing learned something of the world. 
But even among those who presume to 
know a great deal about the Holocaust, 
I have found that few have ever heard 
of the Bielskis and their triumph.   

What has been the most personally 
gratifying response to Defiance you’ve 
encountered? 

Last week I met a man who had sur-
vived in the forests of Poland. He talked 
of living in an underground cave for an 
entire year. To see our movie, he said, 
gave him comfort—because he could 
die knowing his story had been told.   

This is the eleventh hour for those whose 
voices will no longer be heard.  But in 
the movies, they can last forever.

Director Edward Zwick during the Q&A

Defiance [Paramount Vantage 2008] will 
open in selected theaters on December 31, 
2008, and nationwide on January 16, 2009.
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Sam Bloch, a member of the Bielski Brigade, 
lauded the film during the post-screening 
discussion
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Board of Overseers Brings Vibrant,  
Varied Programming to YIVO
Topics Range from Basketball to the Yiddish Language 
to Zionism

by Menachem Ejdelman

The Board of Overseers 2008 pub-
lic programming season brought 
a diverse array of films, lectures, 

and discussions to YIVO that covered 
topics ranging from popular culture to 
the philosophy of Zionism and beyond. 
 
The season opened in January on a lively 
note, with a visit from renowned legal 
scholar and political commentator Alan 
Dershowitz, Felix Frankfurter Professor 
of Law at Harvard Law School. The eve-
ning featured Dershowitz in conversation 
with Jeffrey Gurock, Libby M. Klaperman 
Professor of Jewish History at Yeshiva 
University, on a subject of passionate con-
cern to both men: basketball. For many 
in the audience, the discussion, “The 
Case for Basketball,” brought back many 
memories, as Gurock and Dershowitz 
reminisced about an earlier era when 
professional basketball was dominated by 
Jews. Gurock began by presenting sports 
as an important vehicle for understand-
ing Jewish life. He then talked specifi-
cally about basketball and its accessibility 
in the immigrant Jewish experience as a 
principal reason why the relationship that 
Jews have with basketball is stronger than 
that for any other sport.
 
Dershowitz then painted a picture of his 
childhood, explaining how integral basket-
ball was for him growing up, and how, as 

an Orthodox Jew from Borough Park, the 
sport allowed him to live in two worlds. 
The discussion then turned to various 
Jewish basketball stars, such as Bill Rus-
sell and Red Auerbach, and the continu-
ing impact of their on-court creativity on 
professional basketball to this day, when 
players still use moves and strategies that 
Jews devised decades earlier.
 
In March, Professor Benjamin Harshav 
of Yale University delivered his talk, “The 
Rise and Fall of the Yiddish Empire,” to a 
multigenerational, predominantly Yiddish-
speaking audience. Harshav explored the 
complex relation between Yiddish and 
Hebrew in nineteenth-century Russia. 
There were Jewish majorities in numerous 
towns and shtetls of the vast territories of 
the empire, where 98 percent of Jews de-
clared Yiddish as their first language. This 
period witnessed the total transformation 
of the Jews—their languages, professions, 
and education. At the same time, the foun-
dation was laid for the emergence of a new 
Hebrew-speaking society that would even-
tually found the state of Israel.
 
Harshav emphasized the richness and 
cultural significance of the Yiddish lan-
guage, noting particularly the variety of 
idioms, expressions, and religious refer-
ences used in everyday speech. He also 
recited several rare Yiddish poems that  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
exemplify this richness. He concluded 
with remarks about various reasons for 
the decline of Yiddish, blaming assimila-
tion over annihilation.
 
On March 27, Michael Makovsky, for-
eign policy director at the Bipartisan 
Policy Center in Washington, D.C., led 
a talk about the clarity and ambiguity of 
Winston Churchill’s relationship to Jews 
and Zionism with former London Times 
editor Sir Harold Evans. Makovsky and 
Evans discussed Churchill’s immense 
support of the idea of the Jewish return 
to Palestine. Still, he contrived the exci-
sion of Transjordan from Palestine and 
did very little to curtail the British ban 
on Jewish migration to Palestine after the 
White Paper of 1939. 
 
On April 6, YIVO commemorated the 
sixtieth anniversary of the founding of  
 [continued on next page]

Poster image for the April 6-screening of 
the film Exodus and Bernard-Henri Lévy’s 
lecture The Strarnge Experience of Jewish 
Sovereignty

Images from the January 31 Jews and Basketball  program with Alan Dershowitz and Jeffrey Gurock
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the state of Israel with a daylong pro-
gram on the Zionist experience called 
“Jewish Sovereignty: Its Promise and Its 
Reverberations.” The event began with a 
screening of the epic 1960 film Exodus, 
starring the late Paul Newman, followed 
by a panel discussion about the ways in 
which the film shaped public perceptions 
of the new country in the early years of 
its existence. 

In the evening, French public intellectual 
Bernard-Henri Lévy delivered a keynote 
address titled “The Strange Experience 
of Jewish Sovereignty.” Lévy brought his 
formidable intellect to the questions: 
Why does the new Jewish sovereignty 
unnerve so many non-Jews? Why does it 
do the same to so many Jews? Modera-
tor Paul Berman, writer in residence at 
New York University, gave an analysis of 
Lévy’s remarks, after which Levy sought 
to answer the questions he had posed. He 
quoted various thinkers such as George 
Hegel and Franz Rosenzweig, and cited, 
in comparison to the Jews’ current sov-
ereign status, historical references such as 
the nomadic lifestyle of Abraham’s time 
and the onset of the Jewish monarchy in 
the Davidic era. 
 
In May, historian Jan T. Gross of Princ-
eton University spoke about the central 
arguments of his newest book, Fear: Anti-
Semitism in Poland after Auschwitz, and 
the Polish reaction to it.  How, he asked, 
with more than 90 percent of Polish Jew-
ry having been killed in the Holocaust, 
could a postwar pogrom have been pos-
sible in the city of Kielce in 1946? 

In his talk, Gross expressed his shock at 
how poorly recorded this pogrom was. 
He was disturbed by the surprise ex-
pressed by the Polish public—from or-
dinary citizens to historians and other 
scholars—when the truth about the 
events surfaced forty years later. Gross 
discussed the reasons behind the de-
struction and violence, citing examples 
of an antisemitic sentiment in Poland 
that considerably predates the Holocaust. 
In a discussion that followed, Gross was 
joined by Professor Deborah Lipstadt 
of Emory University; their conversation 
touched on the current state of senti-
ment toward Jews in Poland, where his 
book is now a bestseller and where yearly 
klezmer festivals take place in Kraków.

Joshua Rubenstein, northeast re-
gional director of Amnesty Inter-
national and associate of the Davis 
Center for Russian and Eurasian 

Studies at Harvard University, spoke 
on the topic “The Neglected Massa-
cres: The Holocaust in the German-
Occupied Soviet Territories” at YIVO 
on September 16. His lecture was 
based on research done for his new 
book, The Unknown Black Book, pub-
lished by Indiana University Press.

Rubenstein discussed at length the 
German killings of Jews in Soviet ter-
ritories that they occupied from 1941 to 
1944 and the Soviet response to these 
killings. He concentrated on the mas-
sacres that took place near the largest 
cities in these territories: Riga, Vilna, 
Minsk, Kiev, Kharkov, and Odessa. He 
explained that there was no effort made 
to ship Jews to concentration camps in 
Poland, as was done elsewhere in Eu-
rope. Rather, in the first series of massa-
cres, Jews were simply shot to death by 
killing units that followed the path of the 
Wehrmacht; later, the Einsatzgruppen 
used gas vans to kill Jews. The result, 
according to Rubenstein, was that more 
than two million Jews were murdered 
on the territory of the Soviet Union. 

The Germans had three categories of 
people beyond the law who were to be 
exterminated wholesale: Communists, 
Jews, and partisans. While the massacres 
were taking place, the Soviet Union’s 
main interest was in saving commissars 
and other Communist Party members, 
not in saving Jews; however, as the fate 
of Jews became more widely known, 
Stalin was willing to take advantage of 

it to win the sympathy of the West in 
general and western Jews in particular. 
Evidence of this includes the establish-
ment of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Com-
mittee, followed by the 1943 mission of 
Shloyme Mikhoels and Itsik Fefer to the 
United States.

Rubenstein related that the Soviet 
press did award some coverage to 
these massacres. In the United States, 
the New York Yiddish press printed 
whatever it could about them, the gen-
eral press relatively little.

In his book, Rubenstein deals with 
eyewitness accounts of the massa-
cres and with evidence released at the 
Nuremberg trials. One entire trial was 
devoted to 23 commanders of the Ein-
satzgruppen, 14 of whom were sen-
tenced to death for participating in 
more than one million murders; only 
four death sentences were carried out. 

Rubenstein stressed that the original 
Black Book was heavily censored and 
that ultimately it was never published 
in the Soviet Union, but only in the 
West. His book includes materials that 
did not become available until the fall 
of the Soviet Union.

The Unknown Black Book
Author Joshua Rubenstein Addresses 
Nazi Murder in Soviet Lands

COMING SOON ! 
YIVO BOARD OF OVERSEERS FILM FESTIVAL
Programmed and hosted by Nathan Lee 

Village Voice and New York Times film critic Nathan Lee will present a win-
ter film festival featuring films by Jean-Luc Godard, Claude Lanzmann, Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder, Louis Malle, and others. Guest speakers include Richard 
Brody (The New Yorker ), J. Hoberman (The Village Voice), and Annette Insdorf 
(author, Indelible Shadows: Film and the Holocaust). A complete schedule with 
screening times will be posted on the YIVO website <www.yivo.org>.



Nusakh Vilne Commemorative Ceremony
Perpetuating the Living Legacy of Vilna’s Jewish 
Culture and Tradition

Marking the 65th anniversa-
ry of the liquidation of the 
Vilna ghetto and the 55th 

anniversary since the formation of the 
Nusakh Vilne landsmanshaft, YIVO, 
in conjunction with Nusakh Vilne, 
hosted its fourth annual commemo-
rative ceremony. In accordance with 
the organization’s stipulations, the cer-
emony was held at YIVO on Septem-
ber 21, the Sunday closest to the date 
when the ghetto’s final liquidation be-
gan—September 23, 1943. 

The event attracted some 200 attend-
ees of varying ages, composed mostly 
of individuals bearing some direct or 
indirect familial connection to Vilna 
or Lithuanian Jewry. Among those 
present were Ruth Walt Katz, a long-
time supporter of YIVO and the niece 
of Abraham Walt Liessin, the well-
known Yiddish poet and editor of the 
New York–based Yiddish literary jour-
nal Di tsukunft. Katz, of Belarusian-
Jewish heritage, grew up hearing about 
YIVO and is familiar with pre–World 
War II Vilna’s Jewish culture.

YIVO Executive Director Carl Rheins 
ushered in the program with a speech 
about growing tensions in Lithuanian–
Jewish relations. Of particular concern, 
according to Rheins, is the refusal of 
the Lithuanian government to take an 
active stand on the restitution of looted  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jewish assets and stolen property. This 
includes a significant number of books 
from the Strashun Library at YIVO’s 
original institute. (For more on this 
subject from Dr. Rheins, see pp. 2–3.)

Following Rheins’ opening remarks, 
Rachel Gurdus and her daughter Lydia 
Baukh, both born in Vilna, lit candles 
in memory and honor of Vilna friends. 
Later in the program Ella Levine, 
director of Development and Exter-
nal Affairs at YIVO, recited the names 
of Nusakh Vilne members who had 
passed in the previous year: Tanya 
Corbin, a member of the Strashun 
family; Sara Klor, wife of partisan 
Boris Klor; and Leon Tzipelovitz.

The afternoon’s keynote speaker was 
Michael Bart of San Diego. Bart is 
the son of Holocaust survivors Leizer 
and Zenia Bart (both now deceased), 
who were members of the Vilna 
ghetto underground and fought in the 
Jewish partisan fighting group Neka-
mah (Avengers), led by Abba Kovner. 
Bart’s recent book about his parents’ 
wartime experiences and those of the 
Jewish Resistance—the culmination 
of a ten-year research project to learn  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
more about his parents’ time in the 
Vilna ghetto—is titled Until Our Last 
Breath, a testament to the urgent call 
delivered by Abba Kovner in Decem-
ber 1941, in which he implored the 
Jewish youth not to go like sheep to 
the slaughter, but to revolt. His closing 
remarks were, “Arise! Arise with your 
last breath!”  

Bart had known relatively little about 
his parents’ activities during the war 
because they rarely spoke about those 
times. It was at his father’s funeral that 
one of the mourners approached him 
to say that he should inscribe the word 
nekamah on his father’s headstone to 
acknowledge his heroic contributions 
to the Jewish resistance movement in 
Vilna. Prior to that moment, Bart had 
no knowledge of Nekamah or of his 
parents’ involvement in the group. This 
newfound awareness motivated Bart’s 
research into Jewish Vilna and his 
Lithuanian Jewish heritage.

In his remarks, Bart conveyed how his 
parents and 120 other members of the 
Jewish underground escaped from the 
Vilna ghetto to the Rudnicki forest,  
 

by Rivka Schiller

[continued on next page]

A group of Jewish partisans shortly after the liberation of Vilna, July 1944

Keynote speaker Michael Bart during 
YIVO’s annual Nusakh Vilne Yizker and 
Memorial Lecture
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25 miles away, where they survived 
the particularly bitter winter of 1943 
in bunkers camouflaged by tree limbs, 
subsisting on a combination of swamp 
water and flour and food pilfered from 
nearby towns and villages. At the same 
time, they managed to cut telephone 
lines and derail and bomb German 
trains, many of which contained 
weapons and explosives.  

Providing musical accompaniment 
and spiritual inspiration to the pro-
gram was Cantor Victor Wortman, 
the son of Holocaust survivors, who 
serves the Bay Terrace Jewish Center of 
Bayside. Wortman’s connection to the 
khurbn and familiarity with the legacy 
of Vilna Jewry were fully evident dur-
ing his meaningful renditions of “Ani  
Ma’amin,” “El Malei Rachomim,” and, 
later in the program, the “Partisan 
Hymn.” Among other Yiddish musical 
pieces Wortman performed was “Shtiler, 
Shtiler,” composed in the Vilna ghetto 

in 1943 by 11-year-old Alek Wolkowiski 
with lyrics by Shmerke Kaczerginski 
that describe Ponary, the killing ground 
outside of Vilna where most of the ghet-
to’s Jews were murdered.

Rounding out the ceremony, Moish 
Palevsky, son of Nusakh Vilne mem-
bers Khayele and the late Simon 
Palevsky, read “A Day in the Vilna 
Ghetto,” an extract from the diaries 
of Herman Kruk, followed by brief 
addresses from Nusakh Vilne mem-
ber Renee Abt, a child survivor of the 
Holocaust, and Elliott Palevsky, Moish 
Palevsky’s brother, who spoke about 
his experience this summer teaching 
Yiddish in Vilnius. Palevsky conclud-
ed with a message of hope: “It is not 
sufficient merely to memorialize” the 
Jewish Vilna of yesterday, but it is also 
incumbent upon us to perpetuate the 
living legacy and spirit of “Yerusha-
layim de Lite” to our children, grand-
children, and all future generations.  

In her closing remarks, Ella Levine 
expressed a desire, in keeping with 
Elliott Palevsky’s message, to extend 
the golden chain of Lithuanian-Jewish 
heritage by creating a group for the 
children of natives of Jewish Lithuania, 
with the first meeting to take place in 
Jerusalem.

[L-R]  Ray (Khayele) Palevsky, 
Hinda Jacobs, Rachel Gurdus, and 
Lydia Baukh

2008 Jan Karski and Pola Nirenska Prize at YIVO Awarded 
to Szymon Rudnicki

Professor Szymon Rudnicki is this 
year’s winner of the Jan Karski and 
Pola Nirenska Prize. Endowed by 

Professor Jan Karski at YIVO in 1992, the 
$5,000 prize goes to authors of published 
works documenting Polish-Jewish rela-
tions and Jewish contributions to Polish 
culture. The award ceremony was held in 
October at the Jewish Historical Institute 
in Warsaw.

Szymon Rudnicki was born in Vilna in 
1938. He is professor of history at War-
saw University. He has taught for many 
years and occupied administrative posi-
tions at Warsaw University’s History In-
stitute (deputy director, 1973–1987). He 
has written monographs and published 
widely in scholarly and popular journals 
in Poland, Israel, Germany, Russia, and 
the United States. 

Rudnicki’s main focus is the history 
and ideology of Polish rightwing move-
ments in the twentieth century. He has 
written extensively on Roman Dmowski’s  

National Democracy (Endecja), the 
ultrarightist National Radical Camp 
(Obóz Narodowo-Radykalny, ONR), and 
its extremist offshoot the ONR-Falanga—
all known for their radically antisemitic 
stance. His major monographs on this 
subject are Narodowa Demokracja w 
Warszawie, 1918–1939 (The National 
Democracy in Warsaw, 1973), and Gene-
za i Działalnosc Obozu Narodowo-Rady-
kalnego (The National-Radical Camp, 
Its Origins and Activity, 1985). Another 
social group on the Polish Right that has 
elicited Rudnicki’s interest is Polish Con-
servatives, about whom he has written 
books and essays. 

A major topic in Rudnicki’s scholar-
ship is the Jewish question in Poland 
and Polish-Jewish relations. His writings 
include essays on the national minorities, 
extremist antisemitism (antysemityzm 
totalny) as represented by the Falanga, 
numerus clausus, ritual slaughter, and 
Jewish parliamentarians in Poland. He 
gave in-depth treatment to this last topic 

in his award-winning book Zydzi w Sejmie 
II Rzeczypospolitej, 1918–1939 (Jews in 
the Parliament of the Second Republic, 
2003). Rudnicki is a member of the Sci-
entific Council of the Jewish Historical 
Institute and of the editorial board of the 
Jewish Historical Institute Quarterly. 

Jan Karski, the founder of the prize 
at YIVO, was the envoy of the Polish 
government-in-exile during World War 
II who brought to the West firsthand tes-
timony about conditions in the Warsaw 
ghetto and in German death camps. The 
prize is also named in memory of Profes-
sor Karski’s late wife, choreographer Pola 
Nirenska.

Professor
Szymon Rudnicki, 
the winner of the 
2008 Jan Karski 
and Pola 
Nirenska Prize 
at YIVO
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For remarks by Khayele Palevsky from 
the event, see Yiddish p. ז.

.
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From Dream to Reality: Zionism and the Birth of Israel
YIVO Exhibition Celebrates the Sixtieth Anniversary of 
the Founding of the State of Israel

“Fascinating ... Absolutely fasci-
nating,” uttered Krysia Fisher, 
YIVO senior curator, while 

browsing the pages from Theodor Herzl’s 
diary of the 1880s. The diary—as well as 
more than 250 photographs, letters, pam-
phlets, and other documents—is now on 
display as part of YIVO’s current exhibi-
tion, From Dream to Reality: Zionism and 
the Birth of Israel. The exhibition attempts 
to capture, through myriad rare artifacts 
unique to YIVO’s holdings, a remarkable 
story of the Zionism movement from its 
early years in Eastern Europe until May 
14, 1948, when an independent Jewish 
state was declared.

It was no easy task to recount this com-
plex, multinational story in a cohesive 
presentation. In preparing the exhibition, 
Fisher embarked on a journey through the 
vast archives of YIVO, browsing through 
more than 2,000 individual and group 
collections, painstakingly studying each of 
the layers upon layers of material within 
each folder. The journey led her to memo-
rable images, fascinating documents, and 
remarkable letters that together weave an 
intricate story characterized by constantly 
shifting developments, marking an in-
comparable record of events.

“I strove for a balanced selection illuminat-
ing various aspects of this dynamic chap-
ter of history with an obvious emphasis on 
the visual quality of material and avoid-
ance of cliché and stereotype,” Fisher says.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Included in the exhibition, as well as in 
the recently published catalog accompa-
nying it, are examples of the extraordinary 
wealth of rare possessions entrusted to the 
YIVO Archives—some provocative, others 
depicting ordinary, everyday life—that tell 
the story of how Zionism moved “From 
Dream to Reality.”

After the destruction of the First Temple, 
Jews remained strongly connected to Jeru-
salem and Erets Yisra’el. The call for Jewish 
nationhood was never forgotten, as seen 
in a poem by students of the Vilna Gaon 
written in 1810: “How wonderful it is to 
love our country—even in her ruins there 
is none to compare her, even in her desola-
tion she is unequaled.” It was not until the 
late nineteenth century, however, that this 
sentiment gained a renewed momentum 
with a sense of urgency as the Jews became 
subject to massive persecutions associated 
with political upheaval in Europe. Hibat  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tsiyon (“Love of Zion”), first introduced 
by Leo Pinsker (1821–1891) in his Auto-
emanzipation, within a short time became 
an international mass movement in the 
Diaspora with considerable enthusiasm 
from Europe, North America, and beyond. 

By 1897, the year Herzl organized the 
First Zionist Congress in Basel, Switzer-
land, Hoveve Tsiyon (“Lovers of Zion,” 
as the members of the movement were 
known) included such figures as Chaim 
Weizmann, Nahum Sokolow, Menahem 
Ussishkin, Shemaryahu Levin, Meir Di-
zengoff, Vladimir Jabotinsky, Sholem 
Aleichem and Hayim Nahman Bialik. “It 
is truly remarkable that these individuals 
demonstrated such an intense emotional 
commitment to the movement,” Fisher 
notes, “that in those early days, each of 
these individuals’ contribution strength-
ened and affirmed the foundation of the 
movement and its success.”

by George G. Alishandemirov

Postcard depicting Herzl with his famous quote from Altneuland (1902), “If you will it, it is no 
dream.” More than 250 rare artifacts unique to YIVO’s holdings are on display in the exhibition 
From Dream to Reality: Zionism and the Birth of Israel

Pages from Herzl’s diary dating from the 
years 1882 to 1887
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Despite the Ottoman ban on Jewish im-
migration, from the year 1882 onward 
Jews began to settle in Palestine and 
founded Rishon le-Zion, Gedera, Rosh 
Pinah, Petah Tikvah, Zichron Ya’acov, and 
other colonies. From early on, American 
Jewry offered a helping hand to these set-
tlements. Many American Jewish philan-
thropists donated large sums of money—a 
tradition that remains intact—in support 
of building hospitals and schools, as well 
as various other educational and cultural 
institutions. 

The Zionist movement was commit-
ted to the cultural Hebraic renaissance 
in Palestine, laying the foundations for 
an educational system in Hebrew, which 
culminated in the creation of the Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem in 1925. Besides 
establishing a network of agricultural col-
onies and towns, the pioneers created the 
Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design and 
established a Jewish philharmonic orches-
tra and a number of theater companies. 

While these efforts were underway, the 
question of Jewish immigration to Pales-
tine remained a pressing issue through-
out the period as the British government 
limited the number of visas issued to Jews 
after World War I. Subsequently, with the 
emergence of Fascist regimes in Europe, 
more and more Jews unsuccessfully tried 
to flee Europe as they increasingly faced 
persecution and harassment by govern-
ment-sponsored economic exclusion 
and boycotts, and by enactment of the 

numerus clausus at universities and in 
the professions. By the eve of World War 
II, the British government issued a White 
Paper that severely restricted Jewish im-
migration to Palestine, effectively leaving 
the Jews of Europe no possibility of es-
caping the oncoming catastrophe.

“It took me by surprise,” Fisher says, re-
ferring to the foresight of Jabotinsky, 
who, by the 1930s, urged a mass evacu-
ation of East European Jewry, predicting 
that the Jews in Europe were about to face 
a disaster. “Eliminate the Diaspora or the 
Diaspora will surely eliminate you,” was a 
frantic warning from Jabotinsky to Polish 
Jews on Tisha b’Av in 1937.

Even during the most difficult days of 
World War II, the spirit of Zionism re-
mained alive in the ghettos, with young 
Jews joining the movement and dream-
ing of going to Palestine. Resistance and 
revolts organized by Zionist activists were 
of utmost importance—they led the War-
saw ghetto uprising of 1943 as well as the 
revolts in Vilna and Bialystok. On display 
in the exhibition is a handwritten Zionist 
magazine published in the Lodz ghetto, 
including a poem that adapts the Polish 
national epic by Adam Mickiewicz: “Er-
ets, my country, you are like health; I nev-
er knew how precious you are, till I lost 
you; now I see and write of your beauty, 
because I yearn for you....” 

At the end of the war, survivors in the 
displaced persons camps pressed to be 

allowed to immigrate to Erets Yisra’el, 
where they believed they would never 
again be the object of persecution and 
mass slaughter. As the doors of Western 
nations remained mostly closed to these 
refugees and other survivors, the Zionists 
demanded independence more vocally. 
In the face of British opposition, the Zi-
onists began to organize illegal immigra-
tion of survivors.

Intensive negotiations led to the great de-
bate in November 1947 before the Unit-
ed Nations Committee on the Future of 
Palestine. There, David Ben Gurion pas-
sionately invoked the Jewish cause: “... in 
Palestine, you are faced not merely with 
a large and growing number of Jews, but 
with a distinct Jewish nation. There are 
Jews and Jewish communities in many 
countries, but in Palestine there is a new 
and unique phenomenon—a Jewish na-
tion, with all the attributes and aspira-
tions of nationhood.” The result was the 
committee’s resolution to divide the land.  
On May 14, 1948, Israel was declared an 
independent Jewish state—fifty-one years 
after Herzl’s prophetic promise at the 
First Zionist Congress. 

The exhibition From Dream to Reality: 
Zionism and the Birth of Israel is on view 
until Spring 2009 in the John and Gwen 
Smart Gallery at the YIVO Institute for 
Jewish Research

The catalog ($25.00) is available for 
purchase at the Fanya Gottesfeld Heller 
Book Store at the Center for Jewish History 
[YIVO members receive a 10 % discount]

Workers atop a telephone pole 
in Tel Aviv, 1924

Refugees on the deck of the 
Exodus, 1947

Sheet-music cover of Hatikvah (The Hope), 
which later became the Israeli anthem 

(published in New York, 1907)
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Illustrated Story of the Jewish Underground Movement 
in the Soviet Union

The year 2007 marked the 40th 
anniversary of the Six-Day War, 
when Israel defeated the armies of 

Egypt and Syria, heavily armed with Sovi-
et weaponry, as well as the British-trained 
Jordanian army. The lightening victory 
galvanized the entire Jewish world, but 
nowhere was the reaction more dramatic 
than among the Jews of the Soviet Union. 
Since the 1920s Jewish ethnicity had be-
come an increasing liability in Soviet 
Russia, and most Jews tried to hide their 
identity by avoiding contact with their 
relatives overseas. They lived obscurely 
behind the Iron Curtain, completely cut 
off from the roots of their ancient tradi-
tions. The Six-Day War rekindled their 
pride in being Jewish and emboldened a 
small number of them to demand their 
right to leave the Soviet Union and go 
to their ancestral homeland, Israel. After 
1967, more and more Jews, undeterred by 
arrests and persecution, began to apply 
for permission to emigrate.

The first group of Jewish immigrants 
from the Soviet Union arrived in Israel 
from the Georgian SSR in late 1967. This 
was the first crack in the floodgates. Since  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
then about 2 million Jews have left the 
former Soviet Union, with the vast ma-
jority settling in Israel, the United States, 
and Germany. To commemorate the free-
dom struggle of Soviet Jewry as well as the 
unprecedented support extended to them 
by the Israeli Government and American 
Jewish organizations, several books on 
this subject were published in 2007–2008, 
including Jews of Struggle: The Jewish Na-
tional Movement in the USSR, 1967–1989, 
which is a handsome catalog of an ex-
hibition by the same name held at Beth 
Hatefutsoth, The Nahum Goldmann Mu-
seum of Jewish Diaspora in Tel Aviv. The 
book was donated to the YIVO Library 
by one of its authors, well-known histori-
an of Russian Jewry Michael Beizer, who 
himself was very active in the refusenik 
movement.

The book documents the tremendous 
unity of Soviet Jews bonded by the idea 
of returning to their historical homeland, 
Israel, with photos, posters, letters, and 
other unique memorabilia reflecting a 
rich history of the Jewish underground 
movement in the Soviet Union. The deci-
sion to leave Russia required tremendous  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
courage, because it meant automatic job 
loss and official ostracism, if not impris-
onment. Some people went on hunger 
strikes, or stood trial and imprisonment. 
The refuseniks had to meet underground, 
teaching themselves Hebrew in private 
homes. The book documents the various 
Jewish cultural activities that flourished 
underground as the Jewish national 
movement was gaining momentum 
with outside support. The protest cam-
paigns held all around the world, under 
the banner “Let My People Go,” are well 
documented, as are exhibits of Jewish art, 
synagogue services, women’s movements, 
and Jewish schools and kindergartens. 
The wide variety of activities reflected in 
the catalog makes it a powerful resource 
for the historical phenomenon of the exo-
dus from the Soviet Union.

The catalog is accompanied by informative 
articles by experts on the history of Rus-
sian Jewry: Martin Gilbert, Michael Beizer, 
Yaacov Ro’i, and Marina Genkina. Natan 
Sharansky, the most famous “prisoner of 
Zion,” who later became minister of Immi-
gration Absorption in the Government of 
Israel, wrote the catalog’s foreword. 

by Lyudmila Sholokhova

Photograph of a Hebrew lesson in the home of teacher Pavel Abramovich (center), Moscow, 
1976. From Jews of Struggle  (p.118); source: Beth Hatefutsoth Photo Archive, courtesy of 
Shlomo Balsam 

“The Doctor’s Trial 1953 = Trial in Leningrad 
of 100 arrested for hijacking a plane”
Poster put out by the Israel Students’ 
Federation, ca.1970, artist: David Harel. 
From Jews of Struggle (p. 50); source: The 
Central Zionist Archives - Jerusalem
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400 Meatless Recipes from 1938 Vilna
Yiddish Vegetarian Cookbook Donated to YIVO Library

Pessl Beckler-Stern and her hus-
band Hank Stern have recently 
presented the YIVO Library with 

a great rarity: Fania Lewando’s Vegeta-
rish-dietisher kokhbukh: 400 shpayzn ge-
makht oysshlislekh fun grinsn (Vegetar-
ian-Dietetic Cookbook: 400 Meals Made 
Exclusively from Vegetables), published 
in Vilna in 1938, just three years before 
the destruction of that illustrious Jewish 
community. The book is decorated with 
vivid color illustrations of vegetables, 
which makes it even more unusual among 
Yiddish publications of the time. The il-
lustrations, depicting red cabbage, beet-
root, red peppers, cauliflower, green peas, 
onion, parsley, celery, and the like, have 
both Yiddish and English captions. Aviva 
Astrinsky, YIVO head librarian, suggests 
that those images were copied from illus-
trations that appeared on paper envelopes 
containing vegetable seeds distributed 
throughout Europe and Palestine.
 
Fania Lewando, author of this cookbook, 
was the owner of the vegetarian restau-
rant at 14 Niemiecka Street in Vilna and 
a strong advocate for healthy vegetarian 
food. The book not only provides taste-
ful recipes for Jewish housewives, but 
also contains information about the ben-
efits of a vegetarian way of life. In her 
introduction Lewando explains that “in 
today’s unhealthy times,” doctors instruct 
more and more patients to keep to a cer-
tain diet of vegetable dishes. Lewando 
suggests that it would be healthier for the 
whole family to stay away from meat for 
three days a week. 

To dispute the common complaints that 
“without meat there is nothing to cook” 
and “not eating meat is a sign of sorrow,” 
Lewando provides a healthy and delicious 
alternative of 400 recipes. She concludes 
her introduction by quoting from Dr. B. 
Bembski’s article on the benefits of dishes 
made from fruits and vegetables, pub-
lished in the Yiddish journal Folksgezunt 
(People’s Health), as well as Ben-Tsiyen 
Kit’s article “Vegetarianism as a Jewish 
Movement.” A list of vitamins with expla-
nations of their health benefits completes 
the introductory portion of the book. 

Lewando divides the recipes into the 
following categories: salads, soups, veg-
etarian cutlets, stewed dishes (gedempte 
shpayzn), various dishes (such as rice 
kneydlekh, macaroni with nuts, stuffed 
tomatoes, potatoes with eggs), blintzes, 
omelets (faynkukhns), porridge, kugels 
with tsholnt, puddings and teygekhtsns, 
latkes, Passover dishes, sauces and creams, 
stuffed dishes, baked dishes, fruit pre-
serves, pirogies (stonikes), compotes, cake 
glazes, coffee, sour milk, marinades and 
pickles, ice cream, wines and liqueurs, 
vitamin drinks, and juices. The great va-
riety of dishes and drinks mentioned in 
the book was sure to satisfy even the most 
sophisticated gourmet!

Lewando’s restaurant was an extremely 
popular and busy place in Vilna. She kept 
a guest book in which her satisfied cus-
tomers jotted their reactions. Portions 
from the guest book are included as an ap-
pendix. Among those who enjoyed Fania  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lewando’s cooking we see the names of 
famous Jewish writers, poets, artists, and 
educators such as Itzik Manger, Marc 
Chagall, Alter Kacyzne, Noah Prilutski, 
Der Tunkeler, Yudel Mark, Daniel 
Charney and others. Their comments are 
full of humor and appreciation. Daniel 
Charney confessed, “Your restaurant is not 
only a pleasure for the stomach, but also 
for the soul. Anyone who can talk, write, 
or sing has already eaten at your place.” 
Yudel Mark wryly observed, “Anyone can 
be a vegetarian sometimes....” There is no 
doubt, given contemporary interest in 
vegetarian cuisine, that Fania Lewando’s 
unique Yiddish cookbook could be a best-
seller if translated into English.
 
In presenting this book to YIVO, Pessl 
Beckler-Stern explained that she and her 
husband had chanced upon this copy 
while attending an antiquarian book fair 
in Hay-on-Wye, England, in 1995. She 
was particularly captivated by the com-
ments from Lewando’s guest book, es-
pecially those from Mark, who, as she 
notes, was “one of my favorite teachers at 
the Arbeter-Ring Mitlshul in New York.” 
She and her husband were encouraged 
to donate the book to YIVO on the ad-
vice of the late Mordkhe Schaechter, who, 
upon examining the volume, offered the 
information that to his knowledge, this is 
one of only two copies of this book still in 
existence. It is fitting that this book will 
now be a part of YIVO’s collection.

by Lyudmila Sholokhova

Color illustrations from the kokhbukh



2008 Ostroff Awards at YIVO
Excellence in Professional Service and Leadership

Two prominent members of the 
YIVO Library staff were chosen 
to receive the 2008 Harold Ostroff 

Award, named in memory of the late YIVO 
trustee and activist. Lyudmila Sholokhova, 
Yiddish acquisitions librarian and cata- 
loger, and Oleg B. Vinogradov, Hebrew and 
Slavic languages bibliographer and cata- 
loger, were honored with the “Harold  
Ostroff Award of Excellence in Profession-
al Service and Leadership” on August 22, 
which included $2,500 for each honoree. 
Members of Ostroff ’s family attended, 
sharing refreshments and memories.

Lyudmila Sholokhova, originally from a 
Yiddish-speaking family in Kiev, Ukraine, 
came to YIVO in 2003. She has a PhD in 
musicology from the Tchaikovsky National 
Music Academy of Ukraine, where she 
wrote her thesis, “The Formation and De-
velopment of Jewish Musical Folklore Stud-
ies in 20th-Century Tsarist Russia” (2000), 
based on materials in the archives at the 
Vernadski National Library of Ukraine. 
During her research, Sholokhova became 
familiar with historical recordings made by 
the An-Ski Ethnographic Expedition to the 
Pale of Settlement of 1914–1916. Her lan-
guage skills and broad ethnographic back-
ground give her a unique perspective that 
fits perfectly with her duties at YIVO.

Sholokhova has a variety of responsibilities 
at YIVO, including purchasing rare and 
out-of-print editions for the library, using 
North American and European databases. 
These purchases are underwritten by the 
Grace & Scott Offen Foundation. She has 
also led in restoring YIVO’s large micro-
film database and collaborating with the 
International Children’s Digital Library 
Foundation to choose the most interest-
ing children’s books—mainly in Yiddish—
from the YIVO library to be scanned and 
made available online at www.icdlbooks.
org. In addition to her regular acquisition 
and cataloging activities, Sholokhova rep-
resents YIVO at scholarly conferences, giv-
ing papers on her areas of expertise. Her 
exemplary enthusiasm, work ethic, and 
professionalism make her an invaluable 
and admired member of the YIVO staff.

Oleg Vinogradov, originally from St. Peters-
burg, Russia, first joined YIVO eight years 
ago. Since that time he has gone through 
more than 60,000 uncataloged books that 
came to YIVO from the Strashun Collec-
tion in Vilna, various book zamlers, and the 
legacies of important scholars and donors. 
He has made great progress in making 
order from chaos: cataloging what is suit-
able for YIVO, giving away duplicates and 
nongermane titles. He is very engaged with  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the retrospective catalog, dealing with 
computerization of non-Latin alphabet 
catalog cards and related “difficult” collec-
tions for the thousands of cards that could 
not be outsourced.

Vinogradov’s knowledge of languages—
his ability to read all the Eastern and 
Western European languages as well as 
Semitic languages—helps with his daily 
work as Slavic and Hebrew bibliographer 
and cataloger. Recently he finished cata-
loging YIVO’s Nazi Periodical Collection, 
collected by zamlers immediately after 
World War II but never cataloged. This 
Nazi propaganda, comprising more than 
300 unique titles and almost 1,000 vol-
umes, was published in German, Polish, 
Swedish, Danish, Italian, and French, all 
of which are among the 16 languages Vi-
nogradov is able to read. He also created 
an online catalog of previously uncata-
loged portions of Max Weinreich’s per-
sonal library and 400 books in Ladino; 
processed and cataloged 7,000 Hebrew 
books from the Strashun Collection; pro-
cessed and cataloged the library’s back-
log dating to the 1970s; and created an 
online catalog of the approximately 800 
yizker-bikher in the YIVO library as well 
as a separate database of these memorial 
books on the YIVO website (www.yivo.
org; see under “Library”).

Truly these are two of YIVO’s finest. They 
represent what the family of the late Har-
old Ostroff hopes to celebrate through 
this award: those whose skills, profession-
alism, leadership, and willingness to take 
on large projects are remarkable. Ostroff 
would no doubt have been very pleased by 
the accomplishments of Lyudmila Sholo-
khova and Oleg B. Vinogradov.

[L-R] Philip and Maddie Braun (daughter 
of Harold Ostroff) with award recipients 
Lyudmila Sholokhova and Oleg Vinogradov
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The Board and staff of YIVO 
mourn the May 2008 passing of 
Esther Mishkin, our dear friend 

and colleague, mother of YIVO Trustee 
Jonathan Mishkin. A social worker by 
profession, she was a longtime volunteer 
in the YIVO Archives, where she used 
her language skills and professional 
training to help in many projects. Con-
fined in the Kovno ghetto during the 
war, Esther escaped in 1943 and went to 
Palestine. In 1952 she and her husband 
Eliezer made their way to America, 
where their sons Jonathan and Arnon 
were born. She started volunteering at 
YIVO in 1993 upon her retirement. At 
the 2007 Annual Heritage Luncheon, 

Esther and her sons were honored with 
YIVO’s “Me’Dor Le’Dor” Award. In 
presenting the award, YIVO Chairman 
Bruce Slovin called Esther “a true YIVO 
gem” and her extended family “people 
who understand what we do, who really 
embody the values that we share: family, 
community, and a commitment to pre-
serving Jewish history and culture.”

Esther will be remembered by every-
one at YIVO for her love of yidishkayt 
and Israel, her intelligence, strength of 
character, and warmth. She is sorely 
missed. Our heartfelt condolences go 
out to her family. May her memory be 
for a blessing. Koved ir ondenk!

In Memory
Esther Mishkin



Uriel Weinreich Yiddish Summer 
Program Attracts Diverse Enrollment

Fifty students from nine countries 
attended this summer’s session of 
the Uriel Weinreich Program in 

Yiddish Language, Literature and Culture. 
The program attracted academics, musi-
cians, and students, all of whom enrolled 
in the program in order to deepen their 
understanding of Jewish culture through 
the Yiddish language.

As in the past, the strength of the program 
is built on the high caliber of the faculty 
and the ability of the students YIVO at-
tracts. This year, the morning teachers 
included several who have been with the 
program before, including: Abraham Lich-
tenboim, executive director of Fundación 
IWO (YIVO in Argentina); Sheva Zucker, 
executive director of the League for Yid-
dish; David Braun of Harvard University; 
and Anna Gonshor of McGill University. 
This year Gonshor was joined by her col-
league, newcomer Esther Frank.

Summer Program 2008 students hailed 
from Australia, France, Germany, Israel, 
Poland, Sweden, and Ukraine in addition 
to North America. Intermediate student 
Rachel Feinmark, who returned for a sec-
ond year, echoed the comments of many 
students when she said that she found it 
fulfilling to be able to sit through a lec-
ture entirely in Yiddish and understand 
it. Another student, Sasha Somysh, from 
L’viv, Ukraine, felt she came to the “heart 
of Yiddish culture in the world.” For her, 
the most moving experience was watch-
ing yidishkayt come alive on stage—an art 
form to which she is no stranger, given her 
award-winning performances as a singer 
with several musical projects, such as the 
L’viv Klezmer Band. The program was also 
privileged to have Professor Yoshiji Hirose, 
president of the Jewish Literary Society of 
Japan, sit in on advanced classes. Profes-
sor Hirose shared some of his expertise on 
Isaac Bashevis Singer with his classmates.

The students underwent an intensive 
schedule, studying grammar and literature 
in the morning, conversation or reading 
classes in the afternoon, and an array of 
workshops, lectures, and films to fill in any 
free time. They were especially fortunate to 
have had director and writer Pearl Gluck 

by Nadia Kahn

2008-09 YIVO Faculty and Graduate Student Fellows
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Dina Abramowicz Emerging Scholar Fellowship: Elissa Bemporad, Hunter College, 
CUNY; Soviet Jewish Burial Rites

Bernard Choseed Memorial Fellowship: Magdalena Ruta, Jagiellonian University, 
Kraków; Yiddish Literature in Postwar Poland

Rose and Isidore Drench Memorial Fellowship: Jonathan Dekel-Chen, Institute of Con-
temporary Jewry, Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Mapping Transnational Philanthropy

Vladimir and Pearl Heifetz Memorial Fellowship: Abigail Wood, University of London; 
Yiddish Song after 1945

Aleksander and Alicja Hertz Memorial Fellowship: Amos Bitzan, University of 
California, Berkeley; East European Jewry under German Occupation, 1915-1918

Vivian Lefsky Hort Memorial Fellowship: Roland Gruschka, Institute of Jewish Studies, 
Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf; Yiddish Literary History and Theory in the USSR

Abram and Fannie Gottlieb Immerman and Abraham Nathan and Bertha Daskal 
Weinstein Memorial Fellowship: Felix Heinert, Simon Dubnow Institute for Jewish His-
tory and Culture, University of Leipzig; Jewishness in Riga

Joseph Kremen Memorial Fellowship: Abigail Wood, University of London; Yiddish 
Song after 1945

Workmen’s Circle/Emanuel Patt Visiting Professorship: Ellen Kellman, Brandeis 
University; Abraham Cahan and the Making of American Yiddish Fiction

Natalie and Mendel Racolin Memorial Fellowship: Jonatan Meir, Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem; Anti-Hasidic Writings of Joseph Perl

Maria Salit-Gitelson Tell Memorial Fellowship: Jolanta Mickute, Indiana University; 
Politics of Culture, Ethnicity and Sexuality in Poland and Lithuania

Dora and Mayer Tendler Fellowship: Lara Rabinovitch, New York University; Roma-
nian Jewish Immigrants 1890-1930

(Divan) screen her new documentary 
movie Williamsburg and lead a subsequent 
discussion. The highlight of the lectures 
was the commemoration of the one-hun-
dredth anniversary of the Czernowitz Yid-
dish Conference of 1908, with panelists 
Jess Olson (Yeshiva University) and Cecile 
Kuznitz (Bard College), who gave her talk, 
appropriately enough, in Yiddish.

The graduation ceremony in August high-
lighted the talents of the next generation 
of klezmer musicians and academics. This 
year’s program was a particularly nice mix 
of the two. Daniel Kahn, a theater artist 
currently living in Berlin, opened with an 
original piece. His band The Painted Bird 
performs old and new songs in Yiddish 
“in a Brechtian cabaret and klezmer style.” 
The valedictory speaker at the graduation 

ceremony, Marek Tuszewicki, a doc-
toral student at Jagiellonian University in 
Kraków, spoke eloquently about how much 
he learned from his teachers and fellow 
students (see Yiddish p. ד). He is currently 
writing a dissertation on poet Mani Leyb. 
Singer Sarah Mina Gordon, a graduate of 
Bank Street College of Education who has 
performed with the Klezmatics, sang two 
songs, including one of her own compo-
sitions. University of Chicago Ph.D. stu-
dent Rachel Selig gave a humorous speech 
about how a yeke (German Jew) like herself 
became a Yiddishist. It is an inspiration to 
see how these students will contribute to 
the continuation of Yiddish as they return 
to their respective homes and scholarly in-
stitutions. As keynote speaker and YIVO 
board member Chava Lapin exclaimed, 
“Yiddish is a living language!”

-
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YIVO celebrated the publication 
of the full English translation of 
Max Weinreich’s History of the 

Yiddish Language with a symposium and 
reception on September 14. Three speak-
ers lectured on Max Weinreich, his life 
achievement and his masterwork: Robert 
D. King, Audre and Bernard Rapoport 
Chair of Jewish Studies and Fellow of 
the Schusterman Center for Jewish Stud-
ies at the University of Texas at Austin, 
on “Max Weinreich: A Life for Yiddish” 
(see below); Neil G. Jacobs, Professor in 
the Yiddish and Ashkenazic Studies Pro-
gram of the Department of Germanic 
Languages and Literatures at The Ohio  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

State University, on “Max Weinreich: 
Ideology and Scholarship”; and Keith 
(Kalman) Weiser, Silber Family Profes-
sor of Modern Jewish Studies at York 
University, on “Coming to America: Max 
Weinreich and YIVO in New York” (see 
Yiddish p. א). Paul Glasser, Associate 
Dean of the Max Weinreich Center for 
Advanced Jewish Studies, who edited the 
English translation of the second half of 
the work and Weinreich’s two volumes 
of footnotes to his two volumes of text, 
served as the symposium’s moderator. 
The translator of the entire work was the 
late Shlomo Noble, long-time research 
associate at YIVO, assisted by Joshua A. 
Fishman, Distinguished University Re-
search Professor of Social Sciences Emer-
itus at Yeshiva University.

The new edition both restores the text 
portion of the work to print and produces 
the notes in English for the first time. The 
length of the notes, which nearly equal 
the text (733 pages of text vs. 717 pages 
of notes, plus 271 pages of bibliography 
and index), demonstrates their quality: in 
addition to thousands of citations from 
hundreds of works, Weinreich provides 

elaboration of his statements in the texts, 
scholarly asides, and occasional polemics 
with other scholars.

A review of the work by Harold Bloom, 
Sterling Professor of the Humanities at 
Yale University, appeared in the Novem-
ber 6, 2008, issue of The New York Review 
of Books. Bloom offers a long synopsis of 
the work and praises it highly. 

The masterpiece of Max Weinreich, 
his History, was published in a cur-
tailed translation by the University of 
Chicago Press in [1980], which unfor-
tunately omitted the thousand pages 
of notes, now restored in the superb 
new Yale University Press edition. The 
notes, extraordinarily copious and 
rich, are unlike any others I know. I 
have been reading them for several 
months in a proof copy, and cannot 
come to an end, because every subject 
they discuss involves the processes by 
which Jewish culture was transmitted 
and survived. The story of Yiddish, in 
a sense the Jewish language, parallels 
and embodies the history of the Jewish 
people.

Book Launch for English Translation of Max Weinreich’s 
History of the Yiddish Language

Max Weinreich: A Life for Yiddish
This article is based on remarks made by 
the author at the symposium celebrating 
the publication of the English translation 
of Max Weinreich’s History of the Yiddish 
Language held at YIVO on Sept.14, 2008.

I cannot imagine a more congenial 
task than speaking in praise of Max 
Weinreich as part of the launch of 

the now complete English translation 
of his monumental Geshikhte fun der 
yidisher shprakh (History of the Yiddish 
Language). Max Weinreich brought to-
gether the study of Yiddish language, 
Jewish history, and yidishkayt as no 
one has before or since. And he accom-
plished this against a lifetime of tragedy 
that would have defeated a lesser man: 
hooligan pogroms in Eastern Europe 
(one of which cost him his sight in one 
eye), the rise of German antisemitism, 

the Holocaust, loss of Vilna family and 
friends, and uprooting from Vilna and 
relocation to America. Spared nothing, 
he had to endure the tragically early 
death of his son, Uriel Weinreich, a bril-
liant linguist at Columbia who linked 
the Yiddish linguistics of his father to 
modern structural linguistics.  

The Yiddish Zeitgeist of the 1920s was 
ripe for the creation of an institution 
to promote academic study in and 
about the Yiddish language. Yiddish 
had come a long way since the Czerno-
witz Conference of 1908; it was being 
used in Russia and elsewhere in East-
ern Europe as the medium of instruc-
tion in schools, and publication in the 
language on both sides of the Atlantic 
was extensive. The idea for an academy 

dedicated to the support and standard-
ization of minority and regional lan-
guages was in the air. The suggestion 
to create such an institute for Yiddish 
originated apparently with Nokhem 
Shtif, then living in Berlin, but without 
Max Weinreich, YIVO would never 
have come into existence. It is no ex-
aggeration to say that he willed YIVO 
into existence in 1925. Thanks to 
Weinreich’s astonishing drive and en-
ergy, the Vilna YIVO became the place 
where students could be trained in lin-
guistics, literature, economics, history, 
and folklore—all in Yiddish. 

Weinreich’s History of the Yiddish Lan-
guage is much more than simply the his-
tory of a language. It is a social, cultural,  
 

by Robert D. King 

[continued on next page]

[continued on next page]

Max Weinreich teaching Yiddish at City 
College of New York, 1947
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Bloom also discusses in some detail 
Weinreich’s research interests:

Weinreich’s account of the bewilder-
ing multiplicity of Jewish languages is 
masterly, since there were at least ten 
aside from Hebrew and Yiddish…. 
Weinreich’s zest for Jewish languages 
was awesome; you can drown happily 
in his oceanic discussions of Marranos 
(converted Jews secretly practicing Ju-
daism) using the Portuguese language, 
or of deviations from Arabic and Turk-
ish idioms in the other varieties of La-
dino. The byways lead Weinreich into 
folklore, which aids him in asserting 
that “of all Jewish languages Yiddish 
has...the largest degree of individual-
ity.” Literary achievement in Yiddish, 
even now underestimated, sustains the 
linguistic esteem that Weinreich con-
ferred on a tongue that he himself had 
not spoken as a child.

He lays out Weinreich’s view of Yiddish:

Weinreich’s great History seems to me 
undiminished in its urgency. Reso-
lutely it is not an elegiac work, though 

initially a reader may ponder its posi-
tion in a Jewish world whose languag-
es are now English and Hebrew. What 
Weinreich implicitly argues is that 
Yiddish is the Jewish language, prime 
emblem of the past, present, and what-
ever coherent future the once-wan-
dering people could possess, at least 
linguistically. His principal explicit 
argument is paradoxical enough to be 
Kafkaesque: Yiddish, he writes, is the 
language of the Way of the Talmud, 
but the Talmud is written in Hebrew 
and Aramaic. By “the Way of the Tal-
mud” Weinreich meant the profound 
influence of the Talmudical mind and 
its idiom and procedures upon Yiddish 
itself. As “the Oral Teaching,” the Tal-
mud suggested an endlessly subtle and 
nuanced way of dialectical inquiry.

And, finally, Bloom sums up Weinreich’s 
approach to the writing of his life’s work:

It is difficult for me, a native speaker 
of Yiddish in my faraway childhood, 
to reflect upon Weinreich’s History 
without considerable sorrow, itself 
resolutely excluded by Max Weinreich 

from his culmination of a life’s work. 
He chose to write purely as a histo-
rian of language, while listening hard 
to tradition.

It is a worthy tribute to a great scholar. 
We hope that the full English edition will 
make Max Weinreich’s magnum opus ac-
cessible to many, many new readers.

To order, visit www.yalebooks.com or call 
Triliteral Sales: 1-800-405-1619. 
For orders from outside North America, visit 
www.yalebooks.co.uk.
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and linguistic history of Ashkenazic 
Jewry written for scholars but in a style 
that makes most of it accessible to the 
general public. Most refreshingly, it has 
a point of view; it has attitude. I am rea-
sonably confident that I know all of the 
histories of the German, English, and 
French languages that have been pub-
lished. Not one of them equals the sweep 
and breadth of Weinreich’s Geshikhte. 

The first article of Max Weinreich’s that 
I recall reading was his contribution to 
Uriel Weinreich’s Field of Yiddish (1954), 
a collection that prepared the ground 
for modern Yiddish linguistics. Max 
Weinreich’s essay was entitled “Prehis-
tory and Early History of Yiddish: Facts 
and Conceptual Framework.” When 
one reads this article today, one sees the 
root system of the Geshikhte as it was 
taking shape in Weinreich’s mind. Loter 
and La’az are there; “fusion language” is 

there; “internal Jewish bilingualism” is 
there; the four “determinants” of Yid-
dish are there. Also there is the idea 
that the simplistic formula MHG  > 
Yiddish (Middle High German “yields” 
Yiddish) is misleading. After reading 
this article I could never again be com-
fortable with linguistic statements such 
as MHG schœne ‘beautiful’ > Yiddish 
sheyn, routine formulas that had never 
bothered me before. 

Lucy Dawidowicz told me once that 
what Weinreich wanted more than 
anything else in life was for Yiddish to 
be a “first-class language.” On his trips 
abroad he had noticed that although 
there were many Jewish passengers 
in the first-class accommodations on 
board ship, Yiddish was neither seen 
nor heard, whereas on the second-
class deck there were signs in Yiddish 
and Yiddish was openly spoken aloud. 

Weinreich spent his life upgrading 
Yiddish from tourist to first class: by 
founding and guiding YIVO, training 
scholars to write in Yiddish on any 
subject under the sun, making Yid-
dish a language for cultivated men and 
women, and turning out a ceaseless 
stream of publications in chaste and 
polished Yiddish, culminating finally 
with his magnum opus, the Geshikhte 
fun der yidisher shprakh. 

Max Weinreich’s was a life lived for 
Yiddish. His lifetime of scholarship 
carried out against impossibly difficult 
conditions is a beacon for us all, and 
his History of the Yiddish Language is 
enduring proof that he succeeded in 
his inmost goal: to make Yiddish a 
first-class language.

Robert D. King is chair of the Jewish  
Studies Department at the University of 
Texas at Austin
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Reflections on the Centennial Czernowitz Conference

To mark the hundredth anniversary of the 
Czernowitz Yiddish Conference of 1908, the 
Max Weinreich Center held a symposium on 
July 30 (see Yiddish p. ג). One of the partici-
pants, Professor Jess Olson of Yeshiva Uni-
versity, also attended the centennial confer-
ence held this past summer in Czernowitz 
itself. He reflects here on that experience. 

This year marked the 100th anni-
versary of a unique event in the 
history of the Yiddish language. 

In August 1908 the first and only confer-
ence on the Yiddish language was held 
in Czernowitz, the provincial capital 
of Bukovina in the far eastern Austro-
Hungarian Empire (now Chernivtsi, 
Ukraine). The conference’s aims were 
nothing less than to plan the future of 
Yiddish as a modern Jewish language, 
giving it a fixed grammar, syntax, spell-
ing system, and more: a future for its lit-
erature and theater, and a rethinking of 
its history and place as a national Jewish 
langauge. Its participants included major 
Yiddish literary and political notables, 
including H. D. Nomberg, Sholem Asch, 
Chaim Zhitlovsky, Ester Frumkin, and, 
most famously, Y. L. Peretz. 

A celebration of this event, the Czernowitz 
Yiddish Langauge International Centenary 
Conference in Chernivtsi was organized 
in a joint effort by Wolf Moskovich of the  
Hebrew University, Leonid Finberg of Ki-
ev’s Institute of Judaic Studies, and Michael 
Chlenov of the Moscow Maimonides 
Academy. Like the original conference, it 
was both retrospective and forward look-
ing. A varied and fascinating series of pan-
els was offered on issues such as Yiddish 
and the 1908 conference in historical per-
spective, Yiddish as a developing language 
in the 20th century, questions of linguistics 
and lexicography, Yiddish literature, and 
the Yiddish writers of Czernowitz. 

As an academic conference, this meeting 
was a great success—more so than the 
original conference, which was wracked 
by political and ideological conflict. But as 
a historian and biographer of one of the 
principal organizers and the president of 
the 1908 conference, Nathan Birnbaum, I 
was most struck not by the particularities 
of papers or the many distinguished speak-
ers, but of the meaning of this conference  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
in this place. Czernowitz has always af-
fected my work on Birnbaum, for whom 
the city was a backdrop from which little 
good came—a conference with ambigu-
ous results, a failed Yiddish newspaper (Dr 
Birnboyms vokhenblat), and financial ruin. 

So it was with uncertainty that I took 
my first trip to Bukovina. And my sur-
prise upon encountering Czernowitz was 
complete. Tucked away among the hills 
east of the Carpathians, sitting upon the 
gentle Prut River, Chernivtsi is a jewel 
of the long-dead Austro-Hungarian 
Empire. The architecture is classic late 
nineteenth-century Central European: 
five-story buildings with beautiful art 
nouveau accoutrements—murals, statues, 
and friezes—their stucco walls colored 
with a palate of springtime pastels. In 
homage to its eastern location, and no 
small part of its particular beauty, are the 
spires, domes, and copulas of the many 
Orthodox (and one Catholic) churches 
that dot its skyline. It well earns its nick-
name as the “Vienna of the East.”

Despite this beauty a barely perceptible 
sense of absence whispered as I walked 
around the city. And it was when my 
wife and I strolled up Zankoveskoi Street 
that this whisper resolved into a moan 
of desolation, as we stumbled unexpect-
edly on the Kinopalats Chernivtsi—the 
Chernivtsi Movie Palace. The building 
that houses this theater had been the grand 
synagogue of Czernowitz, once a magnifi-
cent domed structure that rivaled Berlin’s 
famous Oranienburgerstrasse Temple; now 
it has been reduced to a banal box showing 
second-run Hollywood movies. It bespoke 
a basic fact: the Jews of Czernowitz are tru-
ly gone (even if Jewish life, to some degree, 
continues; my wife and I were graciously  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
fed the only kosher food available in Czer-
nowitz by the small Chabad center). The 
shul is a movie theater; the Jewish National 
House, once the pride of the sophisticated, 
Germanophone Jewish upper crust of 
Czernowitz, is now a little-used “Hall of 
Culture.” The erasure is almost complete.

To some critics of this year’s conference, 
this erasure was extended to the confe-
rence itself, and they have commented or 
written derisively about the fact that many 
of the papers were not presented in Yiddish 
(in fact, papers were delivered in Russian, 
Yiddish, Ukrainian, and English). But this 
misses the point. Leaving aside the fact 
that Czernowitz, neither today nor at the 
time of the conference, was a particularly 
hospitable home to Yiddish, the language 
issue for this conference, as perhaps for the 
original conference, was secondary. 

No, the most essential point of this year’s 
conference, as in 1908, was a simple ex-
istential affirmation: we are here. This 
message has always had a special reso-
nance in a city like Czernowitz. For the 
Yiddishists in 1908, it was a statement 
against the hegemony of the German-
language Zionism that dominated the 
elite Czernowitz Jewish community. In 
our case, it was a moment to make his-
tory anew, to return living voices of 
scholars of Jewish and Yiddish studies to a 
place where they had been silenced. And 
more than any museum or monument, 
any building or synagogue, the sound of 
voices being raised with vigor, and ideas 
exchanged—sometimes contentiously—
about Jews, about Yiddish, about a popu-
lation that added so much life and depth 
to this city, is the worthiest monument. 

by Jess Olson

Jess Olson is an assistant professor of 
Jewish History at Yeshiva University

(left) The former grand synagogue, now a movie theater; (right) a session at the 2008 
Conference, held in the same hall as the original event
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Weinreich Center Fellow’s Research at YIVO
Cultural Heritage: The Yiddish Canon and the 
Development of Yiddish Literary History and Theory  
in the Soviet Union 

In the 1920s and the early 1930s, Soviet 
authorities promoted the construc-
tion of a new, secular, Yiddish-speak-
ing Jewish “proletarian” culture and 
propagated a Soviet-Jewish identity as 
an alternative to the projects of other 
political and cultural movements of 
Ashkenazic Jewry outside the Soviet 
Union. As part of this project, Soviet 
Jewish scholars and Communist Party 
functionaries faced the task of inter-
preting the so-called “cultural heri-
tage” of Yiddish literature before the 
Russian Revolution in a “critical” man-
ner, of revising Yiddish literary history 
according to Marxist-Leninist ideol-
ogy, and of creating a historiography 
of the literary past and its protagonists 
(such as the three classic Yiddish writ-
ers: Sh.-Y. Abramovitsh [“Mendele”], 
Sholem Aleichem, and Y.-L. Peretz) 
that could be made “usable” for Soviet 
Yiddish cultural policy. 

In my postdoctoral project Cultural 
Heritage: The Yiddish Canon and the 
Development of Yiddish Literary Histo-
ry and Theory in the Soviet Union, I am 
investigating this process and its im-
pact on Yiddish literary history in the 
Soviet Union. I focus on the reevalua-
tion and reinterpretation of the works 
of Yiddish writers and artists who were 
seen as leading, but historical, figures 
in the period before the Russian Revo-
lution or to whom non-Soviet intellec-

tuals already attributed a seminal role 
in the history of Yiddish literature, 
such as Sholem Aleichem. The liter-
ary theories that de facto influenced 
the works of Soviet Yiddish literary 
scholars (parallel or in a synthesis 
with official Marxism-Leninism) are 
of special interest for my project, since 
the methodology to a certain extent 
also belonged to the so-called “bour-
geois heritage.” My research will lead 
through a series of articles to my sec-
ond book in the field of Yiddish. 

With the support of the Vivian Lef-
sky Hort Memorial Fellowship, which 
I was awarded for the year 2008/09, I 
was able to study the rich collections of 
the archives and the library of YIVO. 
In the first instance, I concentrated 
on the official publications of Soviet 
Yiddish literary scholarship, foremost 
journals such as Visnshaft un revolyu-
tsye (Science and Revolution; pub-
lished by the Ukrainian Academy of 
Sciences, Kiev). The YIVO library also 
holds a number of rare monographs, 
such as Der radikaler peryod in Peretses 
shafn (The Radical Period in Peretz’s 
Works; Kharkov, 1934). These official 
publications are the main source of my 
research. In addition, I intend to base 
my research on internal documents of 
Soviet Yiddish academic institutions, 
principally the Institute for Jewish 
Proletarian Culture in Kiev. A sample 
of materials from the Kiev institute, 
which was discovered about ten years 
ago, is now a separate collection in the 
archives of YIVO. Other documents of 
the Kiev Institute are part of YIVO’s 
so-called Vilna Archives, among 
them papers of Soviet Yiddish writ-
ers and scholars such as Dovid Hof-
shteyn (1889–1952) and Maks Erik 
(1898–1937). Some documents that 
I found in the YIVO archives touch 
upon questions about which the of-
ficial publications of Soviet Yiddish  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
scholarship do not shed light. This in-
spired me to extend the focus of my 
research to these aspects as well. For 
instance, the collection of the Institute 
for Jewish Proletarian Culture con-
tains questionnaires of a survey un-
dertaken by the Moscow State library 
in the late 1920s in order to investigate 
which works of Yiddish literature were 
actually read by the “masses” and how 
they responded to this kind of litera-
ture. During my research, I was also 
able to identify a number of archival 
documents as proof pages for official 
publications, for example, articles of 
the aforementioned journal Visnshaft 
un revolyutsye.

To sum up, my book project benefited 
greatly from my stay in New York. I en-
joyed the inspiring atmosphere at YIVO 
and express my gratitude to the friendly 
staff for their helpful assistance. 

by Roland Gruschka

Roland Gruschka is an assistant profes-
sor of Yiddish Studies at the Institute of 
Jewish Studies, Heinrich Heine Universi-
ty Düsseldorf; as the 2008/09 Hort Fellow 
at YIVO, he delivered the annual Hort 
Memorial Lecture on Sept. 10, 2008.

Visnshaft un revolyutsye (Science and 
Revolution) Ukrainian Academy of 
Sciences, Kiev, 1935

Der radikaler peryod fun peretses shafn 
(The Radical Period in Peretz’s Works) 
Kharkov, 1934



Six Milstein Family Research Fellowships 
Awarded in 2008

The Milstein Family Jewish 
Communal Archive Project, 
a $225,000 three-year pilot 

project funded by the Milstein Family 
Foundation and the Abby and Howard 
Milstein Foundation, reached a major 
milestone with the awarding of six Mil-
stein Family Research Fellowships in 
2008. Focusing on the preservation and 
exploration of the Jewish communal 
archival heritage in the New York re-
gion, the project was organized in 2006 
in collaboration with the 92nd Street Y, 
The Educational Alliance, FEGS Health 
and Human Services System, NYANA 
(New York Association for New Amer-
icans), and Surprise Lake Camp. 

The dual aims of the Milstein Project 
are to raise public awareness about the 
treasures held in Jewish archives in the 

New York area and to address some of 
the critical intellectual, economic, and 
administrative issues facing archives 
today.

In the first year of the project, archivists 
Francesca Pitaro and Donna Lewi com-
pleted a survey of the archives of the 
five collaborating agencies. The team 
then moved on, organizing a fellowship 
program to stimulate scholarship on the 
history of Jews in New York and the 
American Jewish experience.

A fellowship announcement, distrib-
uted to universities and listservs across 
the country, listed a wide range of 
research topics, including the Jewish 
migration experience; social welfare 
and philanthropy in Jewish commu-
nal organizations; culture, intellectual 

life, and the arts; youth education and 
camping; Jewish life in New York dur-
ing and after World War II, including 
GIs, displaced persons, and the orga-
nized Jewish community; Jews of New 
York and the civil rights movement; 
and studying and preserving archival 
resources on Jewish life in New York.

The enthusiastic response from the 
scholarly community to the fellowship 
announcement demonstrated the need 
for quality fellowship programs that 
provide scholars with the opportunity 
and resources to pursue their research. 

Thirty-one scholars submitted applica-
tions from the United States, Canada, 
Australia, and Japan. In June 2008, the 
Fellowship Committee awarded $4,500  
 [continued on next page]
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by Ettie Goldwasser and Fruma Mohrer

On Sunday, September 7, the 
YIVO Institute for Jewish Re-
search established the Ruth 

Gay Seminar in Jewish Studies, thanks to 
a major gift from the family of the late 
Ruth Gay, a well-known American Jewish 
historian who passed away in 2006.

Ruth Gay’s publications touch upon on 
a wide range of themes and include The 
Jews of Germany: A Historical Portrait 
(introduction by Peter Gay), Safe among 

the Germans: Liberated Jews after World 
War II, and Unfinished People: Eastern 
European Jews Encounter America (winner 
of the 1997 National Jewish Book Award 
for nonfiction). For her last book, The 
Jewish King Lear: A Comedy in America 
by Jacob Gordin, translated by Ruth Gay 
and Sophie Glazer (Yale University Press, 
2007), Gay translated Gordin’s popular 
play from Yiddish into English. Gay com-
pleted the manuscript to this book just 
before her death in 2006.

The newly established seminar series is 
open to faculty and students of Jewish 
studies and history departments in the 
tristate area, curators, writers, and mem-
bers of the public. To be given by schol-
ars who have used YIVO’s resources, the 
seminars, which will take place several 
times a year, are intended to stimulate 
public dialogue about new topics in Jew-
ish studies.

Focusing on Ruth Gay’s last published 
work, The Jewish King Lear, the inaugural 
session was opened by YIVO Executive 

Director Carl Rheins and Chief Archi-
vist Fruma Mohrer, both of whom spoke 
about the importance of the newly estab-
lished seminar and expressed their pub-
lic appreciation to Ruth Gay’s family for 
their generous gift. Marion Kaplan, Skir-
ball Professor of Modern Jewish History 
at New York University and a close friend 
of Gay, shared personal stories and anec-
dotes about the life and work of the late 
American Jewish historian. Ruth Gay’s 
daughter Sophie Glazer, visiting instruc-
tor at Indiana University and Purdue 
University in Fort Wayne, who had edited 
the manuscript of The Jewish King Lear 
with her mother, discussed the intellec-
tual origins of the publication project and 
the themes in the Yiddish play that had 
inspired Gay to translate it into English. 

A panel discussion on The Jewish King 
Lear featured Edna Nahshon (moderator), 
associate professor of Hebrew at the Jew-
ish Theological Seminary;  Nina Warnke, 
assistant professor of European Studies at 
Vanderbilt University; and Joel Berkowitz,  
 

Ruth Gay Seminar in Jewish Studies Established at YIVO
by Fruma Mohrer

YIVO Executive Director Carl Rheins 
(standing) with members of Ruth Gay’s 
family. L-R: Sarah Glazer Khedouri, Peter 
Gay (seated), Sophie Glazer (holding 
book), and Elizabeth Glazer

[continued on next page]



associate professor and chair of the Judaic 
Studies Department at the University at 
Albany, SUNY. Nahshon, author of Yid-
dish Proletarian Theatre: The Art and Poli-
tics of the Artef, 1925–1940 and From the 
Ghetto to the Melting Pot: Israel Zangwill’s 
Jewish Plays (2006), referred in her talk to 
the continued legacy of the Yiddish the-
ater in contemporary American life, say-
ing, “The Yiddish theater has retained its 
allure longer than any other institution of 
the Jewish immigrant world in America. 
To this day people’s faces light up when 
you mention the names of its great stars, 
and whenever there is an event celebrating 
the Yiddish stage, the house is invariably 
packed.”  Noting Ruth Gay’s contribu-
tions, Nahshon said, “By eliminating the 
language barrier that so often separates 
American Jews from their roots, Ruth Gay 
has done us a great service.” 

Nina Warnke, whose publications focus 
on the role of theater in the formation 
of cultural identity and include “Theater 
as Educational Institution: Jewish Immi-
grant Intellectuals and Yiddish Theater 

Reform” in The Art of Being Jewish in 
Modern Times (ed. Barbara Kirshenb-
latt-Gimblett and Jonathan Karp; 2007), 
traced Gordin’s career and his role in 
moving the Yiddish theater away from 
the “fanciful operettas” and “lively com-
edies” of Abraham Goldfaden toward a 
theater of realism and serious modern 
social drama. Referring to the histori-
cal significance of Gordin’s plays and 
the need to reevaluate them a hundred 
years after their first appearance, Warnke 
praised “Ruth Gay’s translation and her 
excellent essays that situate the play both 
within the history of early American Yid-
dish theater and Gordin’s life.” 

Berkowitz, the author of Shakespeare on 
the American Yiddish Stage (2002), spoke 
on the subject of Shakespeare in transla-
tion. “Had Ruth Gay provided only a 
new translation of The Jewish King Lear,” 
Berkowitz suggested, “then dayenu—that 
alone would make a significant contri-
bution to the field.  But by adorning her 
translation with layers of valuable com-
mentary, and offering a model of how to 

deal with complex textual questions, Ruth 
Gay has added immeasurably and lasting-
ly to the bookshelf of English translations 
of Yiddish drama.”

The seminar featured film clips from the 
1935 version of the Jewish King Lear di-
rected by Harry Thomashevsky. The au-
dience was also entertained by members 
of the Yiddish Rep Theater, who gave a 
live Yiddish performance of the play’s last 
scenes. Their performance was based on 
the 1907 Warsaw edition of the play held 
by the YIVO Library.

Milstein Family Fellowships to six of 
the applicants. The winning fellows 
will carry out their research in 2008 
and 2009 using resources available at 
the five collaborating agencies and at 
the Center for Jewish History. Each of 
the Milstein Family Research Fellows 
will deliver a paper at a major Mil-
stein Conference on New York and the 
American Jewish Experience sched-
uled to take place in the fall of 2009.

The awardees are Rebecca Cutler, doc-
toral student at the University of Penn-
sylvania, whose topic is “Health Activ-
ism and the International Politics of 
American Jews in the Post–World War 
II Era”;  Marsha A. Dubrow, musicolo-
gist and resident scholar at the Cen-
ter for Jewish Studies of the CUNY 
Graduate Center, on “Lazar Weiner, 
New York, and the American Jewish 
Communal Music Enterprise of the 
1920s to 1960s”; Kirsten Fermaglich, 
associate professor of History and 

Jewish Studies, Michigan State Univer-
sity, whose study “A Rosenberg by Any 
Other Name”  will explore the history 
of name changing by Jewish immi-
grants; Miyuki Kita, associate profes-
sor, University of Kitakyushu, Japan, 
who will research the role of Jewish or-
ganizations in the drafting and passage 
of antidiscriminatory legislation in 
her study “Breaking the ‘Gentleman’s 
Agreement’: Jews and the 1945 New 
York Fair Employment Practices Act”; 
Rebecca Kobrin, assistant professor of 
history, Columbia University, whose 
topic is “Beyond the Myth of Mobil-
ity: Jewish Social Welfare Agencies, 
Jewish Immigrant Professionals, and 
the Challenges of Adaptation to Life 
in New York City, 1948–1954”; and  
Shira Kohn,  a doctoral candidate at 
New York University, with her project 
“Educated Advocates? Jewish Student 
Organizations in New York City Uni-
versities and Their Postwar Encoun-
ters with Civil Rights.”

Fellow Rebecca Kobrin’s project, for 
example, focuses on the changing na-
ture of the immigrant experience for 
Jews who arrived in the early postwar 
era. Unlike Jewish immigrants of the 
early twentieth century, who rarely 
arrived on American shores with 
university degrees, many postwar 
Jewish immigrants possessed profes-
sional degrees and training. Kobrin, 
who herself worked at NYANA in 
the 1990s, when large numbers of 
Russian Jews, many of whom were 
engineers, doctors, and scientists, ar-
rived in New York, notes, “If the his-
tory of these agencies, some of which 
have already closed their doors, is 
not preserved, the gap in our histori-
cal knowledge about the experiences 
of those they served will become in-
surmountable. YIVO’s role in provid-
ing a home for this material is criti-
cal from the perspective of history as 
well as current debates on immigra-
tion and adaptation.”

Members of the Yiddish Rep Theater per-
forming a scene from The Jewish King Lear
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Important Collection of Nazi Kennkarten to Be Microfilmed 
and Digitized

As part of the YIVO Holocaust Ar-
chive Project, a unique YIVO Ar-
chives collection of almost 5,000 

Nazi registration cards, commonly referred 
to as Kennkarten, will be microfilmed and 
digitized. The project is being carried out 
in partnership with the Mémorial de la 
Shoah–Centre de Documentation Juive 
Contemporaine in Paris and funded by 
the Conference of Jewish Material Claims 
Against Germany and the Fondation pour 
la Mémoire de la Shoah in Paris. 

The cards are found among the files of the 
Institut zur Erforschung der Judenfrage 
(Institute for Research into the Jewish 
Question), fragments of which are in the 
YIVO Archives. That institute, dedicated 
to supporting Nazi anti-Jewish propagan-
da activities by collecting antisemitica as 
well as books, documents, and artifacts on 
Jewish life, was located in Frankfurt am 
Main in Germany and directed by Alfred 
Rosenberg. Rosenberg was the leader of 
German racialist ideology that fueled the 
Nazi anti-Jewish propaganda machine. He 
was also the Reich minister for Occupied 
Eastern Territories and in charge of the 
Einsatzstab Rosenberg, the special Nazi 
pillaging unit that plundered hundreds 
of Jewish libraries throughout occupied 
Europe. A large proportion of the looted 
materials was brought to the institute or to 
its outlying storage facilities.

The thousands of Kennkarten, which were 
discovered by YIVO archivists in the 1950s 
while cataloging the records of the Nazi 
institute, were issued under the law of July  
23, 1938 obligating each Jew to apply for 
and carry an identity card. Each card was 
stamped with a large “J” (Jude or Jew) and  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the swastika bearing the seal of the Nazi 
police department or mayoralty that issued 
the card. Each Jewish man was given the 
middle name Israel and each Jewish woman 
the middle name Sara. These Nazi-imposed 
names appear on each registration card. 

The cards in this group, meticulously pre-
served, counted, and described by early 
YIVO archivists, are from about 190 mu-
nicipalities in Germany, with some cities, 
such as Frankfurt am Main, much better 
represented than others. Cards from the 
same municipality are usually together in 
the same packet. YIVO archivists assume 
that this is the original order in which the 
cards were discovered in the 1950s and 
that this order may represent some aspect 
of Nazi administrative history.

What distinguishes these cards from the 
ones actually carried by Jews in Germany 
is that these are the duplicates, the admin-
istrative copies, kept in the police depart-
ments that issued them. Unlike the actual 
cards, which were folded and carried in 
their pockets by German Jews, these cards 
are flat and unbent. The Kennkarten carried 
by German Jews had an outside cover page 
that read “Deutsches Reich” followed by a 
large “J” for Jude and then “Kennkarte.” The 
Kennkarten at YIVO do not have this out-
side title page as they were maintained by 
the Nazi bureaucracy as administrative du-
plicates. Early YIVO archivists working on  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the identification of these cards concluded 
that these duplicates were sent or brought 
to the institute in Frankfurt when the Ger-
man Jews to whom they were issued had 
been deported or left Germany. 

Thanks to the work of YIVO volunteer 
Estelle Guzik and her team of German-
speaking specialists who deciphered thou-
sands of handwritten texts in German, 
each card has now been indexed by name, 
municipality, date of birth, occupation, and 
other pertinent fields that appear on each 
card. Guzik notes that because the cards 
include photographs, they may provide the 
first opportunity for people to see pictures 
of lost family members. As YIVO Executive 
Director Carl Rheins notes, the availability 
of these cards in digitized form “refocuses 
our perspective from the abstract, statisti-
cal level to the personal, offering insight 
into the distinct lives and personalities of 
individual victims of the Holocaust.”

Under the grant, each card will be digi-
tized in addition to being microfilmed; 
the metadata or information about each 
card, maintained in a searchable database, 
will be matched to the digitized card and 
will be accessible on a computer screen 
in the Reading Room at the Center for 
Jewish History.

by Fruma Mohrer

Shmuel Klein and Estelle Guzik provided 
research and further information for the 
preparation of this article

Sample Kennkarte from the YIVO Archives collection issued in Frankfurt am Main to Edith 
Sara Goldschmid, born April 17, 1907.

Sample 
Kennkarte 
cover (From 
Kennzeichen, 
by Helmut 
Eschwege 
[Berlin, 1966], 
p. 80)
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Society for Jewish Folk Music Marks Centennial:  
Its Influence Continues Today 

In 1908, in what would become a sig-
nificant event in the history of Jew-
ish music, the Society for Jewish Folk 

Music was founded in St. Petersburg, Rus-
sia. In the wake of the nationalist move-
ment in Russia, the society was created 
by a group of young Jewish musicians at 
the St. Petersburg Conservatory, includ-
ing students of Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, 
who impressed upon them the impor-
tance of collecting and composing their 
“own” music. The founders were also 
inspired by the pioneering efforts of Joel 
Engel of Moscow, who in turn had been 
influenced by the noted Russian critic 
Vladimir Stasov, who challenged him to 
examine Jewish music. 

A centennial conference commemorating 
the founding of this group was held in St. 
Petersburg in June 2008.

The aims of the society were to collect 
and arrange Yiddish folk songs, to com-
pose and publish works with Jewish 
themes, and to organize concerts of these 
works. Over the ten years of the society’s 
existence, its members were responsible 
for the publication and performance 
of many works that they collected and 
arranged for piano and other instruments 
and for choruses. Among the important 
composers associated with the society 
were Joseph Achron, Moyshe Milner, 
Lazare Saminsky, Solomon Rosowsky, 
Mikhail Gnessin, and Leo Zeitlin.

At its prime the society had about 400 
members, including not only musicians 
and composers but also literary figures 
such as S. An-ski, Y. L. Peretz, Mortkhe 
Rivesman, and Mendel Elkin. It is Elkin, 
who later became head librarian of YIVO, 
to whom we are indebted for the collec-
tion of works of the St. Petersburg Society 
in the YIVO Archives.

During the course of its existence the so-
ciety organized about a thousand concerts 
in various cities of Russia. Among the 
programs in the Archives there is one in 
which a young Jascha Heifetz performed.

The society accomplished what it set out 
to do.  It awakened interest and apprecia-
tion of Jewish music among professional 
musicians, created audiences for concerts 
of Jewish music, and stimulated com-
posers to create a new Jewish music that 
combined modern style and technique 
with Jewish modalities. Recently the 
sheet music published by the society has  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
been sought in the YIVO Archives and 
performed by students of Jewish music, 
young singers, cantorial students, instru-
mentalists, and conductors. Scholars have 
also published new monographs that ex-
plore the contributions of this unique or-
ganization devoted to the propagation of 
Jewish music. 

by Chana Mlotek

Program cover for an August 1915 concert 
given by the Society for Jewish Folk Music

The Board of Directors and staff 
of the YIVO Institute for Jew-
ish Research mourn the pass-

ing of our friend and esteemed Trustee, 
I. Bernard Weinstein, a distinguished 
physician and cancer researcher whose 
pioneering research gave rise to new 
targeted cancer therapies. Weinstein, 
who died on November 3, 2008, was a 
visionary and an inspiration to many 
in his career in cancer research, and 
also in his commitment to preserving 
and teaching the rich Yiddish culture 
and heritage of East European Jewry. 

Weinstein played a pivotal role as a 
member of YIVO’s National Board, 
showing a keen interest in every as-
pect of reinvigorating and sustaining 
this historic institute. His dedication 
to YIVO and the history it embodies 
is exemplified by his role in the cre-

ation of the Max and Frieda Weinstein 
Archive of Sound Recordings at YIVO 
in 1982, along with his late brother 
Laurence, who was himself a mem-
ber of the YIVO National Board at 
that time. Through his support of 
the sound archive, Bernard Weinstein 
helped preserve rare field recordings 
of the Y. L. Cahan Folklore Club, in-
terviews with Jewish refugees in Ger-
man displaced persons camps, cultural 
events, and music, much of it in Yid-
dish. The Weinstein Archive is at the 
heart of the current Yiddish cultural 
renaissance, and has proven invaluable 
to musicians, performers, writers, his-
torians, scholars, and linguists.

We send deepest condolences to his 
wife Joan and children Claudia, Ta-
mara, and Matthew. May his memory 
be for a blessing. Koved zayn ondenk!

In Memory
I. Bernard Weinstein
With Brother, Founded YIVO Sound Archive

Interior page of the same program listing 
Jascha Heifetz and Joseph Achron as 
performers
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Preserving Our Identity and Our History 
with Your Story

From the Director of Development and External Affairs

The Holocaust has taken away from 
us grandparents, uncles, sisters, 
and brothers. We, the children 

of survivors, lived with our parents’ pain, 
and their experience became an integral 
part of our lives. Their loss became our 
life, their life became our future. Often 
times, they needed to learn how to open 
their broken hearts to new feelings, to 
us—their new lives, created out of the 
ashes. And despite the pain, our parents 
pledged to go on living. 

As we get older, we become the keepers of 
their stories; preserving this legacy becomes 
the mission of our lives. Never before has it 
been so urgent for our generation to take 
up the torch from our parents and grand-
parents. Now is the time to act, celebrating 
our strength and perseverance so we can 
ensure that the legacy our parents left will 
be heard, valued, and studied. We want to 
look into the future with hope, but each 
of us must be motivated by the conviction 
that what we do matters, that one person 
can make a difference.

YIVO is embarking on two new initia-
tives to meet these needs. The first is the 

creation of the Children of Lithuanian 
Parents group. We want to renew our 
commitment to the perpetuation, com-
memoration, teaching, and celebration of 
the strength and continuity of our heritage 
and honor the memory of those who are 
no longer here. Through this we reaffirm 
our promise to preserve the Jewish life of 
the Yerushelayim de Lite and its history. 
By recording it for posterity we show just 
how important culture and tradition are. 
These values hold the community and the 
family together—passing on family tradi-
tions, stories and memories will give the 
future generations a sense of who their 
families were and what they represented. 
Each story represents a life, a family, and 
a link from the past to the future. And the 
future is what matters most.

The second effort is the “YIVO Zamler 
Project”—a call to the Russian Jewish 
community to come forward to help us 
collect and document postwar Jewish life 
in the FSU. We hope to preserve this criti-
cal period in Jewish life in much the same 
way we plan to do with the Lithuanian 
Jewish community. History is personal—
each person, each family, each letter, birth 

certificate, and passport provides a piece 
of our story. We want to ensure that the 
history lived by Russian-speaking Jews 
before, during, and after World War II is 
not lost or diminished. 

Through these two projects, we will pre-
serve the memories and history of Jewish 
Vilna and the Jews of Lithuania and of 
Russian-speaking Jews from the FSU. To 
maintain one’s identity and safeguard cul-
tural memory, it is important to enhance 
self-esteem and give people pride in who 
they are and what they represented. We 
do this by celebrating our strength, per-
severance, and creativity. By acting now 
we can document our history in Eastern 
Europe, the area where YIVO itself began. 
Our goal is to guarantee that we will leave 
a narrative legacy of a critical period in 
Jewish history that will be heard and 
studied by generations to come. Please 
become a partner with us: By sharing 
your story, you will be preserving our his-
tory and identity. This is both a challenge 
from us and a great opportunity for you 
and your family!

Ella Levine

For seven years, YIVO’s Food As 
Roots series has brought histo-
ry, food, and culture together in 

an elite culinary experience. Founded 
and chaired by Katja Goldman and 
Cathy Zises, Food As Roots offers a 
unique opportunity to learn “at home” 
with celebrity chefs providing hands-
on demonstrations of meal and dessert 
preparations. 

The 2008 series commenced in Feb-
ruary at the home of Susan Shay. Chef 
Roberto Santibañez of Rosa Mexicana 
fame instructed the guests on how to 
prepare a sumptuous kosher meal of 

classic Mexican favorites, as well as 
explaining some of his own twists on 
traditional Jewish fare. 

“I was inspired to recreate traditional 
Jewish dishes with a Mexican flair after 
I catered a private Passover seder,” the 
chef said as he began his class. From 
this cultural merger has sprung treats 
such as chicken soup with cilantro 
matzo balls and Mexican chopped 
liver served on fresh corn tortillas with 
guacamole. 

Other standout dishes included a 
Veracruz-style sauce appropriate for 
any firm-fleshed fish—Santibañez 
used red snapper that evening—and 
chile-spiked chocolate cake.

Food As Roots 2008: Cooking and Learning Together

Chef Mark Strausman demonstrates his 
culinary art during the 2008 Food As 
Roots session [continued on next page]
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when he received the John Bates Clark 
Medal in 1993, given every two years to 
the outstanding American economist un-
der the age of 40. Summers was the first 
social scientist to win the Alan T. Water-
man Award from the National Science 
Foundation for outstanding scientific 
achievement in 1987. 
 
Martin Peretz, longtime YIVO National 
Board member and chair of the YIVO 
Board of Overseers, and his dinner co-
chair, William A. Ackman, emceed the 
award ceremony. The Dinner Committee 
included four Nobel laureates in econo-
mics among the honorary co-chairs—
Kenneth J. Arrow, Gary S. Becker, Paul 
A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow—as 
well as famed cellist Yo-Yo Ma and 
philanthropist Lily Safra.

After YIVO Chairman Bruce Slovin gave 
welcoming remarks to the more than 250 
YIVO friends and supporters in atten-
dance, Elisa New, professor of English at  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harvard University and Summers’ wife, 
began the introductions by describing 
her own family’s connections to Jewish 
Eastern Europe, specifically to Russia and 
Lithuania. In her personal search for fami-
ly history—which included assistance from 
YIVO—she found that one side of her fam-
ily came from Shavl, Lithuania, making her 
part of the greater Litvak family.

Henry Rosovsky, professor of econo-
mics emeritus at Harvard, spoke about 
Summers’ profound impact on the uni-
versity. He noted that Summers was fear-
less in his leadership, a pioneer who also 
was a special friend and advocate for the 
students at Harvard. 
 
In accepting his award, Summers reflect-
ed on the importance of history, and the 
institutions that help researchers in the 
study of history and culture, and YIVO 
in particular. He urged those present to 
live lives worthy of study by future gen-
erations: “The history we make as indi-
viduals, families, communities, institu-
tions, and governments should be worthy, 
should be the best we can do, should be 
fodder for study by future academics and 
scholars. YIVO, as a renowned archive 
and library, has a very crucial role to play 
in ensuring that Jewish history is not for-
gotten or downplayed.”

The evening began with a cocktail recep-
tion and tours of the new YIVO exhibi-
tion, From Dream to Reality: Zionism and 

the Birth of Israel, which marks the 60th 
anniversary of the creation of the State of 
Israel. Following the Awards Ceremony, 
as dinner was served, Motl Zelmanow-
icz, who has served as a YIVO National 
Board member for many years, addressed 
everyone in Yiddish, closing with the in-
junctions, “Long live the Jewish People! 
Long live YIVO!”

The YIVO annual benefit is the chief 
fundraising event of the year, and the 
2008 dinner raised $1.2 million. A special 
thanks goes out to Martin Peretz and 
William Ackman for their leadership and 
vision in making this year’s dinner such a 
great success.

Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence H. Summers Honored at 2008 
YIVO Annual Benefit Dinner [continued from front page]

The second class of the 2008 se-
ries was held at Haim and Barbara 
Dabah’s townhouse in early March. 
It featured Chef Mark Strausman, a 
returning favorite doing a class aptly 
titled “Beyond Brisket II.” Strausman 
cooked up a multi-course dinner of 
delicious cuisine that included a tasty 
Worker’s Farmhouse soup—literally 
made from everything and anything 
you might have sitting in your cup-
board—and a buttery soft Florentine 
Osso Bucco.

The third and last class of the series 
was held later that month at the home 
of Katja Goldman. Fusion seafood 
specialist Chef Alison Barshak dem-
onstrated how to cook contemporary 
cuisine with Mediterranean, South-
west, and Asian influences. The results 
included delectable dishes such as 
Black Sea Bass with Curried Pump-
kin Squash Sauce, root vegetables, and 
apple samosas. Together the teach-
ing and the eating inspired the par-
ticipants to think about fresh ways to 

approach traditional Jewish foods and 
meal planning.

“Food traditions are part of how we eat 
and bond as a community,” Cathy Zises, 
who has also hosted previous FAR 
events in her home, noted. “The dinner 
table, and all it represents in carrying 
on Jewish culture, is key to family and 
community continuity.” Katja Goldman 
agreed, adding, “Through Food As 
Roots, YIVO has helped us all celebrate 
and remember, together.”  

[continued from previous page]

YIVO Board Chairman Bruce Slovin with 
Merryl and James Tisch

Heritage Mission 2009
YIVO Heritage Mission to

South America
Uruguay - Chile - Argentina

NOVEMBER 2009

Heritage Luncheon  MAY 6, 2009
Annual Benefit Dinner  MAY 19, 2009

Film Screening: What If? The Helena 
Mayer Story  JANUARY 14, 2009
(co-sponsored with the Leo Baeck Institute)

SAVE THE DATES

For information contact Ella Levine at 
212.294.6128 or elevine@yivo.cjh.org
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YEAR END 
BOOK SALE !

YIVO is having a year end book 
clearance! Take advantage of 
purchasing YIVO publications directly 
from YIVO at great low prices! 

Set of three issues of YIVO Bleter 
(vols. 1-3, new series)

Old Demons, New Debates: 
Antisemitism in the West, 
an International Conference

Standardized Yiddish Orthography 
[Takones fun Yidishn Oysleyg]

Documents of the Lodz Ghetto

Yiddish Thesaurus [Der Oytser 
fun der Yidisher Shprakh]

Plant Names in Yiddish 
[Di Geviksnvelt]

Bontshe the Silent [CD]

Bontshe the Silent [cassette]

&

$5

$12

$15
$8

$10

$25
$8
$5

Please contact Naomi Gates-Monasch at 
212.294.6140 or nmonasch@yivo.cjh.org 
for more information

Seventh Annual Heritage Luncheon Embraces Three 
Generations

On May 6, 2008, YIVO held its 
Seventh Annual Heritage Lun-
cheon, honoring former YIVO 

National Board member Warren Grover, 
newly appointed YIVO National Board 
member Maks Etingin, and Blanche and 
Emanuel Binder. 

Warren Grover served on the National 
YIVO Board for more than twenty years. 
His clear commitment to YIVO and its 
mission helped to guide YIVO into a 
new era. His masters degree in Russian 
history from New York University is a 
reflection of an ongoing interest in his-
tory that culminated in his book Nazis in 
Newark (2003). Owen Grover introduced 
his father, describing how much YIVO has 
meant to Warren over the years because of 
its dedication to Jewish history and schol-
arship, its world-class library and archives, 
and its outreach to younger generations. 
Grover received the Special Recognition 

Award to thank him for his many years of 
leadership and service to YIVO. 

Maks Etingin, a native of Vilna and a sur-
vivor of its ghetto, is a new member of the 
YIVO National Board. Etingin embodies 
the history of the lost Jewish communities 
of Lithuania, and he remembers Vilna as 
the thriving Jewish community it once 
was. He is a living bridge between prewar 
Jewish Vilna and the postwar diaspora of 
that community in America, where he 
was able to start a new life. Alexander 
Sedlis, a childhood friend from Vilna, in-
troduced Maks Etingin, offering reminis-
cences from those days. Etingin received 
the YIVO Vilna Award.

Blanche and Emanuel Binder are both 
native New Yorkers who were raised in 
Yiddish-speaking homes. In fact, Blanche 
is the daughter of Fischel Bimko, a noted 
Yiddish author and playwright whose 

works have been performed in theaters 
all over the world. Bimko’s home, on East 
Sixth Street in Manhattan, was a magnet 
for Yiddish actors, writers, musicians, 
and scholars who gathered there to share 
music, stories, and ideas. Introduced by 
their daughters Leah Peskin and Andrea 
Binder, Blanche and Emanuel Binder ac-
cepted the YIVO Lifetime Achievement 
Award in memory of Fischel Bimko.

As emcee Ruth Levine, a member of the 
YIVO National Board, noted, “These 
honorees truly represent the very best of 
YIVO and our mission: the preservation 
and continuation of Eastern European 
Jewish culture and history. I am proud 
to have had the opportunity to help hon-
or such distinguished members of our 
YIVO family, along with their families.” 
The luncheon was a tremendous suc-
cess, raising almost $200,000 to support 
YIVO programs.

Warren Grover 
with wife 
Andrea and 
their son Owen

Maks Etingin 
with wife 
Rochelle

Blanche and 
Emanuel Binder 

with event 
chair Fanya 

Gottesfeld 
Heller

YIVO has renamed its annual 
luncheon in memory of one 
of the founding members of 

the International Women’s Commit-
tee, Eta Wrobel. Eta was a Jewish par-
tisan fighter in Nazi-occupied Poland, 
where she showed remarkable courage 
and strength. Her experiences are re-
corded in her autobiography My Life, 
My Way: The Extraordinary Memoir 
of a Jewish Partisan in WWII Poland 
(YIVO & The Wordsmith LLC: 2006). 
Her activities as a partisan and resis-
tance leader demonstrate the consider-
able role women played in the wartime 
Jewish resistance in Poland. Eta is also 

featured in the short film Everyday the 
Impossible, available online at www.
jewishpartisans.org. The qualities that 
made her a partisan helped her when 
she began her new life in America. Eta’s 
energy and dedication to YIVO, yidish-
kayt, Holocaust remembrance, and 
Israel were truly exemplary. She was an 
inspiration to younger generations.

Beginning with the May 2009 Heri-
tage Luncheon, the yearly event will be 
called “The Eta Wrobel Memorial Heri-
tage Luncheon at YIVO.” We are proud 
to be able to honor the memory of such 
a “Woman of Valor” in this way.

Heritage Luncheon 
Renamed in Memory of 
Eta Wrobel



Planning for the Present, Providing for the Future 

YIVO Gaon Society

Today many Americans are concerned about the economy and 
the stock market. People have seen the value of their retirement 
assets shrink, and interest rates paid from CDs and savings ac-
counts remain low. It can be a tight spot to be in.

But if you create a legacy by leaving a bequest to YIVO in your will 
or trust, you may find some help with the following suggestions :

If you are 46 or older and still building your retirement plans, but 
are concerned about whether these accounts will produce enough 
income when you want to retire, try adding a YIVO deferred chari-
table gift annuity to your existing retirement planning. As the table 
below indicates, the rates are very attractive and they are guaran-
teed to be paid to you for the rest of your life (and your spouse’s, 
if you so choose). They are also partially tax free, further enhanc-
ing your return. It will certainly eliminate some of the guesswork 
for you, regardless of market activities, interest rate fluctuations, 
and the general economy, since they are locked in at the time you 
make your gift to YIVO. An added advantage is that you can claim 
a charitable deduction in the year you sign the contract, further 
adding to the benefits of this gift.

 
If you are 65 or older you can establish a YIVO current charitable 
gift annuity, which will immediately begin to pay out to you a very 
attractive, partially tax-free income (see table below) that is guar-
anteed for the rest of your life (and that of a loved one too, if you 
so choose). You will also be entitled to a charitable deduction for 
a portion of your donation.

Charitable gift annuities and deferred charitable gift annuities can 
be helpful to our supporters, but they eventually help YIVO as well, 
securing our mission for coming generations of researchers, stu-
dents, and scholars; most of all, they create a yerushe for all of our 
children and grandchildren.  That is why this type of planned gift, 
along with charitable remainder trusts, insurance policies, ben-
eficiary designations, and bequests carry membership in YIVO’s 
Gaon Society, named for the revered Vilna Gaon. The Gaon Soci-
ety acknowledges the donors of gifts that will continue to support 
YIVO’s work, even after these contributors are gone. These vari-
ous types of planned gifts ensure that those who care about our 
Jewish history and heritage can meet their obligation to inform and 
enrich generation after generation. Our Gaon Society members 
help to ensure that the culture and artifacts of our past will always 
be available long into the future. 

Gaon Society members are recognized on YIVO’s website and here 
in our newsletter; they receive distinctive membership certificates 
and special invitations to YIVO activities and exclusive events. 

We will be pleased to provide a free, confidential, and personal-
ized example of how a YIVO charitable gift annuity or deferred 
charitable gift annuity would work for you or a loved one. To re-
ceive information about YIVO’s Gaon Society and planned giving 
program, including bequests, charitable gift annuities, and more, 
contact Ella Levine, director of Development & External Affairs, at 
212-294-6128 (elevine@yivo.cjh.org), or Lorri Greif, CFRE, planned 
giving officer, at 212-505-6171 (lgreif@yivo.cjh.org).
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Sample Single-life DEFERRED Gift Annuity Rates*

Age Today

46

50

55

55

60

65

65

65

70

70

13.6%
11.3%
9.0%
7.1%
9.6%

Rate of Return at 
RetirementAge to Retire

*Rates adjusted as of July1, 2008. Joint returns are slightly lower

Sample Single-life Gift Annuity Rates*

65

70

75

80

90 & over

5.7%

6.1%

6.7%

7.6%

10.5%

Rate of ReturnYour Age

Signed in October by President Bush, this law includes 
an extension of the IRA Charitable Rollover that was 
originally implemented as a part of the Pension Protection 
Act of 2006. Once again, it is possible to make a gift to the 
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, Inc., directly from an 
IRA for up to $100,000 per year in 2008 and 2009. This IRA 
distribution will not be taxed as income but also does not 
produce a charitable deduction.

You must be at least 70½ years at the time the 
gift is made. 

It cannot be made to establish a charitable gift 
annuity or a charitable remainder trust.  

It can only come from an IRA account: pen-
sions, 401(k)s, 403(b)s, and the like do not 
qualify for this type of contribution.

It must be paid to YIVO directly from your IRA 
administrator.

Please let Ella Levine of YIVO know if you make this type 
of gift since checks are sometimes sent by IRA administra-
tors without including the identification of the contributor.

Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008

*Rates adjusted 
as of July1, 2008. 
Joint returns are 

slightly lower



Rosina Abramson
Sylvia Antonier Scher
Harold Baron
William Begell
Evelyn Berezin
Roger & Rhoda Berkowitz
Sylvia Brody Axelrad
Robert Brooks
Eliane Bukantz
Hyman Cohen
Shirley Cohen
Eva Eckert
Sol Eldman
Stanley Engelstein

Mildred & Gene Forrell
Shulamis Friedman
Max  Gitter
Vicki Gold
Nathan Goldstein
William Goldstein
Linda Grossman
Warren Grover
Celia Heller
Edwin Hantman
Laura Hapke
George Hecht
Felice Itzkoff
Louisa Johnston

Rosalind Kaplan
Henry Kellen
Enid Klass
Isaac & Liora Levine
Ruth & David Levine
Ella Lidsky
Leo Melamed
Herbert J. Maletz
Sally W. Morgan
Milton & Ahrona Ohring
Louis Osofsky
Martin Peretz
Barbara Phillips
Ethel Roberts

Enid Sandri
Abraham Sherman
Bruce & Francesca Slovin
Richard & Carole Stein
Jonathan Sternberg
Leora Klaymer Stewart
Robert & Lottie Tartell
Franklin & Ellen Toker
Milton Weiner
Chava Weissler
Joan Wertheim

The Gaon Society was established to recognize and thank YIVO supporters who have created a legacy for YIVO in their 
wills or estate plans, or through a planned gift annuity or charitable trust. Like the 18th-century Rabbi Elijah Ben Solomon 
Zalman—the Vilna Gaon—for which the society is named, these friends understand and appreciate the role YIVO plays in 
preserving and perpetuating our heritage for future generations. We at YIVO thank you.

Gaon Society Members

Herbert J. Maletz is a member of YIVO’s Gaon Society and 
participates in our charitable gift annuity program. He has a 
real desire to be able to connect with his roots and scattered 
family. Possessing strong interest in his heritage and history, 
Herb has found YIVO to be a great resource of information. 

Herb retired from his consulting prac-
tice designing multicompany financial 
systems in 1999, on his 77th birthday. 
Then, after his wife of 56 years passed 
away, he began to travel e tensively, 
both here in the United States and 
around the world; through this travel, 
Herb became interested in researching 

his family’s history and relations. With some assistance from 
his brother and sister, he found relatives in Argentina with 
whom he now visits regularly, and he is now poring through 
YIVO archives and documents to seek information on pos-
sible family members who migrated from Russia to Shanghai 
in the late 1930s and then to California in the late 1940s.

Herb, with his brother and three sisters, was raised almost 
solely by his mother, the late Sarah Winograd Maletz, who 
came to the United States from her birthplace in Shereshevo, 
Russia.  It is from her that he learned about his Yiddish heri-

tage and Jewish history, and it is in her memory that he estab-
lished his most recent YIVO charitable gift annuity. A plaque 
commemorating her life has been placed next to the door to 
the archives.

With no children of his own, Herb eventually decided to dis-
tribute his assets among several Jewish organizations. He got 
out of the securities markets and used the proceeds to make 
contributions in the form of charitable gift annuities, which 
further solidified his link with Jewish life, globally and in the 
United States, and earning a good return through his charity. 
Always smart in finance, Herb understands the benefits of this 
type of tax-advantaged giving, with partially tax-free income 
guaranteed for the rest of his life, a charitable deduction, and 
a legacy for future generations.

Between his research in YIVO’s records for family connections 
and attending YIVO and Gaon Society events, Herb has become 
a much respected and cherished benefactor to YIVO while per-
sonally benefiting from our resources and programming.

We are sincerely grateful to Herbert J. Maletz and all our oth-
er Gaon Society members who have ensured that YIVO will 
continue to be the preeminent institution for preserving our 
Eastern European Jewish heritage for many years to come.
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Helping YIVO may help you - Link your future to YIVO’s

Become a Member of YIVO Gaon Society



In Memory
Bina Weinreich: A Unique Colleague Who Loved 
Yiddish Folklore

I knew Beatrice (Bina) Weinreich, 
who died in March, for over half 
a century. When she first worked 

at YIVO, she worked in my office as 
secretary/assistant to the research 
director.  She and I were among the 
recipients of YIVO scholarships at 
UCLA in 1948; during our time there 
we developed an intimate relationship, 
sharing a room off campus and par-
taking of the excellent courses of Max 
Weinreich as well as the extracurricu-
lar activities of lectures, sing-alongs, 
and dramatic skits and performances. 
She helped found the Cahan Folklore 
Club at YIVO. Bina was a gifted classi-
cal mandolinist who played with vari-
ous orchestras. She loved to listen to 
Yiddish folk music, to collect songs, 
and to perform them.  

Bina Weinreich collected songs from 
her grandmother that we later printed 
in our journal.  She was enthusiastic in 
her work, devoted to our purpose of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

continuing the work of the decimated 
scholars and collectors of the YIVO in 
Vilna—collecting folklore materials, 
publishing and analyzing her collec-
tions, tutoring and encouraging her 
students. When her husband Uriel 
died prematurely, before completing 
the proofreading of his Modern Yid-
dish-English Dictionary, Bina tried to 
complete it, but was so devastated that 
I was the one who edited the second 
set of proofs for her.

Bina was a research associate of YIVO 
for more than 50 years. Her master’s 
thesis and research articles were devot-
ed to topics in Yiddish folklore. These 
covered a broad array of interests, 
including stories about the prophet 
Elijah, the master-thief motif in Yid-
dish folktales, the ethnography of the 
shtetl, Yiddish riddles and proverbs, 
and a detailed questionnaire that she 
compiled and analyzed on the chang-
ing customs of Passover from Europe 
to America. 

Bina Weinreich was a pioneer collec-
tor of Yiddish proverbs and songs, us-
ing the first tape recorders in her work 
as they became available, and served 
as coeditor of the YIVO journal de-
voted to Yiddish folklore. She was also 
involved in the study of Yiddish lin-
guistics, with her husband Uriel com-
piling Yiddish Language and Folklore: 
A Selective Bibliography for Research 
(1959) and a Yiddish phrase book en-
titled Say It in Yiddish. She edited the 
revised editions of Uriel’s textbook 
College Yiddish and his On Semantics 
(with William Labov), while she also 
tutored students in the fields of Yid-
dish folklore and linguistics. 

When Bina retired from YIVO in 
2001, a profile of her accomplishments 
(see Yedies no. 191) mentioned that 
as an 18-year-old student she studied 
with the greats of the time, including  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Max Weinreich, Jacob Shatzky, Shlomo 
Noble, and Abraham Menes. Many of 
her fellow students also later achieved 
renown: Shmuel Lapin, Joshua Fishman, 
Yosl Mlotek, and Mendl Hoffman.
 
Bina’s own magnum opus was the col-
lection she edited, Yiddish Folktales (in 
English; published by YIVO in 1988). 
Yiddish Folktales featured 178 Yiddish 
folktales and anecdotes culled from 
rare collections in the YIVO Archives. 
It was later published in paperback 
and translated into both Italian and 
Japanese. In the 1970s, Bina Weinreich 
served as editor of this newsletter. In 
her later years as a YIVO staffer, she 
helped in the drafting of the book later 
published as Yiddish Folksongs from the 
Ruth Rubin Archive (YIVO and Wayne 
State University Press, 2007). 

Bina Weinreich was many things: 
a beautiful, sensitive human being; 
adored daughter-in-law of Max and 
Regina Weinreich, mother of Stephanie 
Shifra and Don, and devoted grand-
mother; and an ardent proponent of 
the work and aims of YIVO. She was 
beloved by her friends and colleagues; 
all of us sorely miss her.

by Chana Mlotek

Uriel and Bina Weinreich shortly after 
their marriage. New York, 1949

Uriel and Bina Weinreich climbing a 
mountain. Zurich, Switzerland, 1950

Friends enjoying an evening together.   
Top row : Uriel Weinreich,  Bina  
Silverman (Weinreich), Yankl Fuchs
Bottom row: Gabriel Weinreich, 
Mendl Hoffman. New York, 1948
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New Accessions to the YIVO Archives

HISTORY

The entire archives of the New York As-
sociation for New Americans (NYANA) 
have now been transferred to YIVO. It is 
approximately 4,000 linear feet in size, and 
await processing. The bulk of the docu-
ments are case files.

The Workmen’s Circle head office in New 
York is continuing to transfer its archives.  
YIVO has also received documents from the 
organization’s Southern California division.

The Ontario Jewish Archives has donated a 
large collection of items primarily relating 
to Israel.

The American Jewish Historical Society 
has donated a series of items related to Is-
rael, including the Israel stamp collection 
of Leon Ilutovich, whose memoirs are in 
YIVO’s collections.

Stanley Fishman also donated a large, fully 
arranged collection of materials related to 
Israel.

Louis-Philippe Arnhem donated a copy of 
the file on Samuel Schwarzbard from the 
Belgian state archives.  In 1926 Schwarz-
bard assassinated Symon Petlyura, Ukrai-
nian leader and commander of the Cossack 
units that carried out pogroms against Jews 
in the years 1918–1920.

Jeff Marx donated the typescript of his 
history of the Jewish community of Pane-
mune, Lithuania.

David Kahane donated the typescript of his 
history of the Jewish community of Chrza-
now, Poland.

Pamela S. Weisberg donated a copy of the de-
tailed police report on Communist activities 
in Skalat, Poland, in the 1930s.  This document 
lists many names that appear to be Jewish. 

Samuel Halperin donated his unique col-
lection of 78 charity labels from Jewish in-
stitutions in interwar Poland.

Herbert A. Bernhard donated many ad-
ditional items to his collection, already in 
YIVO, of Jewish historical documents from 
prewar Europe and Palestine/Israel.

Robert Greene donated records of the Ste-
venson Society, a literature-appreciation 
group composed of Jewish young men 
from New York’s Lower East Side.

Mark Singer donated additional documents 
of the Woodbine Colony, a Jewish agricul-
tural community in New Jersey.

Sara and Norman Chaitin donated materi-
als relating to Argentine Jewry.

Richard Tomback donated yearbooks and 
Passover Haggadahs of various Jewish edu-
cational institutions in New York City, most 
dating from the 1950s and early 1960s.

Estelle Guzik donated records of Congrega-
tion Adath Sholom of Merrick, New York.

Elise Fischer donated event programs of the 
Town and Village Synagogue of New York 
City.

Irene Lasker donated, via Philip Jason Lask-
er, a letter from Chaim Weizmann.

Esther M. Luckett donated additional docu-
ments for the papers of Herman Morgen-
stern, labor editor of the Jewish Day-Journal.

Gail Malmgreen donated three issues of 
“Geprop,” a hectographed bulletin of the 
Left Labor Zionists in Chicago that ap-
peared in the mid-1930s.

Aryeh Leibowitz donated an article about 
Sidney Shapiro, an American political activist 
who has been living in China for decades.

Abraham Goldwasser donated documents 
relating to the International Ladies’ Gar-
ment Workers Union.

Jane Prawda donated the memoirs of Simcha 
Prawda, who was from Czyzew, Poland.

Beba Leventhal donated materials relating 
to the Jewish Labor Bund.

Rena Wilen donated the memoirs of Henry 
Shapiro, who was born in Lublin, Poland, 
and moved to Shanghai.

Carol Sicherman donated the memoirs of 
her aunt, Vida Castaline, who came to the 
United States from Russia, at the age of 21.

Lillian Weber-Silver donated the extensive 
memoirs of her grandmother.  The donor is 
the daughter of the late Simon Weber, who 
was editor of the daily Forward.

Beth N. Shapiro donated her grandfather’s 
autobiography.

Susan Tinkelman Earl donated memoirs of 
life in Ukraine written by her father, Aaron 
Tinkelman.

Stacie Cahn Greenhouse donated the 
journal kept by her grandfather, Solomon 
Langer, during World War I.  He lived in 
Bedzin, Poland.

Janet Ray donated, via Pearl Krupit, the joint 
memoirs of Ida and Abraham Wasserman.

David Simpson donated the biography 
of his grandfather, the American Social-
ist activist Herman Simpson, who was the 
husband of Rose Asch-Simpson, a leading 
figure in the Workmen’s Circle.

Jewish historical materials were also do-
nated by Joyce Concors, Eiran Harris, Judy 
Derman, Detlef Kaessner, Max Kleinman, 
Rudolf Kofler, Lorraine Z. Nelson, Chava 
Lapin, Jerry Silverman, Merle Spiegel, and 
Martin Warmbrand.

Photograph of Moe and Sydney Nathanson on the road to Jerusalem, Mandate Palestine, 
December 30, 1930. Donor: Merle Kastner

.

,



This summer the YIVO Ar-
chives received a major por-
tion of the papers of Egon 

Mayer. The collection was donated by 
Professor Mayer’s widow, Dr. Marcia 
Kramer Mayer, and by their daughter, 
Daphne Mayer Viders.

A leading sociologist and demogra-
pher of American Jewry, Mayer was 
the founding director of the Jewish 
Outreach Institute and for many years 
the director of Jewish Studies at the 
CUNY Graduate Center. His published 
works focus on the study of American 
Jewish Orthodoxy and of Jewish inter-
marriage and include From Suburb to 
Shtetl: The Jews of Boro Park [Brook-
lyn] (1979) and Love and Tradition: 
Marriage between Jews and Christians 
(1985, 1987). At the time of his death  
Mayer was completing a book project 
on Rudolph Israel Kasztner. The bulk 
of the Egon Mayer papers consist of 
research materials gathered for the 
book.

Mayer’s interest in Rudolph Kasztner 
goes back to his childhood and to 

his own family history. As a Zionist 
and the head of the Hungarian Res-
cue Committee in Budapest, Rudolph 
Kasztner had negotiated in 1944 with 
high-ranking Nazis, including SS Col-
onel Kurt Becher and Adolf Eichmann, 
to allow two trains carrying 1,685 
Jews to travel to Switzerland in safety. 
Egon Mayer’s parents were passengers 
on one of the two “Kasztner” trains. 
Mayer himself was born in Switzer-
land, in December 1944. Kasztner im-
migrated to Palestine in 1947 and be-
came a cabinet minister in the Mapai 
government.  Accused of collaboration 
with the Nazis in 1954, and following a 
lengthy libel trial held that year, Kaszt-
ner was assassinated three years later 
on a Tel Aviv street.  

Mayer, whose family immigrated to the 
United States in 1956 during the Hun-
garian Revolution, went on to have a 
distinguished career as an American 
Jewish sociologist. However, his last 
research project led him back to his 
childhood and to the story of how his 
family survived the Holocaust. Amass-
ing a considerable body of research  

 
 
 
 
 
materials on Kasztner’s life and work, 
Mayer passed away before the book he 
was working on was published. 

The Egon Mayer papers consist of 
more than three linear feet of paper 
documentation and 125 video and 
audio tapes relating entirely to the 
Kasztner Affair. The tapes are pri-
marily interviews with more than 40 
individuals who Kasztner saved.  The 
papers also contain materials about 
the “Becher Deposit,” the collection of 
currency and jewelry worth 9 million 
Swiss francs coerced by SS Colonel 
Kurt Becher from Hungarian Jews.

A preliminary draft of the finding aid 
to the Egon Mayer papers, compiled by 
Beatrice Kornblatt, reveals the depth 
and thoroughness of Mayer’s research 
and the value and importance of the 
Egon Mayer Papers as a resource for 
scholars of the Holocaust.

YIVO Receives Papers of Egon Mayer (1944–2004)
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LANDSMANSHAFT RECORDS AND FAMILY DOCUMENTS

Hinda Jacobs and Nina Rogow made sepa-
rate donations of supplementary materials 
for the records of Nusakh Vilne.

Bruce Karp donated records of the Reziner 
Independent Progressive Society.

Joan Baronberg donated records of the 
Suchostover Benevolent Association.

Madalyn Merbaum Klein donated records 
of the Progressive Horodenker Benevolent 
Society.

Albert Nitzburg donated supplementary 
documentation for the records of the Ante-
poler Young Men’s Benevolent Association.

Martin Kaminer donated records of the 
Amdurer Benevolent Society.

Jeremy Mishkin donated records of the Min-
sker Independent Benevolent Association.

Charles Roemer donated records of the Kol-
bushower Young Men’s Benevolent Society.

Taube Fine donated records of the Yarburg-
er Emergency Relief Society.

Roslyn Somer Roth donated records of the 
United Galician Jews and of the Lutowisker 
Young Men’s Benevolent Society.

Henry Rosenstein donated records of the Pi-
otrkow-Trybunalski Relief Association.

Jeremy J. Shapiro donated records of the 
Rachover Yugnt Branch 581 of the Work-
men’s Circle.

Ron Goldman donated records of the 
Proskurover Zion Society.

Abraham Small donated, via Ronda Small, 
records of the Chmelnicker Sick and Be-
nevolent Society of Poland.

Alan and Jodi Siegel donated, via Esther 
Brumberg of the Museum of Jewish Heri-
tage, records of the Radautz Roumanian 
Benevolent Society.

Jeffrey Cymbler donated cemetery maps of 
the Fraternal Order Bendin-Sosnowiec Sick 
and Benevolent Society. Baila Rosenbaum 
also donated records of this organization.

The following donors provided family 
documents:  Sandy Berger, Ronald Cutler, 
Samuel and Ida Fox, Rachel Frank, Marcia 
Frumberg, the Genealogy Institute of the 
Center for Jewish History, Grant Arthur 
Gochin, Hilda Jaffe, Merle Kastner, Bev-
erly Levine, Ord Matek, Laura Sandler, 
Eva Shatkin, Mayer Siegel, Jonathan Sorid, 
Constance Terrell-Hill (jointly with Jo Ellen 
Terrell), Charles Ticho, Lawrence Wayne, 
and Herbert Zimiles.

New Accessions to the YIVO Archives
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Marcia Kramer Mayer and Daphne Mayer 
Viders donated papers of the late Professor 
Egon Mayer. The papers consist entirely of 
documentation of the Kasztner Affair (see 
feature article).

Personal documents directly related to the 
Holocaust were donated by Esther Frie-
denthal, Henry Kellen, Sandra Rosenblith, 
Henry Schanberg, and Anne Wallack.

Vladimir Tsesis donated the wartime letters 
of his father, Red Army Captain Abram 
Mikhailovich Tsesis.

Angela Genger donated a German transla-
tion of Josef Zelikowicz’s diary of the Lodz 
ghetto. The original is in YIVO’s collections.

Henry S. Newman donated his memoir of 
the Buzyn labor camp in Poland.

Grace L. Hoffman donated the papers of 
her late husband, U.S. Army Lieutenant 
Colonel Leo Hoffman, who served in Chi-
na, Burma, and India during the war.

Daniel I. Peters donated Fishl Kutner’s ac-
count of the destruction of the Jewish com-
munity of Trestina (Trzcianne), Poland.

Vered-Roos Lazar donated her father Is-
rael-Laszlo Lazar’s memoirs of survival in 
Auschwitz and Buchenwald.

Bernard Gotfryd donated the galleys to the 
second edition of his Anton the Dove Fancier 
and Other Tales of the Holocaust, his memoir 
of survival in the Radom ghetto, Poland.

Sol Rosenkranz donated his memoir of the 
destruction of the Jewish community of Pi-
otrkow-Trybunalski, Poland.

Lola Liblau donated, via YIVO Archives 
volunteer Majus Nowogrodzki, her account 
of being hidden on the Aryan side of War-
saw. Krystina Kane donated a similar mem-
oir by her grandmother, Sophie Horowitz.

Eleni Katsoulaki donated postcards she re-
ceived from Otto Frank.

Eddi Weinstein donated his 1945 account 
of his escape from Treblinka.

Ilana Pruzan Sherman donated the Vilna ghet-
to memoirs of her uncle, Michael Pruzan.

Hadassa Schneerson Carlebach donated, 
via Harriet Jackson, the papers of her fa-
ther, Rabbi Zalman Schneerson.  He was 
the founder of the Association des Israé-
lites Pratiquants, a French Orthodox orga-
nization whose records are deposited in the 
YIVO Archives. Bertha Schwarz donated 
her memoir of how she was assisted by that 
body to survive the Nazi occupation.

Charles Ticho donated sets of charity stamps 
from the Blue Card organization, which pro-
vided aid to refugees from Germany.

Joanna M. Kapner donated a scrapbook of 
her two great-aunts’ 1938 visit to Central 
Europe.

Martin Goldenberg donated an SS recruit-
ing pamphlet.

Gerben Zaagsma donated his dissertation 
on Jewish volunteers in the Spanish Civil 
War.

Yelena Yoffe donated a large collection of 
contemporary Polish and Soviet clippings 
on the trial of Adolf Eichmann.

Holocaust-related materials were also do-
nated by Iris Jourdan, Masha Leon, Frank 
Mecklenburg (via Arnold Richards), Eric 
Saul, Maurice Schiff, and Sherry Sztul.

“Shir ha-Palmach” (The Palmach Song), from 
Shai la-hayal (A Gift for a Soldier), children’s 
book, c. 1950s. Donor: Eiran Harris

ART AND ARTIFACTS

The noted illustrator and calligrapher 
Grambs Miller Aronson donated her origi-
nal manuscript of Yuri Suhl’s poetry collec-
tion Treblinka. The calligraphy, as well as 
the illustrations, are by the donor.

Markle Karlen donated a set of lithographs 
by the Soviet Jewish artist Anatoli Tanchum 
Kaplan (1902–1980).  The lithographs are 
based on motifs from Sholem Aleichem’s 
novella Song of Songs.

Sara and Norman Chaitin donated a bust of 
Theodor Herzl.

Yvonne Callaway Smith donated, on behalf 
of the late Judy King, a bust of the Hebrew/
Yiddish writer and political activist Reuven 
Brainin (1862–1939).

Ann S. Sand donated a set of nineteenth-
century Judeo-Persian illuminated manu-
script pages.

Barbara Fix donated an antique parochet 
(Torah ark curtain) from Morocco.

Naomi Noble Richard donated an eigh-
teenth-century map of Poland.

Art objects and art-related materials were 
also donated by the American Jewish His-
torical Society, Aviva Astrinsky, Martin E. 
Corwin, Simon and Frieda Erlich, Elise 
Fischer, Sidney Gluck, Paul Gordon, Erwin 
Joos, Cheryl Kempler, Miriam Kreiter, Max 
Lew, David Margulis, Edna Nelkin, Alan 
Pensler, Eric Saul, Rivka Schiller, and Helen 
Serebin.

Cover of the book Emek Hepher: The Com-
plete Story of a Great Undertaking (Jerusa-
lem, 1936). Donor: Ontario Jewish Archives

New Accessions to the YIVO Archives
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THEATER MATERIALS, MUSIC MATERIALS, AND RECORDINGS

Ann Liebgold donated the extensive papers 
of prominent Yiddish performer Leon 
Liebgold (1910–1993). During his long ca-
reer Liebgold starred in four Yiddish films, 
including Der dibek. 

Leo Mavrotisis donated the papers of May 
Simon.  Simon had a long and notable ca-
reer in the American Yiddish theater and 
starred in the Yiddish film My Yiddishe 
Mother.

Victor Melman donated letters from Ida 
and Ruth Kaminska. 

Charlotte Bargad donated, via Arlene 
Bargad, the papers of Cantor Gedalie Bar-
gad (1898–1968).  Cantor Bargad, who 
served for decades at Temple Emanuel 
in Chelsea, Massachusetts, was a pupil of 
the legendary cantor and composer Zaidl 
Rovner.  The papers include a large number 
of hand-transcribed cantorial compositions 
as well as recordings.

The dancer Naomi Aleh Leaf Halpern do-
nated additional materials for her papers.

Mona Widder Korman donated a Victrola 
record payer in nearly mint condition.

Rima Sokoloff and Stanley Turkel jointly 
donated the papers of the mandolin or-
chestra conductor and composer Thomas 
Sokoloff. His papers included 66 unpub-
lished recordings as well as compositions 
in manuscript form. Mandolin orchestras 
were popular among both American and 
European Jews.

Sylvia Bernstein donated materials relating 
to the Jewish People’s Philharmonic Cho-
rus of New York. The donor’s parents, Boris 
and Anna Spivak, were among the founders 
of this chorus.

Jerry D. Glickson donated documents re-
lating to his parents, Joseph and Tsipora 
Glickson, who performed with the Yung 
Teatr in Warsaw.

Alfred Mahler and Helen Paktor Mahler 
donated a collection of hundreds of tapes 
of Yiddish radio programs broadcast in 
New York City.

Printed Jewish music materials were do-
nated by the following individuals: Arlene 
Agress (in memory of her mother, Rebecca 
Auerbach), Alan Arnold, Goldie Gold, 
Joan Hornstein, William Levy, and Karen 
Yaffe Lottes.

Estelle Guzik and Melinda Billings made 
separate donations of programs from per-
formances of Jewish interest.

Donations of recordings of Jewish music 
were made by the following individuals:  
Aviva Benamy, Sylvia Bernstein (with the 
assistance of Jerome Seligsohn), Gertie 
Block, Lillian Bressman, Carol Bretstein, 
Howard R. Chernoff, Linda Feffer, Rebecca 
Joy Fletcher, Hal Jacobs, Sharon Kaiser, 
Ruth G. Katz, Martin Levinson, Aaron 
Lichtenstein, Eva Mandelsberg, Martin 
Meltzer, Renee Miller, Teresa Miller, 
Wojciech Ornat, Nava Piatka, Murray and 
Arlene Rogers, Eve Sicular (with Nancy 
Carlin), Lorin Sklamberg, Sarah Smokler, 
Donna Stoller, Diane Stamm, and Theresa 
Tova.

PHOTOGRAPHS AND FILMS

Gilda Singer donated prewar photographs 
of Gorlice, Poland.

Fruma Tartak-Flink donated prewar photo-
graphs of Kaunas and Slobodka, Lithuania.

Rachel Solomon donated interwar photo-
graphs of Jewish Labor Bund activities in 
Lodz, Poland.

Lawrence Litwin donated interwar photo-
graphs of Jewish Labor Bund activities in 
Lublin, Poland.

Carol and Norman Guttman donated an al-
bum of original 1930s photographs showing 
refugees from Nazi Germany being assisted 
by the Jewish community of Antwerp.

Sidney Kantor donated a photograph of the 
raising of the Israeli flag in Washington 
on the day that the Jewish state was estab-
lished.

Photographs of historic Jewish personalities 
were donated by Isabel Belarsky, Frances 
Brent, Majus Nowogrodzki, and Adriana 
Rosin.

Katherine Noire and Susanne Kun jointly 
donated an album of original photographs 
of the Bamberg displaced persons’ camp.

Goldie Shabad donated an album of origi-
nal photographs the displaced persons’ 
camp Sedan Kaserne in Ulm.

Ilsa Wagner donated additional video tapes 
for the papers of Gary Wagner.

Elaine Reisman donated, via the American 
Jewish Historical Society, photographs of 
Jerusalem taken in 1945.

Photographs of recent visits to Jewish com-
munities were donated by Alfred Gold-
strom, Beatrice Kornblatt, Renee Miller, 
Waldemar Piasecki, and Aurora Zinder.

Privately published and restricted-edition 
DVDs were donated by Barna Alper, Carol 
and Howard Anderson, Rafael Feferman 
(via Israel Wanchotzker), Sophie Glazer, 
Kamila Klauzinska, Francoise Lazard, Ra-
vit Markus, Bill Schechter, Diane Estelle 
Vicari, Meshakai Wolf, and the Consulate 
General of Poland in New York.

Autographed photograph of the Begelman 
Sisters (later also famous as the Barry 
Sisters). Donors: Sylvia Guberman Youmin 
and Deena Younin Mann

New Accessions to the YIVO Archives



LITERATURE, FOLKLORE, AND EDUCATION

David Goldberg donated the extensive pa-
pers of his father, the essayist, poet, edu-
cator, librettist, and editor Itche Goldberg 
(1904–2006), whose career on behalf of 
secular Yiddish culture spanned more than 
eight decades.

Sylvia Guberman Younin and Deena Younin 
Mann donated the first large portion of the 
papers of Wolf Younin (1908–1984), Yid-
dish poet, lyricist, linguist, and playwright. 

Jacob Davidson donated the papers of the 
Yiddish poet Pearl Weissenberg Akselrod 
(1914–2008).  She was the daughter of the 
prominent Yiddish novelist and publisher 
Itche Mayer Weissenberg (1881–1938) as 
well as the widow of the Yiddish poet and 
editor Zelig Akselrod (1904–1941), who 
was executed by the Soviet secret police as 
they were retreating before the advancing 
German invaders. A large portion of the 
papers are manuscripts of, and biographi-
cal materials about, her father.

Shirley (Sarai) Z. Port donated a manuscript 
dating from 1894 that is a Hebrew transla-
tion by Moshe Yosef Zackheim of Yiddish 
folktales about famed rabbis and kabbal-
ists of medieval and later times. Zackhein 
lived in Grodno, now in Belarus, and died 
in Auschwitz.

Aviva Cantor Zuckoff donated Yiddish po-
ems and essays by her uncle, Israel Cantor.

Florence and Nathan Keusch donated an 
anonymous manuscript of Hebrew poems 
written in Warsaw and Tel Aviv in 1936.

The Israeli Yiddish writer Abraham Ma-
jerkiewicz donated some of his correspon-
dence with fellow Yiddish literati.

Luba Rubinstein donated a manuscript of 
her poems, in Polish, Russian and Yiddish, 
written in 1945, after she survived the Ho-
locaust.

Eleni Katsoulaki donated letters from the 
German-French-Yiddish poet Rachel Lip-
stein Minc (1902-?), who was active in the 
French Jewish resistance and died in Israel.

Eric Gordon donated letters from Alma 
Singer, wife of Isaac Bashevis Singer.

Ruth Dropkin donated materials relating to 
her late husband, Professor John Dropkin, 
son of the Yiddish poet Celia Dropkin.

Lester Taub donated supplementary mate-
rials to the papers of the Yiddish poet Eda 
(Ita) Taub.

Krysia Fisher donated the lyrics of a Jewish 
Communist folk song from interwar Poland.

 Soffia Lelchuk Kozlova donated materials 
relating to the Soviet Yiddish poet Shimen 
(Simkhe) Lelchuk (1919–1941), who fell in 
battle against the Nazi invaders. 

Teresa A. Polin donated a Yiddish daily, 
tear-off calendar, published in Berlin, for 
the Jewish year 5685 (ca.1925). 

Aleksandra Vaynshteyn donated, via Eva 
Beder, materials relating to the Soviet Yid-
dish literary critic Moshe Notovich (1912–
1968).

Edward M. Goldman and Avayar Kamari 
donated their own poetry.

Dr. Arnold Richards donated his essay on 
Sigmund Freud.

Goldie Gold donated lyrics of humorous 
Yiddish songs recited/sung by members of 
the International Ladies Garment Workers 
Union.

Pamela Kurtz donated a typescript of Yid-
dish folksongs, collected by Sara Schack.

Fay and Marvin Itzkowitz materials relat-
ing to the International Workers’ Order 
Mitlshul (middle school).

David Levine donated materials relating to 
Camp Hemshekh, a Yiddish summer camp.
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New Accessions to the YIVO Archives

YIVO’s premier textbook of the Yiddish 
language, College Yiddish, has been 
reprinted. This is the third printing of the 
sixth revised edition and the first ever in 
paperback. The latest edition includes 
textual revisions, new photographs, 
and a new introduction, “College Yid-
dish: An Appreciation,” by Professor 
Jeffrey Shandler of Rutgers University.

As Shandler writes, “College Yiddish is 
a pioneering work, widely recognized 
as the first authoritative grammar of 
Yiddish published in English and the 
first introductory textbook for this lan-
guage written with the college student 
in mind…. The endurance of this text-
book is, in part, a measure of the YIVO 

Institute’s commitment to Yiddish-lan-
guage education…. The endurance of 
College Yiddish is, above all, a tribute to 
its remarkable author, Uriel Weinreich. 
The book is an early achievement of a 
scholar who, ‘despite his early death,’ 
as Encyclopedia Judaica notes, ‘left be-
hind him the equivalent of several life-
times of research and creativity….’ This 
book is indeed both a symbolic offering 
to native speakers of the language and 
also a very tangible gift to those of us 
who have this invaluable opportunity to 
learn Yiddish from Uriel Weinreich.”

Copies are available for $30.00 from the 
Fanya Gottesfeld Heller Bookstore at 
the Center for Jewish History.

GOOD NEWS!
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Letters to YIVO

Finding Aid to the HICEM Collection
I am interested in obtaining a copy of the finding aid for the HI-
CEM collection, Record Group 245.5…especially for the years 
1937–1941. I am trying to determine if HICEM had any role in 
the immigration of Jewish refugees to the Philippines. Thanks for 
giving this matter your attention.

Bonnie Harris – Spring Valley • CA

Although the Finding Aid for RG 245.5 is quite lengthy, the 
“Philippines” section contains only two letters, both from 1940, and 
we can send copies of them. However, there is another section of the 
HIAS collection [245.4(XVd) Far East, 1937–1945], which has four fold-
ers. Gunnar Berg, YIVO archivist, will mail you that Finding Aid page.

REPLY  

  Testimonies from the Schlachtensee DP Camp
My aunt, from Vilna, who was survivor of the Shoah, was sent 
to the Schlachtensee DP Camp after the war and remained there 
until 1947. Would you have any knowledge of who might have 
any records or testimony taken from the DPs who were residents 
of this camp? Her name was Pesia Yezerska/Jezerska. Thank you 
for your help.

Fred Klein – via e-mail

Yale University’s Fortunoff Video Archive of Holocaust 
Testimonies has the testimonies from Schlachtensee. Yale Univer-
sity has the largest existing collection.

REPLY  

 Trembowler Landsmanshaft Society
Do you have landsmanschaft records for the Trembowler Society? 
I have taken over as president and am hoping to retrieve as much 
of the records as I can. I would appreciate any assistance you can 
give me. I know of the plot at Mt. Hebron Cemetery and was won-
dering if there were any other plots.…Thank you very much.

Florence Marmor – via e-mail

YIVO has records of three Trembowler societies in our Ar-
chives, and we would be glad to make copies of them for you. These 
are RG 794, Trembowla True Sisters (founded 1918), 1921–1965, one 
small box; RG 1070, Congregation Aguda Achim Anshei Trembowla 
KUV (founded 1901), 1908, 1925–1948, one box; and RG 1073, Erste 
Trembowler KUV (founded 1897), 1957–1968, one small box. The fee 
for photocopies of documents is 35 cents per page.

REPLY  

 Thank You for Translating Yiddish into
       English: Lunna Shtetl
I would like to express my gratitude to you for translating from 
Yiddish into English two articles about the Lunna shtetl and for 
sending us pictures of the 1931 fire in Lunna. We are very grateful 
for YIVO librarian Yeshaya Metal’s cooperation and willingness 
to help us in researching the Jewish life in Lunna before World 
War II. I am now working on expanding the Lunna site at www.
shtetlinks.jewishgen.org/lunna and will let you know [when] the 
new material will be online. Thanks again.

Ruth Marcus – Tel Aviv • Israel • via e-mail

 Researching Three Galician Towns
I am planning to visit the Institute to do research on my family.…
Basically what I am looking for is information on the Galician 
towns of Strzelisk Stare, Wojciechowice (Konigshain), and Tuchna. 
Is there material in books that can be photocopied or on micro-
film that might need to be reserved/ordered in advance?  Also, are 
maps of Galicia with small towns indicated available? Thank you 
for your time and help.

Blanche Deutsch – via e-mail

We would recommend two resources available at YIVO: 
Pinkas ha-Kehillot, Poland: vol. 2, Eastern Galicia, and the Prze-
myslany Yizkor Book. YIVO reference librarian Yeshaya Metal notes 
that Strzeliska Stare belongs to the Bobrka District and its subdistrict 
is Strzeliska Nowe. Wojciechowice is in Przemyslany District (now 
Ukraine), and its subdistrict is Przemyslany. There is no Tuchna but 
there is Tuczna. It also belongs to the Przemyslany District and its 
subdistrict is Swirz. You can find maps of the towns of Galicia in the 
Encyclopedia of Galician Rabbis and Scholars (Meir Wunder) and 
Finding Your Jewish Roots in Galicia: A Resource Guide (Suzan F. 
Wynne). You may also want to explore the map room in the New 
York Public Research Library.

REPLY  

 Translation of the Bove-bukh
I wonder if you can help me. While doing research for a screen-
play I’m writing, I learned about the Bove-bukh….However, I don’t 
speak Yiddish, and I’m trying to find an English translation of the 
work.  I’m still…trying to figure out if it would be possible to have 
one of my characters (American) be intimately familiar with the 
story....I was hoping you might be able to point me in the right 
direction. The first step would be simply to read the story, and see 
if there’s anything there that suits my purpose. Thank you.

Caroline Carrigan – Los Angeles • via e-mail

The Bove-bukh, written in 1507–1508 by Elia Levita (known 
in Yiddish as Elye Bokher), was the most popular chivalric romance 
in the Yiddish language. There is a modern edition of this text, Elia 
Levita Bachur’s Bovo-Buch: A Translation of the Old Yiddish Edition 
of 1541 with Introduction and Notes (notes and translation by Jerry C. 
Smith), published by Fenestra Books, 610 East Delano Street, Suite 
104, Tucson, AZ 85705 (info@fenestrabooks.com).

REPLY  

MISSED A YIVO EVENT?
Did you know that most of our public programs are recorded 
and posted on our website? It’s true--performances, lectures, 
and panel discussions going back more than three years 
are available to you right on your computer. Most events 
are available as full videos; some are available for listen-
ing as audio only. Go to the YIVO website <www.yivo.org> 
and click on the button “Video Archives” in the upper right of 
your screen. Once there you will see the listing for the new-
est posted event, including a brief description. Running down 
the righthand side of your screen is a list of previous events 
that are available, beginning with the most recent. Just click 
and enjoy the show!

�
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Letters to YIVO

 Forverts and My Husband’s 70th Birthday
My husband, Chaim Neslen, is a great Yiddishist and runs a group 
here in London, where he is considered one of the language’s fore-
most exponents. For his 70th birthday, I would like to give him a 
copy of the Yiddish edition of the Forverts of the date of his birth, 
18 June 1938. If I could have a copy of the front page of that issue 
or even a facsimile of it, I would be most grateful. Could you let 
me know if there is any prospect of arranging this? I am extremely 
grateful for your consideration. Thank you so much.

Diana Neslen – United Kingdom • via e-mail

Yeshaya Metal, YIVO reference librarian, has mailed a 
copy of the Forverts’ front page to you. Happy birthday!
REPLY  

 Immigration Records Help Settle an Old 
       Account
On behalf of my family, I want to thank you and YIVO for the docu-
ments you provided on my grandmother and parents’ immigration 
records. These documents contained compelling, sad, ironic, and 
ultimately uplifting information about their early life in the U.S. I 
appreciate the effort you made not only to locate these old files, but 
to be persistent in finding them, and then copying them all for me. 

At the end of the document file was a letter from the United Ser-
vice for New Americans, indicating that my family’s transporta-
tion expenses had never been reimbursed to this organization. My 
mother took great pride in never asking the government or any re-
lated agency for any charity when this country took in my parents. 
I think that she would have wanted me to settle this old account, 
so I am enclosing a donation to YIVO the amount of their fare, 
visas, and board, in honor of my family and in gratitude to you 
and YIVO for the work you do.

Deborah H. Long – Chapel Hill • NC

Archivist Gunnar Berg assisted Ms. Long in locating these 
family records. The letter she refers to from the United Service for New 
Americans is dated May 11, 1948. It notes that Long’s family had ar-
rived on July 16, 1946, and states, in part, “This money is urgently 
needed to help defray the costs of the tremendous program of reha-
bilitation being carried by the Joint Distribution Committee in Europe.” 
YIVO is now the repository of records from a number of immigrant aid 
organizations; for further discussion of this subject, see the article on 
the Milstein Family Research Fellowships in this issue of Yedies.

REPLY  

 Donation of Soviet Writer’s Papers
Mrs. Alexandra Vaynshteyn, widow of Soviet Jewish writer Moyshe 
Notovich, donated her husband’s papers to the YIVO Archives and his 
books were donated to the YIVO Library.  In reply to our thank-you 
letter, she sent this letter.

I’m deeply grateful to you for your thoughtful letter in memory of 
my late husband Moyshe Notovich. Eva Lozdernik-Beider wrote a 
very warm article about him, which I have included in the donated 
materials. The staff of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research is 
doing a very important work introducing modern readers to the 
rich treasury of East European Jewish culture and literature and 
to the poets and writers who created it. You preserve all this for 
future generations. My family and I wish you good health and suc-
cess in your noble work.

Alexandra Vaynshteyn

Catalog and Acquisitions Librarian Lyudmila Sholokhova, 
who translated Mrs. Vaynshteyn’s letter from the original Russian, 
notes that Moyshe Notovich (1912, Berdichev-1968, Kazan) was a 
Yiddish writer and literary critic distinguished for his research on 
the Yiddish poet and playwright Yitzkhok Yoyel Linetsky (1839-
1915). He taught Yiddish literature at the studio school of the Yiddish 
GOSET Theater and contributed to the Yiddish periodicals Eynikayt, 
Heymland, and Sovetish heymland. After the suppression of the Jew-
ish Anti-Fascist Committee, Notovich was forced to move to Kazan, 
in the remote Soviet republic of Tatarstan, where he taught Russian 
literature at a local university. In 1983, his only book, Kritike un kriti-
kers (Critic and Critics), was published as a supplement to the Yid-
dish journal Sovetish heymland.

REPLY  

 YIVO Is Always Glad to Hear from 
       Our Friends
I recently came across the enclosed letter in my files, 
which I apparently failed to answer at the time it was 
received. Yes, I would be glad to maintain a regular con-
tact with the YIVO, if the offer still stands..

Dr. Ernest Stock – Tel Aviv • Israel

The letter Dr. Stock refers to, reproduced above, 
was sent to him by Max Weinreich in January 1947, more 
than sixty years ago! Stock found it among some old pa-
pers he was sorting through. The contest referred to in the 
1947 letter was on the theme of “My Experiences and Ob-
servations as a Jew in World War II.” As reported in Yedies/
News of the YIVO, no. 18 (December 1946), Stock, a Ger-
man refugee, received the fifth prize ($50), for his entry de-
scribing the “changes in outlook of a Jewish young person 
brought about by events” of the war years, as well as “an 
account of Jewish tribulations under the Germans.”

REPLY  



tuh; sgo żyk pubgo bungr pui sh 

hshgu,w 55 )sgmgncgr 4591(w uu†x 

nhr sruei s† thcgrw zgy ngi muuhh 

yaheTuugxi: 1( Tz sgn†ky v†y sgr 

hHuu† gray cTeungi ḃg e†kgemhgx 

pTri Trfhuuw sgrubygr T yg-

Tygr-Trfhuu nhy F,ç-hsi pui Prmiw 

d†kspTsgbgiw hgeç d†rshbgi t"T` 2( 

Tz thi 9291 v†y zhdnubs pruhsw surl T 

vTby-dgarhcgbgo crhuuw †bdgbungi sh 

pTrcgyubd mu uugri T nhydkhs pubgo 

gri-Prgzhshuo/ s†x zgbgi ckuhz muuhh 

†bmuvgrgbhai sgruh; uuh ṙl x'thz 

sgr Trfhuu ċo hHuu†/

ידיעות פון אמאל
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x thz T druhxgr Fçus mu rgsi 

v˙by uuh thhbg pui chbvx xyu- 

sgbyi/

chbv v†y †bdgvuhci mu Trcgyi nhy 

sh drTsuHr-xyusgbyi thi e†k†nchg-

tubhuugrxhygy thi 0991w uugi rjnhtk 

Pgk. thz dguu†ri sgr shrgey†r pui 

sgr Pr†drTo/ muuhai thrg xyusgbyi 

żbgi dguugi e†khg c†r†sukhiw bgnh 

eTsTrw hgi auuTr.w crufv kTbdw rçev 

nTrd†khxw nTre nhkgrw gsh P†rybuhw 

ekni uu̇zgr tui thl/ chbv v†y tubsz 

dgv†kpi pTrcgxgri tubszgr hHshaw 

tubszgr drTnTyhe tui nvhru, thi 

khhgbgiw tui nhr v†ci zhl ċ thr tuhl 

dgkgrby p†kek†r/ zh thz tuhl dguugi 

T cgk-hug. ċ sgr nTdhxygr-Trcgy 

pui gykgfg xyusgbyi/

tubygr chbvx vaPgv v†c thl zhl 

pTrthbygrgxhry thi p†kek†r tui 

kxu; v†c thl dgarhci n˙i nTdhx-

ygr-Trcgy uugdi tubdgrha-hHshag 

uugrykgl/ sh p†raubd tuh; sgr 

ygng v†y nhr dgv†kpi pTrgbypgri 

gykgfg pui sh prTdgx uu†x v†ci nhl 

dgcrTfy mu hHsha-khnusho tui ehhi 

bhu-h†re/

sh kgemhg ċ chbvi thz ≤nhs dguugi 

sgr vuhfPubey pui sgr uu†l/ zhmbshe 

tuhpi vgfxyi d†ri pubgo Tkyi hHuu† 

tuh; zgex tui Tfmhexygr dTxw v†ci 

nhr dgagPy bj, pui rgsi uugdi gbhbho 

pui aPrTlw p†kek†r tui kgci/ chbv 

thz dguugi Ti tuhxdgmhhfbgygr TeT-

sgnhagr cgk-hug. tui zh thz ċ Tkg 

thrg xyusgbyi t˙bdgcTei dguu†ri thi 

vTrmi/ zh thz dgckhci hubd Tphku tuh; 

sgr gkygr tui v†y duy pTrayTbgi 

sgo uugd mu tubszgr hudby/

thi 5991 chi thl Tuuge pui bhu-h†rew 

†cgr nhy chbvi dgckhci uu̇ygr thi 

e†byTey/ zh thz dguugi ayTre mu-

prhsi mu vgri pui sh dguugzgbg xyu-

sgbyi tui v†y ay†kmhry nhy tub-

szgrg tuhpyugi/ thl v†c zhl dgkgrby 

pui thr tuhl uugi zh thz p†rngk ngr 

bhy dguugi ehhi kgrgrhiw zhmbshe tuh; 

thr cTke†i †sgr thi sgr tubdgrhagr 

cgegṙ tuh; TnxygrsTo-guugbhu/ 

Tphku cg, thr kTbdgr erTbehhy thz 

chbv ≤nhs dguugi sgrv˙byhey thi sh 

ḃgx pui thr pgks tui pui sgr d†rgr 

uugky/ kgmybx v†y zh zhl dgbungi 

mu T ḃgo thbygrgxw p†y†drTphgw 

tui v†y nhy thrg chksgr dguuUbgi T 

e†beurx/

thl v†c ygkgp†bha dgrgsy nhy ch-

bvi T P†r ygd thhsgr zh thz Tuuge 

thi sgr thhchehhy/ thl v†c PkTbhry 

mu eungi ehhi bhu-h†re tuh; Pxj tui 

v†c zh dguu†ky zgi/ s†x thz khhsgr 

ngr bhy dguugi ngdkgl/

Tbay†y sgo chi thl dgdTbdgi thi 

hHuu† Tṙbmueuei thi thr Trfhuu/ thl 

v†c tuhxdgekhci T ygeg uu†x vTky 

s†eungbyi pui sh h†ri uugi chbv v†y 

dgTrcgy nhy tubsz drTsuHr-xyu-

sgbyi/ chbv v†y Tk. s†eungbyhry 

nhy druhx z†rdw v†c thl dgpubgi Tkg 

xgnhbTr-Trcgyiw b†yhmi pui tubszgrg 

p†raPr†hgeyi nhy thrg cTngr-

eubdgi tui pTrcgxgrubdgiw tubszgr 

e†rgxP†bsgb. tui Tphku dgsrueyg 

e†Phgx pui ckhmcrhuu!

thi thhbgr pui sh ygegx v†c thl dg-

pubgi crhuu uu†x rjnhtk Pgk. v†y 

dgarhci sgo hHuu†/ †y żbgi T P†r 

tuhxmudi pui sh † crhuuw Tkg dgarhci 

thi 5991:

Ichbvx Trcgy nhy T P†r xyusgbyi 

hgsi zni v†y T hxusu,sheg uuhreubd 

tuhpi nmç pui hHsha-khnusho"/

Inhr rTbdkgi zhl auugr mu pTrzhfgri 

Tz f†ya T P†r drTsuHr-xyusgbyi 

z†ki cTvgrai sh aPrTl dgbud duyw 

zhh z†ki egbgi kgrbgi hHsha/ †i chbvi 

uu†ky s†x dguugi Fngy uuh tunnhd-

kgl"/

Ish xyusgbyi kuhci chbvx thcgrdg-

dgcbehhyw cTrhfu,sheg mudrhhyubd tui 

Fxsrsheg sgrnuyheubd Pv-tjs"/

nhr kuhci chbvi yTeg Pv-tjs/ nhr 

uugki ≤nhs dgsgbegi thr ekudaTpyw 

thr thhskehhyw dgsuksw thr khcg mu 

hHshaw mu p†kek†r tui mu thrg xyu- 

sgbyi/ zh uugy tubsz thbxPhrhri thi 

tubszgr Trcgy nhy sh eungsheg 

suru, hHsha-xyusgbyi/

n˙i y˙grg kgrgrhi! thr z†ky v†ci 

T khfyhei di-gsi tui Tr†Peuei tuh; 

tubsz nhy t˙gr uuuhki anhhfk/

uugrT xTc†w kgey†r pui hHshagr aPrTl 

ċo prgbegk-mgbygr pTr hHshag khnusho 

pubgo nhahdgbgr tubhuugrxhygyw v†y 

dgvTkyi sh rgsg ċ sgr TzFrv b†l chbv 

uu̇bṙlw bhu-h†rew TPrhk 72w 8002/

ab"p: sh ehbsgr pui chbv tui turhtk 

uu̇bṙl g"v v†ci Tuugedga†begi sh 

chckh†yge tui Trfhuu pui yTyg-nTngx 

gzçui sgo prgbegk-mgbygr pubgo nhah-

dgbgr tubhuugrxhygy/ ju. sgo dgphbgi 

zhl thbgo Trfhuu pubgo hHuu† e†kgemhgx 

pui chbv tui turhtk uu̇bṙl/ ≈ rgs'

ע
ַָ ַ

chbv uu̇bṙl thi sgr vhhow mpui-

nTbvgyi



pṙyhe sgo 7yi b†uugncgrw 00:21
TxhT uu̇xnTi )vTruuTrs-tubhuugrxh-
ygy(
IhHshag khsgr tui p†raygkubdgi pui 
jxhshag pruhgi tui nhhskgl"
pr' uu̇xnTi v†y thcgrdgdgci uugdi thr 
p†raTrcgy ċ jxhshag nTngx thi 
tui Truo bhu-h†rew hruakho tui Tby-
uugrPi )cgkdhg(w sgrgheray uugdi uu†x 
pTr T khsgr zhh zhbdgiw pui uu†xgrg zaT-
bgrx x'zgbgi sh khsgr tui uu†x ng uuhk 
sgrnhy kgrbgi sh ygfygr ≈ s†x żi 
pruo tui phri zhl hHshakgl/

pṙyhe sgo 12xyi b†uugncgrw 00:21
Pr†p' nTdsT ruyT )hTdhgk†bgr tubhuugr- 
xhygyw er†eg(
IhHshag khygrTyur thi b†fnkjnvshei 
Puhkiw 5491-8691"

pṙyhe sgo 21yi sgmgncgrw 00:21
Pr†p' rjk r†zaTbxeh )jhpvr tubhuugr-
xhygy(
Imh thz s†x yTeg T prgnsg tui drhk-
mbsheg aPrTl? mu sgr prTdg uugdi ci-
durhubx cTmHubd mu hHsha b†f i jurci"

pṙyhe sgo 91yiw 00:21
s"r nTex e†vi )Pxhf†TbTkhyhegr(
IPxhf†TbTkhz tui hHshaehhy"

הארבסט 2008

Seminar in English

February 28, 2008
Prof. Joanna Michlic (Lehigh University)
"The Raw Memory of War: The Reading of 
Early Post-War Testimony of Children in 
the Otwock Jewish Orphanage, 1945-49"
Prof. Michlic analyzed the demography 
of the Otwock orphans and their specific 
wartime experiences, and thus the impli-
cations for their testimony, as well as the 
testimony itself. 

˙i v˙byheg rgsg uuhk thl uuhs-

ngi sh p†rzhmgrx tui pTr-

uuTkyubdx-nhydkhsgr pui buxj 

uuhkbg uugkfg żbgi auhi ngr bhy nhy 

tubszw uuh: khhzgr rTiw kTzTr gPayhhiw 

jhho PuPe†w sgo kTbdh†rhei p†rzhmgr 

angui PTkguuxeh tui sgo kgmyi ≈ sus 

r†d†uu ̀uuh tuhl tubszgrg pTruuTkyubdx-

nhydkhsgr uugkfg żbgi b†l nhy tubsz/

v˙byw auhi 56 h†r Trhcgr uuh ng v†y 

pTrbhfygy sh hHsi pui uuhkbg hruakho 

skhyg nhy thrg Trunheg aygykgl/

nhr sgrn†bgi tui cTgri zhh pTr zhh-

gr dçurv tui tuhxdgvTkybehhy thhsgr 

zhh żbgi dgdTbdgi muo yuhy/ tui s† 

v†ci sh dgckhcgbgw bhy-sgrcrgbyg 

Iv†kguugaegx" pubgo crgbgbshei IbT-

mh-uuTks" Izhl tuhpdgvuhci tui Tuuge-

dgaPTby uu̇ygr"w uuh sgr P†gy v/ khh-

uuhe z†dy gx thi żi P†gng/

sh drgxyg m†k kgci-dgckhcgbg v†ci zhl 

cTzgmy thi nshb,-hårtk tui dgv†kpi 

cuhgi sh hHshag nshbvw uugkfg ṗgry 

v˙h†r thr 06-h†rheg tun†Pvgbdhehhy/ 

sh dgeungbg uuhkbgr tui tundgdbyw 

uugkfg v†ci zhl cTzgmy thi bhu-h†rew 

v†ci dk̇fṁyhe dgbungi yrTfyi uugdi 

aTpi bhy b†r T kTbsxnTbaTpyw b†r T 

eukyur-†rdTbhzTmhg mu egbgi mHgi sgo 

thcgrdgrhxgbgo d†ksgbgo p†sgo pui 

hruakho skhyg/

tui Tzuhw b†l T muzTngbyrg; pui T druPg 

uuhkbgr eukyur-yugrw thz cTak†xi dguu†ri 

mu aTpi sh †rdTbhzTmhg buxj uuhkbgw uugk-

fg thz dguu†ri v˙h†r 55 h†r Tky/

f'uugk thcgrdgci Ti thcgrckhe pui tub-

szgrg Teyhuuhygyi cnal pui tubszgr 

gexhxygb.:

nhr v†ci truhxdgdgci 51 bungri pui T cu-

kgyhi nhy uuhfyhei vhxy†rhai thbvTky/

dgsgey pTr tuhpaygki T uuhkbgr mhngr 

thi ehcu. kujnh vdhytu,/

dgdgci vhk; ċo euhpi sgo ch, uuhkbg 

thi ≤k-†çhç/

dgdgci 000w3 s pTr cuhgi sgo hs khks-

Pr†hgey thi ehcu. kujnh vdhytu,/

dgayhmy sgo uuhkbgr f†r tui nTbs†khbg-

†regxygr thi ≤k-†çhç/

dgv†kpi nTygrhTk njcrho Truhxdgci ch-

fgr uugdi uuhkbgw uuh Tçrvo eTrPhb†uuhyaw 

TcrTag xumeguugrw jhho drTsgw h†bh ṗiw 

cbhnhi Tb†khew tkhaçg Fvi-msew aknv 

e†uuTrxehw khhzgr gbdgkaygriw s"r hukhTi 

rTpgx tui pruh dgkhbxeh/

gyTckhry sgo jhho drTsg-khygrTyur-

Prgnhg ċo hHshai eukyur-e†bdrgx/

55 יאר „נוסח ווילנע“ 
חיהלע פּאלעווסקי

/rdTbhzhry hgrkgfg hzFur-TeTsgnhgx†מ

dgahey 0091 s åfhru, pTr T hHsha-

kgrgr thi T auk thi ≤k-†çhç ̀0002 s 

pTri Trcgygr-rhbd thi ≤k-†çhç ̀000w52 

s tuhpmuaygki T sgben†k tuh; P†bTr/

†rdTbhzhry T sgn†bxyrTmhg ċ sgr 

gxyṙfhagr hu-gi-nhxhg thi bhu-h†re egdi 

cTpṙgi thi T dgrhfy thi uuhi sgo bTmh-

ngrsgr pui uuhkbgr hHsi ≈ vTbx nurgr/

tubszgrg kgmyg muuhh Pr†hgeyi: Truhx-

dgci sh thcgrzgmubdgi tuh; gbdkha pui 

vgrnTi eruex y†dcul pui uuhkbgr dgy† 

tui sh PgrnTbgbyg tuhxaygkubd pui 

uuhkbg pTri erhd tui thi ṁy pui erhdw 

uuh tuhl y†uukgi pTr sh naPju, uugkfg 

żbgi tundgeungi tuh; P†bTr/ s†x egi 

ngi zgi thi hHuu†/

T eurh†z: tubszgr dguugzgbgr vuhPy-

cufvTkygr c/ cgrdgr g"vw b†f i surf-

euei tubszgr phbTbxiw v†y zhl ayTre 

dguuUbsgryw uuh Tzuh tubszgr †rdTbhzTmhg 

dhy tuhx thrg dgkygr pTr uuuhkygyheg 

muugei tui ehhbgr uugry bhy cTm†kyw Tkg 

żbgi uu†kubyhri/ v†y gr zhl dguugbsy mu 

sgr pTruuTkyubd mh gr egi tuhl uugri T 

nhydkhsw uu̇k mu TzT †rdTbhzTmhg uuhk 

gr dgvgriw tui dk̇l Tṙbdgahey sgo 

nhydkhsx-†Pm†k/

nhr sTfy zhlw Tz pTr sh 55 h†r pui tub-

szgr gexhxygb. v†y buxj uuhkbg phk 

tuhpdgy†i/ b†r Tzuh uuh sh ṁy ayhhy bhy 

tuh; Ti †ryw sh nhydkhsgr żbgi dguu†ri 

gkygrw phzha auuTfgrw v†y ngi dgsTrpy 

rgsumhri tubszgrg ygyhehhyiw xPgmhgk 

uugi x'thz pui tubsz Tuuge sgr kTbdh†rhegr 

p†rzhmgr angui PTkguuxeh tui sgrb†l 

żi pTryrgygr ≈ sus r†d†uu/

sh pTruuTkyubd v†y cTak†xi zhl mu 

uugbsi muo hHuu†w sh thbxyhyumhg uugkfg 

thz tubsz b†gby muo vTrmiw Tz zhh z†ki 

thcgrbgngi tubszgrg pubemhgxw xPg-

mhgk t˙b†rsgbgi sh hzFur-tubygrbgnubd 

pui sh tundgcrTfyg hHsi thi uuhkbg tui 

tundgdbyw b†gby mu sgr sTyg sgo 32xyi 

xgPygncgr/ b†f i thcgrbgngi tubszgrg 

phbTbxi phry hHuu† surl sh kgmyg sṙ h†r 

sgrp†kdṙl tubszgr hzFur-tubygrbgnubd/ 

jhvkg PTkguuxehw T nhydkhs pui sgr 

pTruuTkyubd pui buxj uuhkbgw v†y sgo cTrhfy 

†Pdgdgci ċo hzFur-†uuby b†l sh uuhkbgr hHsiw 

xgPygncgr 12w 8002/
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tuiw uu†x thz dguugi tpar Tzuh uuhfyhe 

uuh sgr eurx duptw dgdgci T muyrhy mu 

zhhgrg chckh†ygei tui Trfhuui/ T sTbe 

sh Tkgw uu†x v†ci bhay dgzaTkguugy 

ehhi dr†aiw tubszgr Pr†drTo z†k żi 

puk nhy thbygrgxTbyg dgaggbhaiw p†ri 

nhr murhe Tvhho cTṙfgry nhy uuhxiw 

thcgrkgcubdgi tuiw Tjrui Tjrui jçhçw 

pṙbsaTpy/ T ahhbgo sTbe t˙lw y˙grg 

pṙbsw pTr Tk.w uu†x thr v†y pTr tub-

szgry uugdi dgy†i/ thr v†y zhl tuh; 

thhche t˙bdgerhmy thi tubszgr zFrui/

thl v†c zhl tuhfgy n,jhhç dguugi th-

cgrmudgci b†l T n†kw cpbh Fk go ugsvw sh 

agbxyg druxi tui sTbegi shw uu†x v†ci 

nhy zhhgr uuUbsgrkgfgr Trcgy tuh; tubsz 

naPhg dguugiw ng z†k ehhi n†k bhay eg-

bgi z†diw Tz nhr żbgi gPgx dgvrdgy tuh; 

sgr gçrh/ zhh żbgi ≤nhs dguugi b†gbyw 

≤nhs dguugi drhhy mu gbypgri tuh; prTdgx 

thi vhkfu, hHsha/ tui b†l T n†k sTr; 

thl zhl pTrrupi tuh; n˙bg jçrho pui 

sh nhygkg bhuu†giw uu†x v†ci nhl Tphku 

s† thi p†hg thcgrdgjzry nhy ay†k.: 

tubszgrg kgrgrx żbgi ctn, ngbyaiw 

ngbyai nhy vgrmgrw uu†x zhh v†ci tubsz 

bhay dgṖbhey nhy vhhnTrcgy/

buw thl uuhhx bhay/ thl uu†ky cTzubsgrx 

dguu†ky zhl uugbsi mu n˙bg kgrgrx: açg 

muegr tui Tçrvo khfygbcuho ≈ ċ nhr 

ży thr dguu†ri T nuxygr x˙ thi hH-

shagw x˙ thi PgsTd†dhag gbhbho/ buw ng 

v†y mu n†k dgsTrpy v†rguugi Fsh mu 

cTuu̇zi mudrhhyi Tkg dgbhyubdgiw b†r thl 

uuhk t˙l cTruHei tui pTrzhfgriw gx thz 

yTeg FsTh dguugi/ T ahhbgo sTbe t˙l!

sh Tkg tunpTrdgxkgfg thcgrkgcubdgi 

żbgi ngdkgl dguugi T sTbe ngbyaiw uu†x 

v†ci zhl nerhç dguugiw nhr z†ki pTrcrgb-

dgi sh Pr†drTo nhy Tkg cTeuugnkgf-

ehhyiw TyrTemhgx tui PTxhrubdgiw tui 

uu†x żbgi aygbshe drhhy dguugi tubsz 

Tbyegdbeungi nhy vhk;/ uu†x uu†kyi 

nhr dgy†i †i sgo shrgey†r pubgo 

eurxw vgrak dkgzgrw uugkfgr thz dguugi 

cag,-ngåv T uugduu̇zgrw T kgrgrw T 

cufvTkygrw Ti gmv-dgcgrw T pṙbs/// 

thl Tkhhi uu†ky dguu†ky thcgrdgci T 

ahhbgo tui vTrmhei sTbe sgr tn,gr 

pTruuTkygrhi pubgo chur†w ahhi phdgr†Tw 

uu†x v†y nhy dgsuks tui pTrayTbs 

pTryr†di n˙bg n†bubdgi tui ceau,w x˙ 

uugi thl chi dguugi erTbew x˙ uugi thl chi 

dguuuhr dguu†riw uuhpk ng p†sgryw thl z†k 

cTm†ki pTr T eurmi uuhzhy thi aPhy†k/ 

ng egi Tuusth bhay pTrdgxi uugdi hTbek 

ckungiw uugkfgr v†y tubsz cTdkhhy cag, 

sh kgemhgxw uuTrayTyi tui pTrahhsgbg 

tuhxpkudiw tui thl rgs s† bhay uugdi sgr 

ṁy pui żi Trcgy/ gr thz nhr yTeg 

dguu†ri Ti tn,gr jçr/

thl v†c bhay dgrgsy uugdi hgsi thhbgo pui 

t˙lw y˙grg kgrgrxw uu̇k n˙bg uugrygr 

uu†kyi bhay dgegby tuhxsrhei sh uuTrgng 

dgphki pui t˙grg xyusgbyi tui sTbeaTpyw 

nhy uugkfgr nhr uugki yrTfyi uugdi t˙l/

z†ki nhr zhl uuhsgr T n†k yrgpiw mh thi 

bhu-h†re mh grdg. uuU Tbsgra/

T sTbe/ ży nhr Tkg dgzuby tui ayTre!

nTrge yuaguuhmehw T dgcuhrgbgr thi 

Pk†mew Puhkiw aṙcy T s†ey†rTy thbgo 

hTdhgk†bgr tubhuugrxhygyw er†eg/

געזעגן-רעדע בײַם סיום-הזמן פון דער זומער-פּראגראם א”נ אוריאל ווײַנרײַך,
[המשך פון ז’ ה]אויגוסט 8, 2008

יידיש-סעמינארן 2008
uuh Tkg h†r v†y sgr nTex uu̇bṙl-mgbygr tuhl v˙h†r t˙bdg†rsby xgnhbTri tuh; hHsha tuh; pTrahhsgbg ygngx:

פרילינג 2008

pṙyhe sgo 11yi hTbuTr
s"r thmhe d†ygxnTi )p†ruugryx(
Ish c†cgyaeg nhy sh thhbhekgl ≈ sh cT-
khcyxyg hHshag p†kex-ngåv?"
s"r d†ygxnTi v†y sgrmhhky uugdi T 
p†kex-ngåv uu†x thz pTraPrhhy x˙ 
tuh; hHshaw x˙ tuh; Tbsgrg kaubu,/ gr v†y 
pTrdk̇fy sh pTrahhsgbg buxj†u, tui zhh 
TbTkhzhry pui Pxhf†k†dhai eueuuhbek/

pṙyhe sgo 1yi pgcruTr
th≤h zuyrT )hHshagr yg†k†dhagr xgnhbTr(
ITngrheTbha sgrmuhdgbg hHshagr aṙcgr: 
'thbzhl' uuh T ahyv P†gzhg tui P†gyhe"
p' zuyrT v†y Trundgrgsy sh druPg 
Ithbzhl"w uu†x thz cTayTbgi thi P†gyi 

dgcuhrgbg thi nhzrj-thhr†Pgw †cgr 
dgeungbg hubdgrvhhy ehhi Tngrhegw Tzuh 
uuh hgeç dkTyayhhiw Tvri dkTb.-kghgkgx 
tui bjuo-crul nhbe†uuw sgrgheray uugdi 
sgo uuh Tzuh zhh v†ci zhl tubygrdgahhsy 
pui prHgrsheg uuhw knakw Ish hubdg"/

pṙyhe sgo 7yi nTr.
Pr†p' nav-a˙g ayhhbkuh; )drg.-eTkgsza(
Icuhgi sgo uuTraguugr nuzhh pui Puhkhag hHsi"
Pr†p' ayhhbkuh; v†y thcgrdgdgci uugdi 
sgo PkTi pubgo ḃgo nuzhh tui pui żi 
xyrueyurw kuhy uugkgfgr sh PgrnTbgb-
yg tuhxaygkubdgi uugki †PaPhdkgi sh 
pTrahhsgbg fr†b†k†dhag ≤eupu, pui hH-
shai kgci thi Puhki/

pṙyhe sgo 4yi TPrhk
zvçh, aygri )eTkhp†rbhgr tubhuugrxh-
ygyw cgrekh(
I'sgr shcue' 7391 ≈ ehb† uuh T zFrui-≤juo"
pr' aygri  v†y Trundgrgsy uuh Tzuh sgr 
ehb†-buxj pubgo Ishcue" aPhdky †P sgo 
e†kgeyhuui zFrui pui hHsi tui uuhpk sgr 
phko thz dgyṙ sgr hHshagr rgTkhygy/

pṙyhe sgo 11yi TPrhk
ru, kguuhi )zhbdgrhi(
Ikhhcu kguuhi ≈ sgr hHshagr rgmhyTy†rw 
zhbdgr tui e†nP†zhy†r"
pr' kguuhi v†y sgrmhhky uugdi sgr eTrhg-
rg pui thr yTyiw khhcu kguuhiw dgzubdgi 
gykgfg khsgr żbg tui dgk†zy sgo guko 
vgri żi zhbdgi surl T kgbdgri uuhsg†/

nTrge yuaguuhmehw T Pk†megr dgcuhrgbgrw 

ċo eçr pubgo hHshai P†gy zhag kTbsuhw 

tuhl T Pk†megrw nhy żi pruh rhhzk
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xyusgby v†ci zhh sgrnuyheyw gr †sgr 

zh z†k zhl xyTrgi rgsi nhyi rhfyhei 

Temgbyw khhgbgi chfgr tui zaurbTki tuh; 

hHsha tui aṙci uugdi sgow uu†x ng uugy 

surfkhhgbgi thi sgr pṙgr ṁy/ cnal 

pubgo eurx v†y hgsgr thhbgr pui tubsz 

dgegby p†raygki Ti gPhz†s pui żi kgciw 

zhbdgi T khs uu†x gr v†y Tkhhi †bdgarh-

ci †sgr x≤o sgrmhhki uugdi sgr naPjv/ 

Tkg żbgi dgri dguugi zhl Tuugemuaygki 

Tbyegdi sgo pṙbskgf i guko/ tui T yhhk 

pui sgr IPr†drTo"w uu†x ng v†y cT-

Trcgy tuh; sh kgemhgx tui uuTrayTyiw 

v†y ngi aPgygr p†rdgaygky tuh; sgr 

tn,gr chbgw cag, sgr xhuo-mgrgn†bhg 

thbgo cbhi pubgo hHuu†/

s†x thz bhay Tk./ sh kgemhgx żbgi s†l 

cTayTbgi thi pTrahhsgbg Teyhuuhygyi 

tui uuuhk thz sgow uu†x v†y dgvTy s†x 

dkhe zhl kgrbgi ċ Pr†p' Tçrvo khfygb-

cuhngiw sgo druhxi egbgr pui sgr hHshagr 

khygrTyurw †sgr cTyhhkhei zhl thbgo 

khhgi-uuTrayTy ċ s"r juv kTPhi! ng 

v†y tubsz yTeg cTdkhey nhy T druPg 

uuUbsgrkgfg kgrgrxw uugkfg v†ci duy 

pTrayTbgiw uuh Tzuh ng sTr; cTvTbskgi 

bhuTbxi pui sgr hHshagr drTnTyhew sh 

≤knhsho z†ki zhh †i ehhi auo Pr†ckgngi 

cTbgngi tui egbgi zhl cTbhmi nhy †y 

sh Tkg Ithzngi"w PgrhprTxyhag uugrci 

ts"dk thi T eurmgr shxgryTmhg/ tui Tz 

nhr v†ci cag,-ngåv dgzubdgi tuh; sh 

kgemhgx p†kexkhsgr †sgr zhl mudgvgry 

mu sgr Pr†drTo pubgo cTrhnyi e†nhegr 

angui szahdTiw thz s†x Tuusth bhay ehhi 

jhsuaw Tz sh ygd pubgo eurx żbgi gPgx 

dgk†pi tui dgk†pi uuh dgh†dyg naudgho/

f'uuhk pTrxl-vFkgiw Tz thl chi zhhgr mu-

prhsi pubgo eurx tui gx pgki nhr uugr- 

ygrw uugi thl Pruchr tuhxmusrhei 

n˙i sTbeaTpy shw uu†x v†ci tubsz 

sgrngdkgfy †byhhk mu bgngi thbgo 

tuhxdgrdguuhhbykgf i dgaggbha/ f'nuzw 

†cgrw mudgciw Tz uugi thl v†c dgsTrpy 

zuf i vhk; thi aPhy†kw v†c thl dgvTy 

dguuhxg Pr†ckgngi nhy sgr pTrzhfgrubdw 

uu†x thrg Pryho żbgi bhay dgeungi mu 

sgr ṁy tui chz sh kgmyg ygd pui n˙i 

ċżi thi bhu-h†re pkgd thl cTeungi 

xFbu,she vuhfg jacubu, pui ekhbhegx tui 

s†eyuhrho/ thl v†;w Tz thi sh eungsheg 

h†ri uugy ehhi xyusgby ngr bhay sTrpi 

zhl stdvi uugdi Tzgkfg Pr†ckgngi/

muo xu; k†nhl b†r tubygrayṙf iw Tz 

tuh; sgr dTbmgr uugky uu†ky ngi TzT 

eurx Tuusth bhay dgpubgiw tui uugr 

x'v†y zhl T n†k cTyhhkhey thi sgr 

turhtk uu̇bṙl-Pr†drTo thi bhu-h†re 

uugy sh dTxypṙbskgfg ayhnubdw nhy 

uugkfgr ng v†y tubsz s† neck-Pbho 

dguugiw ehhi n†k bhay pTrdgxi/

[המשך פון ז’ ד]

auçg pṙbs tui dgxy pui sgr 

turhtk uu̇bṙl-Pr†drTo thi 

hHshagr aPrTlw khygrTyur tui 

eukyur ̀y˙grg †rdTbhzTy†ri nms sgo 

hHshai uuhxbaTpykgf i thbxyhyuy tui 

sgo bhu-h†regr tubhuugrxhygy ̀y˙grg 

kgrgrx tui xyusgbyi:

gx euny nhr tuhx rgsi mu t˙l tuh; hH-

sha/ uuh thr uuhhxy †sgr vgry v†c thl 

zhl cTegby nhy sgr hHshagr aPrTl T 

xl aPgygrw uuh dguuhhbykgfg hHsha-rg-

sbsheg k̇y/ s†x thz bhay n˙i nTng-

kaui/ pui sgxy uugdi uuhk thl yTeg tuh; 

hHshaw nhy żbg ekhbdguusheg uugrygrw 

uu†x v†ci nhl pTrFhaupy tui mudgmuhdi 

Tvgr vgy pui Puhkiw tuhxsrhei n˙bg dg-

phki tui thcgryrTfyubdgi cbudg sgo auhi 

pTrgbsheyi eurx/

thhsgr thl uugkw †cgrw †bvhhci chi thl 

t˙l b†l aukshe T cTngreubd/ n˙bg 

pṙbs pui sh nhygkg bhuu†gi v†ci nhl 

dgcgyiw thl z†k rgsi Izhhgr-zhhgr PTng-

kgl"/ prgdy nhl cjrow uu†x żbgi zhh 

sgrnhy tuhxi dguugi/

T n†k v†y gPgx T jfo dgz†dyw Tz 

ng kgrby zhl s†x dTbmg kgci ≈ ju. sh 

aukh†ri/ s†x uugryk thz Tuusth Ti Tc-

xurs/ pui n˙bg dgmhhkyg sgrpTrubdgiw 

sgr gher uuh T ≤knhsw uuhhx thl s†l 

dgbuhw Tz sgr Pr†mgx pui kgrbgi pTky 

zhl zhhgr zgkyi mubuh; nhy sh Pkgbgr tui 

thbygrgxi pui T ≤knhsw †cgr sh cgxyg 

kgrgrx pTrn†di Tzgkfg nfahrhow nhy 

uugkfg zhh żbgi Tkg n†k nxudk mumumHgi 

sh tuhpngrezTnehhy pui zhhgrg xyusgbyi/ 

tui thl chi yTeg dkhekglw uu†x cnal pui 

sh Tfy uu†f i pubgo eurx )t˙bakhxbshe 

tuhl sgo thcgrjzr-eurx( v†c thl dg-

vTy T ngdkgfehhy zhl mu kgrbgi uugdi sh 

xTng thbygrgxTbyxyg gbhbho pui sgr 

hHshagr khygrTyur tui khbduuhxyhew nhy 

sh cTrhnyxyg kgrgrx pui sgr aPrTlw 

njcrho pui tuhxgrdguuhhbykgfg kgrbchfgr 

tui uuUbsgrkgfg PgsTd†di/ muzTngi nhy 

Tbsgrg xyusgbyiw n˙bg ṗbg jçrho pui 

Tngrhegw tuhxyrTkhgw Tzhg tui thhr†Pgw 

v†c thl hgsi y†d dgagPy druhx pTrdgbhdi 

x˙ pui sh kgemhgxw x˙ pui sh uuTrayTyiw 

uuU ng v†y tubsz dgkgrby khhgbgi tui rgsi 

tuh; T k̇yhai tupiw uuh tuhl pui sh Tbsgrg 

tubygrbgnubdgiw nhy uugkfg sh Pr†drTo 

thz dguugi Tzuh ṙlw Tz x'thz nhr auugr 

dguugi zhh Pauy thcgrmumhhki/

T dTbmgr zungry†d uu†ky zhfgr dgsuh-

gry mu sgrmhhki uugdi Tkmshbdw uu†x nhr 

v†ci dgzgiw dgvgryw dgkhhgby tui dgdgxi 

cag, sgr Pr†drTo/ uugi thl z†k s† 

żi sgr thhbmhegr rgsbgr uu†ky thl zhl 

e†bmgbyrhry tuhpi gxiw uu̇k dr†s thi bhu-

h†re v†c thl cTeungi T dgkgdbvhhy zhl 

mu cTegbgi nhy sh tuhygbyhaxyg hHshag 

ntfkho/ dkhhcy nhrw x'thz nhr Fngy Tzuh 

uuhfyhe uuh chhdpTki tui e†bhudTmhgx/ 

†cgr ċ Tzgkfg sgrvuhcgbg tunayTbsi 

uugk thl dhfgr z†diw Tz nhrw xyusgbyi 

pubgo eurxw v†ci dgvTy T druhxi Fçus 

†byhhk mu bgngi thi T PTxhrubdw uu†x 

thz p†rdgeungi nhy sgr nhyuuhreubd pui 

sh muuhh thbxyhyumhgx: sgo bhu-h†regr 

tubhuugrxhygy tui sgo hHshai uuhxb-

aTpykgf i thbxyhyuy/ sh chhsg thbxyh-

yumhgx v†ci tubsz pTrz†rdy nhy xyh-

Pgbshgx tui mhngri thi Ti thbygrbTy  
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h pui tubszw uu†x v†ci dgz†ky 

cTeungi TngrheTbgr uuhzgxw 

v†ci auhi tpar pui grç prhkhbd 

nhy tundgsuks dguuTry tuh; hgsi ckhm-

crhuu pui ahhi phdgr†Tw sh xgergyTrag 

pubgo eurxw uu̇k sh turhtk uu̇bṙl-

Pr†drTow †rdTbhzhry pubgo hHshai 

uuhxbaTpykgf i thbxyhyuy tui sgo bhu-

h†regr tubhuugrxhygyw v†y zhl eubv-ao 

dguugi uuh sh uuhfyhexyg tubygrbgnubd 

pTr hubdg hHshahxyi pui sgr dTbmgr uugky/ 

†cgr Tkg s†eungbyi żbgi crul-vao 

†bdgeungi mu sgr ṁyw żbgi nhr †bvhhc 

hubh auhi dguugi drhhy thi uugd Tṙi/// tui 

uu̇ygr dgzgxi tuh; aPhkegx/

†bdgeungi ehhi bhu-h†rew v†ci nhr dg-

uuuhby thbgo IhHsha-vuhz"w tuh; sgr 

41ygr dTxw s"v thbgo xTng mgbygr pui 

nTbvgyi/ x'ruç xyusgbyi v†ci dgayTny 

pui Tngrheg †sgr eTbTsgw f†ya gx 

żbgi tuhl dguugi ≤knhsho pui tuhxyrT-

khgw tuerTHbgw ṡyakTbs tui Puhki/ sh 

mhngri żbgi dguugi d†r cTeuugo/ ju. 

sgo v†ci nhr tuhl dgvTy T ehlw T 

dgrTngi dTxymhngr tui T muyrhy mu Tkg 

uuhfyheg grygr thbgo thbygrbTy )knakw 

sgr xP†rymgbygr(/ uugi nhr v†ci dgvTy 

mru, pkgdi nhr zhl uugbsi mu sgr Tshnh-

bhxyrTmhg tui ng v†y zhhw kuhy tubszgrg 

†bmuvgrgbhaiw ≤hF;-unhs dgkhhzy/ 

sh Tyn†xpgr pubgo IhHsha-vuhz" thz 

≤nhs dguugi pṙbskgl/ nhr v†ci zhl zhh-

gr dhl cTegbyw muzTngbdgTrcgy thcgr 

drTnTyhag dgbhyubdgi †sgr thcgrzg-

mubdgi pui hHshag ygexyi tui dgphry 

kTbdg shxeuxhgx uugdi P†khyhew nuzhew 

ehbgnTy†drTphg ufsunv/ x'thz tubsz 

dguugi Tzuh t˙bdgbgo mu uuuhbgi thi thh-

bgow Tz nhr żbgi thi drgxgrg druPgx 

xyusgbyi pubgo eurx dgdTbdgi aPT-

mhriw dgzgi phkngi thi ehb† tui dgvgry 

e†bmgryi thi bhu-h†regr PTrei/

T sTbe sgo uu†x sgr thbygrbTy dgphby 

zhl Tzuh b†gby mu sh cbhbho pubgo tubh-

uugrxhygy v†y tubszgr y†d-ygdkgfgr 

uugd thi sh ekTxi bhay dgsuhgry kgbdgr 

uuh pupmi nhbuy/ sh tubygrcTi-xyTbmhg 

Ihubh†i-xeuugr" tuh; sgr 41ygr dTx thz 

sgn†ky dguu†ri T nhi yuhgr mu bhu-h†rew 

pui uuTbgi nhr pkgdi p†ri tuh; gexeur-

xhgx tuh; mu TbyPkgei sh hHshag dgahf-

yg thi Tngrhegw uu†x thrg aPuri żbgi 

mgzhhy tui mgaPrhhy thcgr sgr druhxgr  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ngyr†P†khg/ thl v†c sgr gher pTrdg-

sgbey sh gexeurxhg tuhpi ch,-gknhi Ivr 

vFrnk" tuh; sgr drgbg. muuhai euuhbx tui 

cruekhiw uuU ng egi dgphbgi eçrho pui sh 

cTrhnyxyg hHshag aṙcgrx tui eukyur-

yugrxw nhy akuo-gkhfngi cr†a/ s†x thz 

dguugi zhhgr T vhhxgr zubyhew Ti tn,g 

jnhnv/ thcgr sgo v†ci nhr pTrcrTfy 

d†r T eurmg ṁy tuh; sh ayhkg Tkhhgi 

pubgo ch,-gknhiw f†ya nhr v†ci h† cT-

uuhzi mu cTzuf i sh muuhh †Pyhhkubdgi pubgo 

Trcgygr-rhbd tui †Pmudgci Fçus shw uu†x 

v†ci nhy zhhgrg aTpubdgi cTṙfgry 

sh hHshag khygrTyur tui Tbyuuheky sh 

n†sgrbg eukyur thi Tngrheg/

muuhh n†k żbgi nhr tuhl dgp†ri thi sh 

prung hHshag dgdbyi c†r†-PTre tui uuh-

khTnxcurdw uuU x'uuuhbgi chzi v˙byhei y†d 

hHsiw uu†x cTbhmi zhl nhy hHsha uuh zhhgr 

nTng-kaui/ sh jxhshag xçhçv vTky ngi 

pTr ayrgbd tui tunpṙbskglw †cgr nhr 

v†ci dgrgsy nhy ngbyai thi dTxw cTzufy 

er†ngi nhy chfgr tui nuzhe tui sh dTbmg 

ṁy zhl dgphky uuh †bdgkhhdyg dgxy/ thi 

uuhkhTnxcurd v†y tubsz aygshe cTdkhhy 

Ti tuhxgrdguuhhbykgfg uugduu̇zgrhiw sh 

rgzahx†rag Pgrk dkhew uu†x ayTny 

yTeg pui T jxhshagr naPjv tui thz 

T njcryg pui s†eungbyTr-phkngi uugdi 

sgr hHshagr †ry†s†exhagr dgzgkaTpy/ 

zh v†y zhl nhy tubsz dgyhhky nhy 

pTrahhsgbg dgahfygx tui yaheTuugxiw 

nhy uugkfg x'żbgi s†l puk sh hHshag  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dgxkgl/ T sTbe thrg sgrekgrubdgi thz sh 

jrshag uugky tubsz dguu†ri bggbygr tui 

ngr pTraygbskgl/

cnal pui sgo eurx v†ciw †cgrw sh 

uu†fgsheg ygd tuhxdgzgi thi dTbmi Tb-

sgraw f†ya pTr tubsz thz s†x x˙ 

uuh x˙ dguugi T zgexuu†fhegr huo-yuç 

tuh; hHsha/ pui n†byhe chz pṙyhe v†y 

ngi dgsTrpy dhhi thi sh ekTxiw Trcgyi 

tuh; sh kgemhgxw khhgbgi tui aṙci T 

xl )tuh; hHshaw pTrayhhy zhl(w tui tuhc 

gngmgr v†y dgpubgi T pṙg rdg tui T 

uuhbek †Pmu†ygngiw v†y zhl cTks thi 

sgr b†gby cTuuhzi T pṙbsw pkgdy zhl 

Tuusth †bvhhci T anugx uugdi gPgx T 

uuhfyhei gbhi/ ehhi ekhhbhehhy uu†ky ngi 

s†l tuh; hHsha bhay Trundgrgsy///

thl uuhhx bhayw uuh Tzuh x'v†ci tuhxdgzgi 

kgemhgx nhy T h†r †sgr muuhh murhe/ thl 

v†c dgvgryw Tz sh ekTxi żbgi sgn†ky 

dguugi zhhgr eTky tui ng v†y dgsTrpy 

zhmi thi vhykgi tui aTki/ v˙h†r v†ci nhr 

zhl dgnuyagy thi Tzgkfg xhchrgr cTshb-

dubdgi b†r thi sgo phknzTk pubgo Iehbhd 

fuTi-eTrk†x-mgbygr"w †cgr s†x v†y 

tubsz kjkuyhi bhay dgaTy/ uu†x ahhl sgr 

Tyn†xpgr thi sh ekTxi egi thl t˙l 

pTrzhfgriw Tz zh thz dguugi zhhgr T vhhxg/

sh kgrgrx v†ci zhl nhy tubsz n,gxe 

dguugi uuh nhy thhdgbg ehbsgr/ hgsi  

 

די אוריאל ווײַנרײַך-פּראגראם 2008
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go 03xyi hukh thz thbgo hHuu† 

p†rdgeungi T xhnP†zhuo mu 001 

h†r b†l sgr cTrhnygr yagrbg-

uuhmgr e†bpgrgb.w 8091/ x'v†ci dgrgsy 

)tuh; hHsha( Pr†p' mhrk euzbh. )cTrs-

eTkgsza( uugdi sgr e†bpgrgb. cFkk 

tui )tuh; gbdkha( Pr†p' szagx †kx†i 

)hahçv-tubhuugrxhygy( uugdi sgo 

dgayTky pubgo thbhmhTy†r pui sgr 

e†bpgrgb.w s"r b,i )bjuo( chrbcuho/ sgo 

p†rzh. v†y dgphry s"r vgrak dkgzgr/ 

x'thz ċdguugi T ahhbgr guko pui Truo 

001w sgrubygr xyusgbyi pui sgr zungr-

Pr†drTo t"b turhtk uu̇bṙl/

thi 8291w mu muu†bmhe h†r b†l sgr 

e†bpgrgb.w v†y sgr hHuu† †bdgvuhci 

drhhyi T cTbs sh grayg hHshag aPrTl-

e†bpgrgb.: cTrhfyiw s†eungbyi tui 

†PekTbdgi pui sgr yagrb†uuhmgr 

e†bpgrgb. 8091w uu†x thz Truhx thi 1391/ 

tuh; sgr vhkg thz bhay† ehhi b†ngi pui 

ehhi rgsTey†r †sgr mubuhpaygkgrw 

†cgr thi żi Tṙbphr aṙcy nTex 

uu̇bṙlw Tz Isgo PkTi pui sgr Trcgy 

v†ci tuhxdgTrcgy z]kni[ rhhzgi tui sgr 

aṙcgr pui sh s†zheg auru, ̀sh ygf-

bhag surfphrubd thz thcgrdgdgci dguu†ri 

p' jhho cruhsgw uugkfgr v†y zhl †bvhhc 

zungr 8291 dgbungi mu sgr Trcgy"/

b†r uuh aṙcy uu̇bṙl: Ish e†bpgrgb. 

v†y †cgr ehhi nzk bhy dgvTy/// gx 

v†y dgsTrpy żi sh grayg tuhpdTcg 

pui sh shrgeyg †bphrgr Truhxmudgci sh 

Pr†y†e†ki pui sgr e†bpgrgb.w mh f†ya 

Ti tuhygbyhai cTrhfyw kzFrui/ s†x thz 

bhy dgy†i dguu†ri tui nnhkt nuz hgsgr 

thhbgrw uu†x uuhk uuhxi uugdi sgr e†bpgrgb.w 

†beungi mu sgr Prgxg pui 8091"/

x'thz cTuuUxyw Tz sh e†bpgrgb. thz bhay 

dguugi duy †rdTbhzhryw Tz sh †bphrgrx 

pui sgr e†bpgrgb. v†ci p†ruhxdgzgi T 

xyTchkg †rdTbhzTmhg uu†x thz ehhi n†k 

bhay neuho dguu†riw tui Tz cFkk v†y sh 

e†bpgrgb. thcgrdgk†zy b†l zhl uuhhbhe 

aPuri/ pubsgxyuugdi thz zh bhay pTrdgxi 

dguu†ri/ thi jusa tuhduxyw Pubey mu sh vub-

sgry h†rw thz phrdgeungi T muuhhyg yagr-

bguuhmgr e†bpgrgb.w yTeg thi yagrbguuh.w 

thi żi v˙byheiw tuerTHbhaiw dhkduk/ 

kuhy Pr†p' euzbh. thz sh e†bpgrgb. 

dguugi T PTrTs†ex: pui thhi ży thz  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

zh dguugi T uuhfyhe dgaggbha pTr sgr 

hHshagr aPrTlw b†r pui sgr Tbsgrgr 

ży v†y ngi sgrċ tuhpdgy†i uuhhbhe 

nnau,shex/ thi T dguuhxi zhbgiw †cgrw 

thz sgr hHuu† dguugi T hura pui sgr 

e†bpgrgb. tui v†y zhl tubygrdgbungi 

mu sgrdrhhf i sh zgkcheg mhki/ sgr vuhPy-

mhk thz dguugi mu vhhci sgo Prgxyhza 

pui nTng-kauiw mu xyTbsTrshzhri tui 

n†sgrbhzhri x'kaui ̀kuhy s"r chrbcuhngi 

≈ mu nTf i pui sgr p†keaPrTl T euk-

yuraPrTl/ Fsh s†x surfmuphri v†y ngi 

dgz†ky aTpi muuhh †rdTbhzTmhgxw thhbg 

uu†x z†k yr†di s†x Tjrhu, pTr sgr 

aPrTl ≈ drTnTyhew tuhxkhhd ts"dk ≈ 

tui T muuhhyg uu†x z†k ayhmi sh eukyur-

Trcgy ≈ aukiw ygTygrxw pTrkTdi ts"dk/ 

s†x thz bhay neuho dguu†ri ċ †sgr 

b†l sgr e†bpgrgb.w †cgr ċo hHuu† thi 

T vhPagr n†x h†/ sh Tbyuuhekubd pui 

sgr hHshagr eukyur b†l 8091 v†y zhhgr 

dgv†kpi muo dgcuhri uugri pubgo hHuu†/ 

Pr†p' †kx†i v†y dgz†dyw Tz ċo 

v˙byhei y†d thz b,i chrbcuho vhPa 

pTrdgxi dguu†ri tui tuhc ng sgrn†by 

tho auhi h†w thz gx uuh Ti tunrTxw T 

mhubhxy-hHshahxy-Tdushxy/ v†y †cgr 

dgygbvy †kx†iw Tz s†x thz bhay 

ehhi Phbeykgl chks tui sh yagrbguuh-

mgr e†bpgrgb. thz dguugi T uugbsPubey  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

thi chrbcuhnx kgciw bhay ckuhz T 

eurmuu̇kheg IxyTbmhg"/ uu†x thz sgr 

ms-vauuv pui Tkg ayTPkgi pui chrbcuhnx 

eTrhgrg? s†x v†y gr †bdgvuhci thi sgr 

mhubhxyhagr cTuugdubd uugi zh v†y gray 

dgvTkyi ċo dgcuhri uugri )x'uu†ry Imhu-

bhzo" thz yTeg chrbcuhnx T aTpubd!( ̀

sgrb†fsgo thz chrbcuho dguugi T eTb-

shsTy muo gxyṙfhai PTrkTngby )tui 

thz surfdgpTki uu̇k sgr muuhhygr ms v†y 

dgpTkaguugy( ̀b†l sgo ≈ thz gr Trhcgr 

muo hHshahzo tui v†y muu"T pTrrupi sh 

yagrbguuhmgr e†bpgrgb. ̀tui muo xu; ≈ 

mu ≤auçvw muo uugri T prungr tui T jxhs 

pui Tdus,-hårtk/ uugi thi 8291 v†y zhl 

mui tho dguugbsy nTex uu̇bṙlw gr z†k 

†baṙci s†x uu†x gr dgsgbey pui sgr 

e†bpgrgb. pui 8091w v†y chrbcuho uugdi 

sgo zhl zhhgr P†zhyhuu Truhxdgz†dyw †cgr 

tuhl Truhxdgcrgbdy sh nurtw Tz sh pTr-

uugkykgfubd pui nTng-kaui uugy gx nTf i 

pTr tuhx hHsha tui sgrnhy †Pprgnsi sh 

nTxi prung hHsi uu†x rgsi x'kaui/

tuh; sgo xnl v†y Pr†p' †kx†i tuhxdg-

phryw Tz pubgo †bvhhc chzi xu; v†y chrb-

cuho dguu†ky pTr zhl tui pTr Fkk-hårtk 

s†x xTng tuhygbyhag hHshaehhyw thz żi 

dTbmg Trcgyw x˙ kyuç, sgo mhubhzow x˙ 

sgo hHshahzow x˙ sgo ITdushzo"w dguugi T 

nhyk mu sgrdrhhf i sgo s†zhei mhk/ 

סימפּאזיום צו 100 יאר טשערנעוויצער
יידיש-קאנפערענץ 1908

ד

sh yagrbguuhmgr e†bpgrgb. 8091/ x'zhmiw grayg rhh: )graygr  pui rgfyx( h/-k/ Pr.w )graygr pui kh-
bex( b,i chrbcuho ̀x'ayhhgiw muuhhyg rhh: )graygr pui rgfyx( jhho zahyk†uuxehw )pgrygr pui rgfyx( 
vgra-sus b†ncgrdw )phpygr pui rgfyx( Tçrvo rhhzgiw )graygr pui khbex( akuo Ta/
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chz sgr nkjnv thz sgr Tn†Pyhhkw Tzuh uuh 

dTb. Tngrheg nhy thr rhzhegr hHshagr 

cTpgkegrubd tui gahru,w dguugi ċ T xl 

hHsi b†r T eukyurgkg e†k†bhg pui nhzrj-

thhr†Pg/ T sTbe żbg zTnk-Temhgx v†y 

sgr Tn†Pyhhk auhi kTbd tuhxdgvTkyi 

phbTbmhgk Fngy sgo dTbmi thbxyhyuy/ 

gr v†y zhl tuhl tuhxdgmhhfby nhy żbg 

p†ragrhag tuhpyugi/ b†r chz sgn†ky 

v†y gr pTrbungi T muuhhyrTbdhei PkT. 

thi sgr uugky-†rdTbhzTmhg/ Tkg Tr-

fhuuTkg tui p†ra-nTygrhTki uu†x ng 

v†y dgzTnky thi Tngrheg v†y ngi th-

cgrdgahey ehhi uuhkbgw sgr †bgregbygr 

vuhPyay†y pui sgr uugkykgfgr hHshagr 

eukyur tui sgr vhho pubgo hHuu†/

nTex uu̇bṙl v†y duy pTrayTbgiw Tz 

sgr hHuu† thi Tngrheg uugy ehhi n†k 

bhay egbgi uugri s†x uu†x x'thz dguugi 

thi nhzrj-thhr†Pgw uuU nhkh†bgi hHsi v†ci 

tho dgayhmy tui dgTfPgry/ thi Tng-

rheg v†y sgr hHshagr aPrTlw Tzuh uuh 

sgo hHuu†w dgpgky Prgxyhza/ TngrheT-

bgr hHsiw sgrgheray sh gbdkha-rgsbsheg 

hudbyw v†ci pui sgo uuhhbhe dguuUxy/ Tphku 

TngrheTbgr dgkgrbyg v†ci dgvTy b†r 

mgauuUngbg tui †py n†k pTkag vådu, 

uugdi hHsi tui zhhgr eukyur/ pui sgr 

n†sgrbgr hHshagr uuhxbaTpy thz bhay 

dguugi ehhi rhhs/ thi 2491 v†y uu̇bṙl 

cTngreyw Iuugr egi tuh; Ti tn, z†diw Tz 

sh hHshag Tngrheg egi bhay kgci †i sgo 

hHuu†?" †cgr s†x thz pTr uu̇bṙf i bhay 

dguugi ehhi ≤hru. nuu≤r mu żi tuhpi euk-

yurgki tui uuhxbaTpykgf i akhju, pubgo 

hHuu†/ sh hHshag Tngrhegw v†y gr dguuUxyw 

uugy sTrpi aPhki T phrbsheg r†kg ċ 

hHsi thcgr sgr d†rgr uugky/ x'thz dguugi 

bhhyhe thr mu dgci mu pTrayhhi tuh; uuh-

pk thr gmo ehuo tui thsgbyhygy zgbgi 

pTrcubsi nhy hHsha tui nhy sgr p†raubd 

pui sgr hHshagr eukyur tui dgzgkaTpy/

PrhuuTy thz uu̇bṙl b†f i hHshai jurci 

dguugi T pTrmuuhhpkygr/ grw T dgcuhrg-

bgr ṡya-rgsgr tui shPk†nhrygr pui 

nTrcurdgr tubhuugrxhygyw v†y tuhl 

dgvTkyi sh bTmhag tuhxr†yubd pui hHsi 

pTr T Pgrzgbkgf i pTrrTy nms sgr 

ṡyagr eukyur/ uugdi sgr r†kg pui TeT-

sgnhegrx thi sgr tuhxerhxyTkhzhrubd pui 

sgr bTmhagr thsg†k†dhg v†y gr dgarhci 

nhy żi fTrTeygrhxyhagr grushmhg thi 

żi cul vhykgrx Pr†pgx†ri: sgr jke pui 

sgr ṡyagr uuhxbaTpy thi ṡyakTbsx 

pTrcrgfbx egdi hHshai p†ke )7491(/ b†r 

cprvxht v†y gr żi Fgx tui hHtua 

bhay dgk†zy aPhri/ pTregryw gr v†y 

Pr†ekTnhry żi Fuubvw nhy sgr vhk; 

pui Tbsgrg Pkhyhow mu IuuhkbgHzhri" s†x 

TngrheTbgr hHshag kgci/ ċ T hHuu†-

e†bpgrgb. thi 5491 v†y uu̇bṙl sgr- 

ekgryw Tz sgr hHuu† sTr; shbgi uuh Ti 

thbxyhyuy pTr vgfgrg hHshag ayushgx 

uu†x z†k cTegbgi sh TngrheTbgr hH-

shag hudby nhy sgr nhzrj-thhr†PgHagr 

thbygkgeyugkgr tui eukyurgkgr hruavw 

Fsh zh z†k egbgi cgxgr e†bpr†byhri 

sh Pr†ckgngi pui TngrheTbgr kgci/ sh 

uugkykgfg hHshag eukyur tui uuhxbaTpy 

sTr; thr vgkpi Tr†Pmuṙxi pui zhl sgo 

hHshai aTbspkge tui mu Tbyuuhekgi T 

ay†kmgw n†sgrbg thsgbyhygy uu†x z†k 

pTrthhbhei sh nhzrj-thhr†PgHag yrTsh-

mhg nhy sgr v˙byhegr TngrheTbhaehhy/

sgr bhu-h†regr hHuu† v†y pui sh hHuu†-

zTnkubdgi murhecTeungi uu†x xg v†y 

zhl b†r dgk†zy/ nhy uu̇bṙf i cr†a 

v†y sgr Tn†Pyhhk tuhxdgcrhhygry żi 

Teyhuuhygy Fsh mu uugri Ti grayrTbdheg 

p†ra- tui kgri-thbxyhyumhg/ mu sgr zgk-

cgr ṁy v†y uu̇bṙl bhay tuhpdgvgry 

mu p†rai sh hHshag aPrTl tui eukyur/ 

b†r thmygr v†ci zhl żbg p†raTrcgyi 

kruç e†bmgbyrhry tuh; hHsha tui hHsha-

rgsbsheg hHsi bhay uuh T kgcgshegr ha 

uu†x Tbyuuheky zhl uu̇ygrw b†r uuh T 

ekTxhag mhuuhkhzTmhg/ żi n˙xygruugrew 

dgahfyg pui sgr hHshagr aPrTl )3791(w 

thz bhay b†r sh eukyur-dgahfyg pui T 

aPrTl/ x'thz tuhl T n†bungby kzFrui 

sgo TaFbzhai hHsbyuo cfkk/

uu̇bṙfx †Pyhnhzo thz tpar dguugi 

T bTrhagrw b†r T sTbe sgo †Pyhnhzo 

v†y gr zhl dgrTyguugy/ tui mukhc sgo 

uu†x gr thz dguugi Ti geai v†y zhl 

Tbyuuheky bhay b†r sgr hHuu† thi Tng-

rhegw b†r tuhl hHshag ayushgx uuh Ti 

TeTsgnhagr ≤juo/ gr v†y dgaTpi Ti 

TxPhrTbyur tui rgeruyhry prha ckuy 

muuhai sgr TngrheTbgr hHshagr ayush-

rbshegr hudby/ gr v†y dgv†pyw Tz sh 

TxPhrTbyi uugki dgbhxi pubgo uuhxi pui 

chhsg uugkyi tui cTṙfgri bhay b†r 

s†x p†rai nhzrj-thhr†PgHag hHsiw b†r 

tuhl sh TngrheTbgrw tui zhh uugki dgci 

mu ay˙gr mu sgr Tkngbyakgfgr uuh-

xbaTpy cfkk/ tui Fl-vuuv/ 

ekni uu̇zgr thz Pr†pgx†r pui n†sgrbg 

hHshag khnusho ċo h†regr tubhuugrxhygyw 

y†r†byg

יום-טוב צום ארויסקומען פון געשיכטע פון דער יידישער שפּראך אויף ענגליש
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shbxyhew sgo 42xyi pgcruTrw 00:5 

pTr bTfy thbgo hHuu†w 51 uugxy 

61yg dTxw pTrcgyi nhr t˙l tuh; 

T åhnjv kFçus 111 h†r cubs tui 

muo Truhxeungi pui  T cul pui n†yk 

zgknTb†uuhyaw kTbdh†rhei nhydkhs 

pubgo Tkuugkykgf i e††rshbhr-

e†nhygy pubgo cubs/ s†x cul thz 

T zTnkubd zgknTb†uuhyagx gxhh-

gi uugdi uugky-dgaggbhai thi sgr 

≤eupv b†l sgr eTkygr nkjnvw 

uu†x zhh zgbgi ≤jhk, Truhx muuhai 

7891 tui 5002 thbgo cubshai zaur-

bTk tubszgr ṁy/ sgr yhyk: IT 

cubshxy e†ngbyhry tuh; sgr dg-

ahfyg thi kuh; pui sh dgaggbhai"/

b†l T eurmi Tṙbphr uugy 

p†reungi T nuzheTkhag Pr†drTo 

nhy p†kexkhsgr tui khsgr pui sgr 

Trcgygr-cTuugdubdw tuhxdgy˙yay 

surl sgr cTeTbygr zhbdgrhi hufçs 

)sza†Ti( c†ryx/ Fhcus uugy xgr-

uuhry uugri/

Tṙbyrhy thz pṙ/ s†x cul uugy 

żi muo euhpi tui sgr njcr uugy 

gx tuhy†drTphri/ nhr cgyi auhi 

rgzgruuhri T PkT.w †sgr ygk†pbha 

†sgr surl ckhmP†xy:

Naomi Gates-Monasch 
212.294.6140 

nmonasch@yivo.cjh.org
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zubyhe sgo 41yi xgPygncgr zgbgi zhl mubuhp-
dgeungi khcv†cgrx pubgo hHshai uu†ry kFçus 
sgo Truhxeungi pui sgr pukgr gbdkhagr 
thcgrzgmubd pui nTex uu̇bṙfx kgcbxuugrew 
dgahfyg pui sgr hHshagr aPrTl/ muo grayi 
n†k zgbgi Truhx tuh; gbdkha sh vgfgr 007 
żykgl vgru,w uuU uu̇bṙl crgbdy bhay ckuhz 
chckh†drTphag nrtv-neunu,w b†r tuhl tuhx-
dgcrhhygryg shxeuxhgx tui mud†ci mu Tkg gbhbho 
Trundgrgsyg thbgo ygexy dupt/ pTrTi tuhl T 
pukgr zufmgyk muo dTbmi uugre/ sh thcgrzgmgrx 
zgbgi dguugi aknv b†ck g"vw kTbdh†rhegr uuh- 
xbaTpykgfgr nhyTrcgygr thbgo hHuu†w nhy sgr 
vhk; pui ahek phanTiw gngrhyhrygr Pr†pgx†r 
pui x†mhTkg uuhxbaTpyi ċo hahçv-tubhuugr-
xhygy/ rgsTeyhry tui mudgdrhhy sh vgru, muo 
srue v†y vgrak dkgzgrw nhysgeTi pubgo nTex 
uu̇bṙl-mgbygr/ sh ḃg tuhpkTdg uugy mu bh. 
eungi Tkg p†ragrx pui nTng-kauiw pui Tbsgrg 
kaubu, ċ hHsiw pubgo aPrTl- tui kgci-ayhhdgr 
ċ TaFbzhag hHsi uu†x v†y zhl Tbyuuheky tuhpi 
Isrl vax"w uu†x zhh thz auugr surfmuTegri 
uu̇bṙfx uuhxbaTpykgfg Pr†zg tuh; hHsha/ 

ċo huo-yuç zgbgi Truhxdgyr†yi sṙ kgey†ri: 
r†cgry s/ ehbdw Pr†pgx†r pui hHshag khnusho 
ċo ygexTxgr tubhuugrxhygyw uugdi InTex 
uu̇bṙl: T kgci thcgrdgdgci sgr hHshagr 
aPrTl" )zgi tuhxmudi tuh; gbdkhaw z' 81( ̀bhxi )bhk( 

יום-טוב צום ארויסקומען פון געשיכטע פון
דער יידישער שפּראך אויף ענגליש

szahhe†cxw Pr†pgx†r pui hHsha tui TaFbzhag 
khnusho ċo †v˙gr ayTyhai tubhuugrxhygyw  
uugdi InTex uu̇bṙl: thsg†k†dhg tui uuh- 
xbaTpy" ̀tui ekni uu̇zgrw Pr†pgx†r pui hHshag 
khnusho ċo h†regr tubhuugrxhygy )y†r†byg(w 
uugdi InTex uu̇bṙl tui s†x Trchgrphri sgo 
hHuu† ehhi Tngrheg" )zgi tuhxmudi s† uu̇ygr(/ 
sgo p†rzh. v†y dgphry vgrak dkgzgr/ ≈ rgs'

15 West 16th Street
New York • NY • 10011-6301
tel 212.246.6080
fax 212.292.1892
www.yivo.org

uu̇bṙl-huo-yuç

vubsgry h†r yagrbguuh.

zungr-Pr†drTo

buxj uuhkbg

hHsha-xgnhbTri 

chbv uu̇bṙl g"v

hshgu, pui Tn†k
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קלמן ווײַזער

ungr 9391 thz nTex uu̇bṙlw sgr 

uuhxbaTpykgfgr shrgey†r pubgo 

uuhkbgr hHuu†w dgp†ri ehhi crhxk tuh; Ti 

thbygrbTmh†bTkgr khbduuhxyhe-e†bpgrgb./ 

muzTngi nhy żi pruh rgdhbg tui nhyi gkygri 

zui turhtk thz gr dguugi tubygr uugdbx thi 

e†PbvTdi uugi ṡyakTbs nhyi rTyi-pTrcTbs 

v†ci tubygrdgj,ngy zhhgr pTrbTbyi PTey/ 

tuh; thr nTngx ceav thz rgdhbg ≤hF; 

murhedgp†ri ehhi uuhkbg Fsh mu żi nhyi hHbdgri 

zui dçrhtk/ Ti †Pyhnhxyw v†y nTex uu̇bṙl 

cTak†xi mu uu̇ki b†l kgbdgr thi tuhxkTbs 

nhy turhtki v†pbshew Tz sh chhzg uu†kebx 

uugki cTks pTrċ/ Tzuh Truo thz gr dgckhci 

aygei thi sgr sgbhagr vuhPyay†y uugi xg 

v†y tuhxdgcr†f i sh muuhhyg uugky-nkjnv/ 

thz gr bhay dguugi chfuk, murhemup†ri Tvhho 

mu żi naPjvw mu żi ay†y tui mu żi cT-

khcyi hHuu†w żi Icfur"/ ckh,-crhrv thz grw 

thmygr T Pkhyw †bdgeungi nTr. 0491 nhy 

turhtki ehhi bhu-h†re/ )rgdhbg tui dçrhtk zg-

bgi aPgygr Tuuge pui uuhkbg tui surl xhchr 

tui hTPTi zhl tuhl sgrak†di ehhi bhu-h†re/( 

s†ryi v†y zhl uu̇bṙl tubygrdgbungi nhy 

nxhr,-bpa thcgrmunTf i sgo TngrheTbgr 

†Pyhhk )Tn†Pyhhk( pubgo hHuu†w gr z†k th-

cgrbgngi uuhkbgx pubemhg uuh sgr uugkymgb-

ygr pubgo thbxyhyuy/
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